
 
 

实验室主任致辞 
 在 AlphaGo 战胜人类围棋高手李世石的震撼结果推动下，

2016 年众望所归地成为了人工智能的新纪元，我们这个中国唯一
的冠有“智能”字眼的国家重点实验室，再次被推到了历史进程的
风口浪尖。这一年里在实验室全体老师的努力下，我们取得了诸多
可圈可点的成果。 

首先祝贺实验室的开拓者张钹院士以大陆地区唯一入选者身
份获得 2016 微软研究院杰出合作贡献奖。这既表达了微软对张钹
院士多年来为微软亚洲研究院学术合作提供帮助的认可与感谢，
也反映了微软对其与清华乃至实验室合作的重视。 

其次在科技获奖方面收获颇丰。孙茂松教授入选中国科协第
七届“全国优秀科技工作者”；孙富春教授团队的“多模态认知灵巧手”在 2016 世界机器人大
会上获最佳科技创新奖；孙富春教授参与的项目“可穿戴康复机器人关键技术及其应用”获得
2016 年度吴文俊人工智能科技奖进步奖一等奖；唐杰教授等研制的“科技情报大数据分析挖
掘服务平台”获得国际发明协会 2016 年度发明创业奖金奖。众多奖项一方面证明了老师们的
研究成果得到了国内外同行的认可，产生了重要的学术影响和社会效应，同时也反映了老师们
在科研与教学上的辛苦付出。 

2016 年我们继续切实推进和加强人才队伍建设，并开展广泛的学术交流。青年教师刘知
远获“钱伟长中文信息处理科学技术奖青年创新一等奖”；刘奕群副教授受邀担任信息检索领
域著名国际学术会议 ACM SIGIR 2018 程序委员会主席；朱军副教授和杜克大学 Larry Carin 教
授合作组织“杜克大学-清华大学机器学习暑期学校”在杜克昆山大学校园举行并得到良好反
响。在老师们的辛勤指导下，我们的学生们也收获累累硕果，获得了“DAS2016 最佳论文奖”、
“中国中文信息学会拓尔思优秀博士学位论文奖”、“西贝尔学者”称号以及“北京市优秀硕士
研究生”、“清华大学优秀博士/硕士论文”等多项荣誉。 

在科研方面，2016 年中我们共承担了国家省部级科技项目、国际及国内企业合作等科研
项目 161 项。其中 973 计划有孙茂松教授“面向三元空间的互联网中文信息处理理论与方法”、
朱小燕教授“社会感知数据处理的认知基础与计算理论”、李国良副教授“大数据群体计算”、
朱军副教授“非结构化环境的表征、结构识别与异构推理”等；863 计划有孙富春教授“面向
非结构化环境理解的仿生眼感知与识别”、唐杰副教授“社交网络搜索与群体行为分析的理论
与方法研究”等。2016 年承担项目合同总金额约 1.9 亿元，当年合同经费 5025 万元。获得专
利授权 17 项，软件著作权 5 项，在相关领域有影响力的重要国际期刊和会议上发表了学术论
文 224 篇。 

我们积极落实国家教育改革和发展规划纲要，进一步优化学科建设布局，分别在烟台、乌
鲁木齐、南京等地组织了学术研讨会。确立实验室继续坚持人工智能与智能信息处理这一研究
方向，在自然标注大数据的自然语言处理、人机对话与智能搜索推荐展现认知智能发展、深度
学习与神经科学的交互、贝叶斯学习前沿、无人机技术等方面重点开展研究，关注大数据下弱
人工智能产业的发展趋势，使人工智能从更实用的层面进入发展快车道。前景无限美好，值得
我们为之全力奔跑。 

2016 年我们取得了辉煌的成绩，人工智能也再次迎来了历史上的第三个春天。政府的支
持、媒体的宣传、资本的追捧，全世界都在传播人工智能的成果，各行各业都在努力争取“人
工智能+”，希望能够借力发展或改变。对于我们实验室来说，这既是好事也需要警觉。在接下
来的日子里，我们要立足基础研究，力争创新，踏踏实实突破人工智能“最后一公里”的挑战。
我们面前的路不仅很长，而且还很艰难。愿我们实验室的全体师生一起，在做“顶天立地”的
科学研究道路上走得更远，更好！ 

 

智能技术与系统国家重点实验室主任 
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2016 年实验室大事记 

 张钹院士获得 2016微软研究院杰出合作贡献奖 (Microsoft Research 

Outstanding Collaborator Awards 2016)，是中国大陆地区唯一一位入选者。 

 孙茂松教授入选中国科协第七届“全国优秀科技工作者”。 

 孙茂松教授当选中国科协第九届全国委员会委员。 

 刘知远获“钱伟长中文信息处理科学技术奖青年创新一等奖”。“钱伟长中文信

息处理科学技术奖”是经科技部批准设立的中文信息处理领域的最高科学技术

奖。 

 在韩国大田举行第29届国际智能机器人与系统大会上，孙富春教授带领的团队

参加了“机械手抓取与操作”竞赛中的两个任务，并分别获得第一名和第三名。 

 孙富春教授团队参加了2016世界机器人大会，参展的多模态认知灵巧手经过大

会国际专家团评选，被评为了本次大会的最佳科技创新奖(共评出四项获奖机

器人)。 

 邓志东教授团队获得2016世界机器人大赛“无人驾驶挑战赛”优秀团队奖。 

 邓志东教授带领的无人驾驶研究组在国际著名的 KITTI 视觉基准数据库路面

检测评测任务中，获得优异成绩，全部四项路面分割任务中获得两项第一、一

项第二（综合）和一项第四。来自斯坦福大学、CMU、多伦多大学、德国Freiburg

大学等60多个国际研究团队参加了该评测。 

 孙富春教授参与的项目“可穿戴康复机器人关键技术及其应用”获得2016年度

吴文俊人工智能科技奖进步奖一等奖。 

 刘长松等负责的项目“多光谱图像钞票鉴伪技术与系统”获得第二届物联网感

智创新大赛二等奖。 

 唐杰等研制的“科技情报大数据分析挖掘服务平台”获得国际发明协会2016年

度发明创业奖·项目奖金奖。 

 马洪兵副教授参与的项目“第二次全国湿地资源调查”获得中国遥感应用协会

科学技术奖三等奖。 

 汤野骏（指导教师彭良瑞）的论文《基于卷积神经网络迁移学习的古籍汉字识

别方法》获得第12届文档分析系统国际研讨会“最佳论文奖”。 

 “第十五届全国计算语言学学术会议”暨“第四届基于自然标注大数据的自然

语言处理国际学术研讨会”于 2016年10月14日至16日在鲁东大学成功举行。来

自全国各地约 600 名与会代表参加了此次学术活动。此次活动由张钹院士担

任大会共同主席，孙茂松教授担任程序委员会共同主席，刘洋副教授担任组织

委员会共同主席，刘奕群副教授担任赞助主席，刘知远助理教授担任论文出版

共同主席。 

 我实验室与人民大学信息学院合作组织由中国中文信息学会主办的第十二届
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亚洲信息检索会议。本届会议由马少平教授担任大会荣誉主席，刘奕群和张敏

分别担任大会主席和程序委员会主席。亚洲信息检索会议旨在提供一个信息检

索研究与开发人员交流思想和分享近期成果的平台，是亚洲（含大洋洲）地区

信息检索领域的主要学术会议。 

 朱军副教授和杜克大学副教务长Larry Carin教授合作组织“杜克大学-清华大

学机器学习暑期学校”在杜克昆山大学校园举行，围绕“大数据下的深度学习

（Deep Learning for Big Data）”的主题，邀请了包括胡晓林副教授在内的 

9 位活跃在第一线的研究人员担任教师。暑期学校吸引了来自 12 个国家的 

80多位学员，经过 10 多天的训练，我系博士生石佳欣同学被评为最佳学员（共 

5 人）。  

 刘奕群副教授受邀担任信息检索领域著名国际学术会议ACM SIGIR 2018程序委

员会主席(PC Chair)。这是 SIGIR 会议首次邀请来自国内高校的学者担任其

程序委员会主席职务。 

 博士生王超（指导教师马少平教授）获得“中国中文信息学会拓尔思优秀博士

学位论文奖”。 
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科研成果统计1 

1. 科研项目统计 

项目类别 项目数量 合同经费（万元） 当年到账经费（万元） 

纵

向

项

目 

973 计划 10 2883.77 780.32 

863 计划 3 1033.30 90.00 

国家科技支撑计划 6 1172.59 75.40 

自然科学基金重大及重点 17 2414.82 434.60 

自然科学基金面上及青年 21 1258.70 460.53 

其它 26 2075.29 585.41 

小计 83 10838.47 2426.26 

国际合作项目 36 3151.42  1206.66  

横向项目 42 4841.73  1392.70  

总计 161 18831.62  5025.62  

科研项目列表详见附录三。 

 

 

   

   

图 1. 科研项目数量与经费分布  

                                                             
1 统计数据均不包含涉密项目 
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2. 论文发表统计 

类别 数量 指标 数量 

国际期刊 99 SCI 论文 69 

国内期刊 25 CCF A 类 64 

国际会议 118   

专著 2   

总计 224   

年度代表性论文（CCF A 类期刊及会议）及首页详见附录四；全部论文列表详见附录五。 

 

 

 

图 2. 论文数量分布 

 

3. 知识产权统计 

类别 分项数量（项） 合计数量（项） 

发明专利 

授权 17 

47 公开 17 

申请 13 

软件著作权登记 5 

总计 52 

专利与软件著作权登记列表详见附录六。  

专著

1%

国际期刊

41%

国际会议

48%

国内期刊

10%
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附录一：实验室教师列表 

序号 姓名 职称 分室 E-Mail 

1 张钹 院士 计算机 dcszb@tsinghua.edu.cn 

2 朱小燕 教授 计算机 zxy-dcs@tsinghua.edu.cn 

3 孙富春 教授 计算机 fcsun@tsinghua.edu.cn 

4 孙茂松 教授 计算机 sms@tsinghua.edu.cn 

5 应明生 教授 计算机 yingmsh@tsinghua.edu.cn 

6 马少平 教授 计算机 msp@tsinghua.edu.cn 

7 邓志东 教授 计算机 michael@tsinghua.edu.cn 

8 朱纪洪 教授 计算机 jhzhu@tsinghua.edu.cn 

9 孙晓民 副教授 计算机 sxm123@tsinghua.edu.cn 

10 邓俊辉 副教授 计算机 deng@tsinghua.edu.cn 

11 李建民 副研究员 计算机 lijianmin@tsinghua.edu.cn 

12 徐华 副研究员 计算机 xuhua@tsinghua.edu.cn 

13 刘华平 副研究员 计算机 hpliu@tsinghua.edu.cn 

14 张敏 副教授 计算机 z-m@tsinghua.edu.cn 

15 刘洋 副研究员 计算机 liuyang2011@tsinghua.edu.cn 

16 朱军 副研究员 计算机 dcszj@tsinghua.edu.cn 

17 黄民烈 副研究员 计算机 aihuang@tsinghua.edu.cn 

18 刘奕群 副教授 计算机 yiqunliu@tsinghua.edu.cn 

19 宋亦旭 副研究员 计算机 songyx@tsinghua.edu.cn 

20 胡晓林 副研究员 计算机 xlhu@tsinghua.edu.cn 

21 李洪波 助理研究员 计算机 lihongbo.jason@gmail.com 

22 刘知远 助理研究员 计算机 liuzy@tsinghua.edu.cn 

23 丁晓青 教授 电子 dxq@ocrserv.ee.tsinghua.edu.cn 

24 孙卫东 教授 电子 wdsun@tsinghua.edu.cn 

25 王生进 研究员 电子 wgsgj@tsinghua.edu.cn 

26 刘长松 副教授 电子 lcs@tsinghua.edu.cn 

27 彭良瑞 副研究员 电子 plr@ocrserv.ee.tsinghua.edu.cn 

28 马洪兵 副教授 电子 hbma@tsinghua.edu.cn 

29 张长水 教授 自动化 zcs@tsinghua.edu.cn 

30 周杰 教授 自动化 jzhou@tsinghua.edu.cn 

31 陆文凯 研究员 自动化 lwkmf@tsinghua.edu.cn 

32 高飞飞 副教授 自动化 feifeigao@tsinghua.edu.cn 

33 冯建江 副教授 自动化 jfeng@tsinghua.edu.cn 

34 鲁继文 副教授 自动化  

35 赵虹 副教授 自动化  
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附录二：实验室教师学术兼职情况 

序号 姓名 学术组织/学术期刊名称 职务 

1 应明生 Artificial Intelligence Journal Associate Editor 

Frontiers of Computer Science Editorial Board Member 

2 孙富春 International Conference on Cognitive 

Systems and Signal Processing 
General Chair 

IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and 

Cybernetics: Systems 
Associate Editor 

IEEE Transactions on Fuzzy Systems Associate Editor 

Mechatronics Associate Editor 

Soft Computing Associate Editor 

International Journal of Control, 

Automation, and Systems 
Editor 

Robotics and Autonomous Systems Editorial board member 

3 李洪波 International Journal of Control, 

Automation, and Systems 

Associate Editor 

4 胡晓林 IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks and 

Learning Systems 

Associate editor 

5 丁晓青 The Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers 

Fellow 

The International Association for Pattern 

Recognition 

Fellow 

International Journal Of Pattern 

Recognition And Artificial Intelligence 

Associate Editor 

6 张长水 Pattern Recognition Editorial Board Member 

International Journal of Applied 

Mathematics & Computer Science 

Editorial Board Member 

中国计算机学会人工智能与模式识别专

业委员会 

副主任 

中国人工智能学会生物信息学与人工生

命专业委员会 

副主任 

7 高飞飞 International Journal of Antennas and 

Propagation 

Editorial Board Member 

China Communications Editorial Board Member 

8 朱  军 IEEE Trans. Pattern Analysis and Machine 

Intelligence (PAMI) 

Associate Editor 

Artificial Intelligence Journal Editorial Board 

International Conference on Machine 

Learning, 

Area Chair 

International Joint Conference on Artificial 

Intelligence 

Area Chair 
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AAAI Conference Area Chair 

9 刘华平 Cognitive Computation Associate Editor 

International Journal of Advanced Robotic 

Systems 
Associate Editor 

IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters Associate Editor 

International Journal of Control, 

Automation, and Systems 
Associate Editor 

Neurocomputing Associate Editor 

Robotics: Science and Systems Conference 

(RSS) 

Program Committee 

Member 

International Conference on Robotics and 

Automation (ICRA) 
Associate Editor 

International Joint Conference on Artificial 

Intelligence (IJCAI) 

Program Committee 

Member 

10 刘知远 Frontiers of Computer Science 青年编委 

11 朱小燕 Journal of Computer Science and 

Technology 

Editorial Board Member 

加拿大国际开发研究中心 International Chair 

Professor 

12 黄民烈 ACL 2016 Area Chair 

IJCAI 2017 Senior PC 

13 孙茂松 中国中文信息学会 副理事长、常务理事， 

计算语言学专委会主任 

中国计算机学会名词审定工作委员会 主任 

Journal of Computer Science and 

Technology 

Editorial Board Member 

Journal of Chinese Language and 

Computing 

Editorial Board Member 

14 马少平 中国人工智能学会 副理事长、常务理事，知

识工程与分布智能专委

会主任 

中国中文信息学会 常务理事，信息检索与内

容安全专委会副主任 

15 邓志东 中国自动化学会智能自动化专委会 主任 

16 朱纪洪 国家 863 计划航天航空领域主题专家组 副组长 

教育部科技委 国防学部委员、空天专家

组副组长 

中国自动化学会机器人竞赛工作委员会 主任 

18 刘奕群 中国中文信息学会信息检索与内容安全

专委会 

副主任 

Information Retrieval Journal Editorial Board Member 

Foundations and Trends in IR Editorial Board Member 

Frontiers of Computer Science Young Associate Editor 
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19 刘  洋 中国中文信息学会计算语言学专委会 秘书长 

中国中文信息学会青年工作委员会 主任 

IJCAI 2017 Senior PC 

EMNLP2016 Area Chair 

20 刘知远 Frontiers of Computer Science 青年编委 

AAAI 2016 PC 

WWW 2016 PC 

21 张敏 ACM Transactions on Information System Associate Editor 

the 10th ACM International conference of 

Web Search and Data Mining (WSDM 

2017) 

Program co-Chair 

12the Asia Information Retreival Society 

Conference (AIRS 2016) 

Program co-Chair 

中国中文信息学会 学术委员会秘书长 

22 周杰 IAPR Fellow 

CCBR2016 大会主席、程序委员会主

席 

23 冯建江 Image and Vision Computing Associate Editor 

CCBR2016 程序委员会主席 

24 鲁继文 Pattern Recognition Letters Associate Editor 

Neurocomputing Associate Editor 

IEEE Access Associate Editor 

IEEE Signal Processing Society Technical 

Committee on Information Forensics and 

Security 

Technical Committee 

Member 

IEEE Circuits and Systems Society 

Technical Committee on Multimedia 

Systems and Application 

Affiliate Technical 

Committee Member 

25 唐杰 ACM Transactions on Knowledge 

Discovery from Data 

Associate EIC 

The 25th ACM International Conference 

on Information and Knowledge 

Management 

程序委员会主席 

26 王生进 北京图像图形学会 副理事长 

27 孙卫东 Climate Change Research Letter 编委 
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附录三：科研项目列表 

序

号 
类别 名称 负责人 

经费

(万元) 
起止时间 委托单位 分室 

1 973 
面向三元空间的互联网中

文信息处理理论与方法 
孙茂松 590 

2014.1 

~2018.8 

科技部 
计算机 

2 973 
社会感知数据处理的认知

基础与计算理论 
朱小燕 577 

2012.1 

~2016.12 

科技部 
计算机 

3 973 大数据群体计算 李国良 500 
2016 

~2019 

科技部 
计算机 

4 973 
密集立体覆盖移动通信的

理论与方法 
陈巍 480 

2013.1 

~2017.12 

科技部 
自动化 

5 973 
非结构化环境的表征、结

构识别与异构推理 
朱军 387 

2013.1 

~2017.12 

科技部 
计算机 

6 863 
社交网络搜索与群体行为

分析的理论与方法研究 
唐杰 432  

科技部 
计算机 

7 863 
面向非结构化环境理解的

仿生眼感知与识别 
孙富春 362 

2015.1 

~2017.12 

科技部 
计算机 

8 
国家重点

研发计划 

大范围复杂场景视觉大数

据的透彻感知理论与方法 
周杰 396 

2016.7 

~2020.6 

科技部 
自动化 

9 
国家科技

重大专项 

高精度参数辨识噪声压制

及弱信号增强技术 
陆文凯 114.19 

2016.1 

~2020.12 

基金委 
自动化 

10 重大专项 
面向精细操作的高分辨率

多模态智能传感装置研制 
孙富春 300 

2014.1 

~2017.12 

基金委 
计算机 

11 

重大研究

计划-培

育 

面向城区综合环境的无人

驾驶车辆关键技术及试验

样车研发 

邓志东 100 
2015.1 

~2017.12 

基金委 

计算机 

12 基金重点 
无定型无线网络覆盖理论

与技术 
金石 350 

2016.1 

~2020.12 

基金委 
自动化 

13 基金重点 
用户搜索意图理解、表示

与匹配 
马少平 349.82 

2016.1 

~2020.12 

基金委 
计算机 

14 基金重点 
面向大数据的机器学习理

论与方法 
朱小燕 300 

2014.1 

~2018.12 

基金委 
计算机 

15 
青年千人

项目 
视觉模式学习与识别 鲁继文 300 

2016.7 

~2019.6 

中央 

组织部 
自动化 

16 优青 统计机器翻译 刘洋 150 
2016.1 

~2018.12 

基金委 
计算机 

17 优青 信息检索与评价 刘奕群 130 
2017.1 

~2019.12 

基金委 
计算机 

18 优青 数据库系统与理论 李国良 100 
2016 

~2019 

基金委 
计算机 
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序

号 
类别 名称 负责人 

经费

(万元) 
起止时间 委托单位 分室 

19 优青 
面向高性能集成电路设计

的物理建模与仿真技术 
喻文健 100 

2015.1 

~2017.12 

基金委 
自动化 

20 优青 无线通信中的估计与检测 高飞飞 100 
2015.1 

~2017.12 

基金委 
自动化 

21 优青 机器学习 朱军 100 
2014.1 

~2016.12 

基金委 
计算机 

22 

全国哲学

社会科学

基金项目 

基于大规模社交媒体的汉

语模因传播机理量化研究 
孙茂松 80 

2013.11 

~2016.12 

全国哲学

社科规划

办 

计算机 

23 
自然科学

基金 
生物特征识别 冯建江 150 

2017.1 

~2019.12 

基金委 
自动化 

24 
自然科学

基金 

面向相关性反馈的搜索引

擎用户点击模型研究 
马少平 87 

2015.1 

~2018.12 

基金委 
计算机 

25 
自然科学

基金 

基于虚拟并发数据流和有

效控制数据驱动的无线网

络化系统协同设计 

李洪波 84 
2015.1 

~2018.12 

基金委 

计算机 

26 
自然科学

基金 

模糊和畸变场景图像中的

文字识别研究 
刘长松 82 

2015.1 

~2018.12 

基金委 
电子 

27 
自然科学

基金 

信息多样性和信息摘要的

关键问题研究 
黄民烈 82 

2013.1 

~2016.12 

基金委 
计算机 

28 
自然科学

基金 

大规模知识图谱的分布式

表示学习、知识获取与推

理应用 

刘知远 80.4 
2016.1 

~2019.12 

基金委 

计算机 

29 
自然科学

基金 

基于多源视频协同分析的

大尺度群体事态理解和预

测模型研究 

苏航 71.3 
2016.1 

~2019.12 

基金委 

计算机 

30 
自然科学

基金 

一种自适应数据驱动的时

空域地震数据鬼波压制方

法 

陆文凯 70 
2017.1 

~2020.12 

基金委 

自动化 

31 
自然科学

基金 

复杂动态环境下基于分解

的多目标演化先进机器人

群组协作控制方法研究 

徐华 65 
2017.1 

~2020.12 

基金委 

计算机 

32 
自然科学

基金 

推力矢量飞机过失速机动

状态非定常气动力表征及

鲁棒控制方法研究 

朱纪洪 65 
2017.1 

~2020.12 

基金委 

计算机 

33 
自然科学

基金 

面向视觉目标识别的深度

度量学习方法研究 
鲁继文 64 

2017.1 

~2020.12 

基金委 
自动化 

34 
自然科学

基金 

基于任务的跨领域异质可

解释的推荐方法研究 
张敏 63 

2017.1 

~2020.12 

基金委 
计算机 

35 
自然科学

基金 

基于稀疏编码模型的深层

学习神经网络 
胡晓林 61 

2013.1 

~2016.12 

基金委 
计算机 
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序

号 
类别 名称 负责人 

经费

(万元) 
起止时间 委托单位 分室 

36 
自然科学

基金 

机器人视-触多模态信息融

合识别的结构化稀疏编码

方法 

刘华平 61 
2017.1 

~2020.12 

基金委 

计算机 

37 
自然科学

基金 
社交网络群体行为分析 唐杰 50 

2015.3 

~2018.2 

基金委 
计算机 

38 
自然科学

基金 

计算机辅助指派专家关系

挖掘与计算方法研究 
唐杰 30 

2015.7 

~2016.6 

基金委 
计算机 

39 
自然科学

基金 

基于概率图的判别式关系

隐层空间模型研究 
陈宁 26 

2014.1 

~2016.12 

基金委 
计算机 

40 
自然科学

基金 

基于多个小型微惯性/磁强

计测量单元的手势识别研

究 

方斌 22 
2016.1 

~2018.12 

基金委 

计算机 

41 
自然科学

基金 

垂直/短距起降飞机异类多

执行器控制分配研究 
王向阳 20 

2017.1 

~2019.12 

基金委 
计算机 

42 
省部级 

项目 

基于斜模成像的高光谱图

像超分重建方法研究 
孙卫东 50 

2013.1 

~2016.12 

北京市科

委 
电子 

43 
省部级 

项目 

国家湿地公园信息服务平

台开发 
马洪兵 48 

2015.11 

~2016.12 

其他部委 
电子 

44 
省部级 

项目 
国家重要湿地确认 马洪兵 30 

2016.1 

~2016.12 

其他部委 
电子 

45 
省部级 

项目 

非线性奇异摄动系统的多

目标鲁棒控制 
孙富春 15 

2014.1 

~2016.12 

基金委 
计算机 

46 专项 航天数据分析 李国良 150 
2016 

~2017 

航天 
计算机 

47 专项 Xxx 项目 马洪兵 68.8 
2016.1 

~2016.12 

其他部委 
电子 

48 专项 时空数据分析 李国良 60 
2016 

~2017 

空军 
计算机 

49 其他纵向 
提升高附加值功能化汽车

玻璃制造的智能工厂建设 
张钹 360 

2016.9 

~2018.12 

福耀玻璃 
计算机 

50 其他纵向 
面向公共安全的大数据视

音频结构化与信息关联 
王生进 150 

2015.3 

~2017.12 

科研院 
电子 

51 其他纵向 

基于心理动力学的社交网

络群体行为研究 的社交网

络群体行为研究 

唐杰 100 
2016.1 

~2018.12 

基金委 

计算机 

52 其他纵向 近程拦截器关键技术研究 朱纪洪 98 
2015.3 

~2016.12 

科研院 
计算机 

53 其他纵向 
末端防空拦截系统组网与

数据融合 
朱纪洪 90 

2016.1 

~2017.12 

科研院 
计算机 

54 其他纵向 
大规模在线教育关键技术

研究及系统开发 
孙茂松 83.1 

2014.1 

~2016.12 

科研院 
计算机 
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序

号 
类别 名称 负责人 

经费

(万元) 
起止时间 委托单位 分室 

55 其他纵向 
知识大数据的表示学习、

自动获取与应用研究 
刘知远 60 

2015.10 

~2018.9 

科研院 
计算机 

56 其他纵向 
基于心理动力学的社交网

络群体行为研究 
唐杰 50 

2015.1 

~2016.12 

 
计算机 

57 其他纵向 
搜索引擎用户点击模型研

究 
刘奕群 50 

2015.3 

~2017.12 

科研院 
计算机 

58 其他纵向 
脑-机辅助的移动机器人关

键技术 
李洪波 48 

2014.1 

~2016.12 

科研院 
计算机 

59 其他纵向 
学会联合体青年人才托举

工程 
王向阳 45 

2015.11 

~2017.12 

中国自动

化学会 
计算机 

60 其他纵向 

基于现代信息处理和模式

识别方法的地震属性提取

和分析技术 

朱军 40.39 
2014.4 

~2016.4 

科研院 

计算机 

61 其他纵向 专项项目 彭良瑞 25 
2015.5 

~2016.4 

中国通用

技术研究

院 

电子 

62 其他纵向 移动互联网…… 黄民烈 10 
2016.5 

~2016.10 

网信办 
计算机 

63 其他纵向 
CCF-Intel 青年学者提升计

划 
刘知远 5 

2015.9 

~2016.9 

中国计算

机学会 
计算机 

64 国际 
跨模态学习的自适应、预

测和交互 
孙富春 1409 

2016.1 

~2019.12 

基金委 
计算机 

65 国际 
面向任务的服务机器人系

统基础理论与关键技术 
孙富春 260 

2013.1 

~2017.12 

基金委 
计算机 

66 国际 

大数据机器学习理论、系

统平台与网络媒体应用研

究 

朱军 220 
2017.1 

~2021.12 

基金委 

计算机 

67 国际 内存计算 李国良 120 
2016 

~2017 

SAP 
计算机 

68 国际 突破互联网屏障（续） 朱小燕 98.41 
2014.6 

~2016.6 

IDRC 
计算机 

69 国际 
面向中国飞机维修的汉英

机器翻译系统 
孙茂松 97.5 

2015.9 

~2016.8 

波音公司 
计算机 

70 国际 
智能机器视觉伺服的研究

与应用 
刘华平 95 

2015.8 

~2016.9 

西门子 
计算机 

71 国际 数据挖掘工具研发 朱小燕 80 
2016.9 

~2017.5 

斯伦贝谢 
计算机 

72 国际 阿拉伯文识别技术授权 彭良瑞 63.37 
2015.7 

~2020.6 

 Nuance  
电子 

73 国际 
基于多模态融合技术的机

器人智能控制 
刘华平 62.5 

2015.5 

~2015.9 

西门子 
计算机 
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序

号 
类别 名称 负责人 

经费

(万元) 
起止时间 委托单位 分室 

74 国际 
开发基于运动传感器捕获

的跟踪数据操作评估方法 
孙富春 42 

2016.4 

~2016.12 

日本三菱 
计算机 

75 国际 
面向多种修改图像的高性

能相似图像检测技术开发 
王生进 36 

2016.4 

~2016.10 

日本三菱 
电子 

76 国际 
基于 3D CAD 数据的物体识

别方法的研究 
王生进 36 

2016.6 

~2016.12 

日本三菱 
电子 

77 国际 
深度学习在情感分析中的

应用 
黄民烈 36 

2015.3 

~2016.3 

三星公司 
计算机 

78 国际 
社交网络上的目标用户群

体挖掘与画像 
张敏 36 

2015.7 

~2016.6 

三星公司 
计算机 

79 国际 汉语语义分析技术研究 孙茂松 36 
2015.9 

~2016.2 

东芝公司 
计算机 

80 国际 
基于搜索意图挖掘的市场

竞争信息分析 
刘奕群 36 

2016.2 

~2017.1 

三星公司 
计算机 

81 国际 突破互联网屏障（再续） 朱小燕 34.06 
2015.7 

~2016.7 

IDRC 
计算机 

82 国际 
领域本体构建与基于本体

的用户建模 
刘知远 30 

2014.9 

~2015.7 

北京三星 
计算机 

83 国际 
智能摄像头行人检测和目

标检测系统 
王宏 30 

2014.12 

~2016.12 

北京小孔

科技 
计算机 

84 国际 多源文本的自动摘要 黄民烈 30 
2015.5 

~2016.5 

北京三星 
计算机 

85 国际 
应用于智能家庭物联网的

机器人 
孙富春 30 

2015.7 

~2016.6 

北京三星 
计算机 

86 国际 基于深度学习的旅游翻译 刘洋 30 
2015.7 

~2016.7 

北京三星 
计算机 

87 国际 
面向餐馆的对话及应用研

究 
朱小燕 30 

2016.3 

~2017.2 

北京三星 
计算机 

88 国际 
基于递归神经网络的阿拉

伯文识别 
彭良瑞 24 

2016.1 

~2016.12 

日本东芝 
电子 

89 国际 

中德（NSFC-DFG）‘跨模态

学习的自适应、预测和交

互’双边学术研讨会 

孙富春 22.6 
2015.8 

~2020.12 

基金委 

计算机 

90 国际 机器人目标鉴别 刘华平 22.012 
2015.11 

~2016.10 

英特尔 
计算机 

91 国际 
反馈神经网络用于空间表

示 
胡晓林 

19.068

201 

2015.9 

~2016.8 

英特尔 
计算机 

92 国际 
基于深度产生式模型的序

列数据分析 
朱军 18 

2015.6 

~2016.5 

英特尔 
计算机 
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经费

(万元) 
起止时间 委托单位 分室 

93 国际 

汉英/英汉统计机器翻译系

统关键技术研究（第二

期） 

刘洋 18 
2015.10 

~2016.9 

东芝公司 

计算机 

94 国际 目标识别的抓取融合 刘华平 18 
2015.12 

~2016.12 

英特尔 
计算机 

95 国际 
新闻流服务与广告投放中

的用户行为建模研究 
刘奕群 10.4 

2015.9 

~2016.8 

Yahoo! 
计算机 

96 国际 认知计算研究 马少平 6.5 
2014.11 

~2015.10 

IBM 公司 
计算机 

97 国际 
领域本体构建与基于本体

的用户建模项目延期变更 
刘知远 0 

2014.9 

~2016.3 

北京三星 
计算机 

98 国际 
应用于智能家庭物联网的

机器人(补充协议) 
孙富春 0 

2015.7 

~2016.6 

北京三星 
计算机 

99 横向 搜索技术联合实验室 马少平 1000 
2013.5 

~2016.4 

搜狗公司 
计算机 

100 横向 
数据挖掘与可视分析技术

研发 
徐华 400 

2014.1 

~2017.12 

能通科技 
计算机 

101 横向 
服务机器人智能人机交互

系统研发 
朱小燕 400 

2016.1 

~2017.1 

沈阳新松 
计算机 

102 横向 
实用高性能人脸识别关键

技术研究 
丁晓青 300 

2013.3 

~2016.3 

海鑫科金 
电子 

103 横向 数字图像人脸识别技术 王生进 210 
2016.5 

~2020.4 

广东宏乾 
电子 

104 横向 
无人操控轮挖自主行驶关

键技术研究 
邓志东 200 

2015.12 

~2020.12 

徐工集团 
计算机 

105 横向 
未来厨房知识库与任务规

划服务 
朱小燕 200 

2016.9 

~2018.9 

广东美的 
计算机 

106 横向 
科技人才与专家数据库挖

掘 
唐杰 180 

2016.11 

~2017.11 

科技部 
计算机 

107 横向 
学术活动专业知识服务系

统 
唐杰 180 

2016.1 

~2016.12 

 
计算机 

108 横向 
OCR 和文字检测软件使用

许可 
刘长松 150 

2014.6 

~2016.6 

华为 
电子 

109 横向 

银行生产系统日志分析技

术、交易指标相关性分

析、交易量预测与合规智

能化查验技术研发 

徐华 150 
2015.7 

~2016.12 

银信长远 

计算机 

110 横向 智能物联网系统开发 宋亦旭 101 
2016.3 

~2017.4 

海鑫智圣 
计算机 

111 横向 时空大数据分析 李国良 100 
2016 

~2017 

腾讯 
计算机 
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序

号 
类别 名称 负责人 

经费

(万元) 
起止时间 委托单位 分室 

112 横向 
移动装备乘务员状态预警

系统算法技术开发 
王生进 100 

2015.8 

~2017.12 

锐豪天宇 
电子 

113 横向 
交易大数据趋势分析与预

测技术研发 
徐华 100 

2014.7 

~2016.12 

银信长远 
计算机 

114 横向 动态人脸识别系统 王生进 90 
2015.4 

~2016.3 

大唐电信 
电子 

115 横向 
非接触式移动终端掌纹识

别技术 
王生进 90 

2015.9 

~2018.8 

无锡掌握

信息技术

有限公司 

电子 

116 横向 评审专家智能指派项目 唐杰 80 
2016.11 

~2017.11 

科技部 
计算机 

117 横向 

三维头部模型重建方法、

一种二维人脸图像识别方

法两项专利实施许可 

王生进 60 
2015.8 

~2025.8 

华慧视 

电子 

118 横向 
中式台球分析引擎软件系

统开发 
李建民 60 

2014.11 

~2015.11 

北京瑞盖 
计算机 

119 横向 
具有异质描述能力的点击

模型构建研究 
刘奕群 60 

2015.11 

~2016.10 

搜狗科技 
计算机 

120 横向 
基于深度学习的图像理解

系统开发 
胡晓林 60 

2016.10 

~2017.11 

商汤科技 
计算机 

121 横向 
健康管理用机载发动机模

型软件开发 
朱纪洪 50 

2016.6 

~2017.12 

中国燃气

涡轮研究

院 

计算机 

122 横向 
联机手写数学表达式识别

系统 
刘长松 49.9 

2016.3 

~2017.2 

成都准星

云学科技

有限公司 

电子 

123 横向 
专家影响力及活跃度评价

算法研究 
唐杰 45 

2015.12 

~2016.6 

科技部 
计算机 

124 横向 图像多标签标注算法研究 李建民 45 
2016.9 

~2017.10 

创新乐知 
计算机 

125 横向 
斯诺克分析引擎（三期）

软件系统研发 
李建民 40 

2015.9 

~2016.7 

北京瑞盖 
计算机 

126 横向 
基于深度学习的场景识别

技术开发 
胡晓林 40 

2016.7 

~2017.7 

海思半导

体 
计算机 

127 横向 
捷通华声数据挖掘算法研

究 
张敏 35 

2015.7 

~2016.7 

捷通华声 
计算机 

128 横向 
垂直搜索引擎排序技术研

究 
刘奕群 35 

2016.7 

~2017.8 

创新乐知 
计算机 

129 横向 
面向智能导购的对话系统

关键技术研究 
黄民烈 30 

2016.9 

~2017.9 

北京淘宝

科技有限

公司 

计算机 
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经费

(万元) 
起止时间 委托单位 分室 

130 横向 
某型发动机数学模型建模

和修模技术研究 
朱纪洪 25 

2014.10 

~2016.7 

中国航空

工业集团

公司航空

动力控制

系统研究

所 

计算机 

131 横向 淘宝购物搜索满意度评价 刘奕群 20.28 
2016.3 

~2017.3 

阿里巴巴 
计算机 

132 横向 
光学字母数字字符识别引

擎 
朱小燕 20 

2015.11 

~2020.10 

青岛华信

海信信息

技术有限

公司 

计算机 

133 横向 

类脑系统计算模型的分析

与设计及其在脉冲深度神

经网络中的应用 

胡晓林 18.6 
2016.1 

~2016.12 

华为技术

有限公司 计算机 

134 横向 
大规模异构学术社会网络

语义搜索方法的研究 
唐杰 10 

2016.1 

~2017.1 

无锡江南

技术研究

所 

计算机 

135 横向 
斜模式高光谱成像的超分

辨率重建方法研究 
孙卫东 5 

2014.12 

~2016.12 

中国航天

科技集团 
电子 

136 横向 
气动弹性动力学建模方法

性能测试 
李洪波 1.75 

2015.6 

~2015.8 

北京理工

大学 
计算机 

137 973 
非结构化环境的表征、结

构识别与异构推理 
丁晓青 96.83 

2013.1 

~2017.8 

科技部 
电子 

138 973 
面向三元空间的互联网中

文信息处理理论与方法 
彭良瑞 80 

2014.1 

~2018.8 

科技部 
电子 

139 973 

面向公共安全与社会管理

的互联网中文信息处理验

证系统 

孙茂松 72.92 
2014.1 

~2018.12 

科技部 

计算机 

140 973 
空间多源数据分析与跨尺

度融合 
李洪波 56 

2012.5 

~2013.12 

北京邮电

大学 
计算机 

141 973 
业务特征认知与高能效差

异化服务方法 
钟晓峰 44.02 

2012.1 

~2016.9 

科技部 
计算机 

142 863 
语言问题求解和答案生成

关键技术及系统 
刘洋 239.3 

2015.1 

~2017.12 

哈尔滨工

业大学 
计算机 

143 
国家重点

研发计划 

场景视觉大数据的透彻感

知关键技术 
冯建江 199 

2016.7 

~2020.6 

科技部 
自动化 

144 
国家科技

支撑计划 

影像引导肿瘤微创治疗技

术体系研究 
宋亦旭 130 

2013.1 

~2016.12 

解放军总

医院 
计算机 

145 
国家科技

支撑计划 

少数民族网络舆情综合分

析与云服务关键技术研究

及应用示范 

刘洋 33.4 
2014.1 

~2016.12 

中央民族

大学 计算机 
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(万元) 
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146 

重大研究

计划-集

成 

基于认知机理与无创脑机

接口技术的移动式康复系

统 

孙富春 160 
2015.1 

~2017.12 

国防科技

大学 计算机 

147 

重大研究

计划-集

成 

基于脑机接口的智能假肢

直觉仿生操控理论及关键

技术研究 

孙富春 30 
2016.1 

~2017.12 

华南理工

大学 计算机 

148 

重大研究

计划-重

点 

生物认知机制和特性启发

的视觉计算模型与方法研

究 

胡晓林 110 
2015.1 

~2017.12 

南京理工

大学 计算机 

149 基金重点 
面向多层次篇章语义的机

器翻译理论、方法与实现 
刘洋 105 

2015.1 

~2019.12 

苏州大学 
计算机 

150 基金重点 
篇章级中文语义分析理论

与方法 
孙茂松 90 

2012.1 

~2016.12 

哈尔滨工

业大学 
计算机 

151 基金重点 
跨语言社会舆情分析基础

理论与关键技术研究 
刘洋 60 

2014.1 

~2018.12 

中央民族

大学 
计算机 

152 
自然科学

基金 

版式文档中复杂异构对象

的识别技术研究 
彭良瑞 15 

2016.1 

~2019.12 

北京大学 
电子 

153 
自然科学

基金 

切换双时标系统智能建模

与鲁棒控制研究 
李洪波 10 

2014.1 

~2017.12 

钢铁研究

总院 
计算机 

154 
省部级项

目 

设置甲状腺占位性病变自

动定性诊断程序 
孙卫东 39 

2014.5 

~2017.4 

首都卫生

发展科研

专项基金 

电子 

155 其他纵向 

富媒体通信引入的新型多

媒体不良信息过滤识别技

术研究与应用 

王生进 50 
2016.1 

~2017.6 

其他部委 

电子 

156 其他纵向 

富媒体通信引入的新型多

媒体不良信息过滤识别技

术研究与应用 

刘长松 50 
2016.1 

~2017.6 

其他部委 

电子 

157 国际 视频内容语义分析 李建民 15 
2015.7 

~2016.6 

思科公司 
计算机 

158 横向 
面向新闻精准分析的文本

表示学习系统开发 
刘知远 35 

2016.3 

~2017.3 

搜狐公司 
计算机 

159 横向 
IT 技术文档的知识抽取与

历时分析 
刘知远 35 

2016.7 

~2017.8 

创新乐知 
计算机 

160 横向 北威靶弹半实物仿真试验 朱纪洪 20 
2015.4 

~2015.9 

威标至远 
计算机 

161 横向 
气动弹性飞控板与舵机研

制 
朱纪洪 10.2 

2016.1 

~2016.9 

北京理工

大学 
计算机 
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附录四：年度代表性学术论文及其首页2 

序

号 
标题 作者 

期刊/会议 

名称 

1 Time-Aware Click Model 

Yiqun Liu, Xiaohui Xie, Chao Wang, 

Jian-Yun Nie, Min Zhang and Shaoping 

Ma 

ACM TOIS 

2 
Transfer Learning to Infer Social Ties 

across Heterogeneous Networks 
唐杰、楼天成、Jon Kleinberg、武森 ACM TOIS 

3 
Triadic Closure Pattern Analysis and 

Prediction in Social Networks 

黄宏、唐杰、Lu Liu、罗家德、

Xiaoming Fu 
IEEE TKDE 

4 
Diffusion of "Following" Links in 

Microblogging Networks 
张静、方展鹏、陈卫、唐杰 IEEE TKDE 

5 
Crowdsourced Data Management: A 

Survey. 

Guoliang Li, Jiannan Wang, Yudian 

Zheng, Michael J. Franklin 
IEEE TKDE 

6 Top-k Spatio-Textual Similarity Join. 

Huiqi Hu, Guoliang Li, Zhifeng Bao, 

Jianhua Feng, Yongwei Wu, Zhiguo 

Gong, Yaoqiang Xu 

IEEE TKDE 

7 
K-Join: Knowledge-Aware Similarity 

Join. 

Zeyuan Shang, Yaxiao Liu, Guoliang Li, 

Jianhua Feng 
IEEE TKDE 

8 

Person Re-Identification by 

Discriminative Selection in Video 

Ranking 

Wang, Taiqing; Gong, Shaogang; Zhu, 

Xiatian; Wang, Shengjin 
IEEE PAMI 

9 Sufficient canonical correlation analysis 
Guo, Yiwen; Ding, Xiaoqing; Liu, 

Changsong; Xue, Jing-Hao 
IEEE TIP 

10 
Depth Estimation Using a Sliding 

Camera 

Kailin Ge, Han Hu, Jianjiang Feng, and 

Jie Zhou 
IEEE TIP 

11 

A Full-Space Spectrum-Sharing 

Strategy for Massive MIMO Cognitive 

Radio 

Hongxiang Xie, Bolei Wang, Feifei 

Gao, and Shi Jin 
IEEE JSAC 

12 
Accurate Image Search with Multi-Scale 

Contextual Evidences 

Zheng, Liang; Wang, Shengjin; Wang, 

Jingdong; Tian, Qi 
IJCV 

13 
Online Bayesian Passive Aggressive 

Learning 
Tianlin Shi, and Jun Zhu JMLR 

14 

Bayesian Matrix Completion via 

Adaptive Relaxed Spectral 

Regularization 

Yang Song, and Jun Zhu AAAI 

15 
Jointly Modeling Topics and Intents 

with Global Order Structure 

Bei Chen, Jun Zhu, Nan Yang, Tian 

Tian, Ming Zhou, and Bo Zhang 
AAAI 

                                                             
2 论文首页附于年鉴最后 
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16 

Discriminative Nonparametric Latent 

Feature Relational Models with Data 

Augmentation 

Bei Chen, Ning Chen, Jun Zhu, Jiaming 

Song, and Bo Zhang 
AAAI 

17 

Semi-Supervised Multinomial Naive 

Bayes for Text Classification by 

Leveraging Word-Level Statistical 

Constraint 

Li Zhao, Minlie Huang, et al AAAI 

18 
Representation Learning of Knowledge 

Graphs with Entity Descriptions 

Ruobing Xie, Zhiyuan Liu, Jia Jia, 

Huanbo Luan, Maosong Sun 
AAAI 

19 

Building Earth Mover's Distance on 

Bilingual Word Embeddings for 

Machine Translation 

Meng Zhang, Yang Liu, Huanbo Luan, 

Maosong Sun, Tatsuya Izuha, and Jie 

Hao 

AAAI 

20 

To Swap or Not to Swap? Exploiting 

Dependency Word Pairs for Reordering 

in Statistical Machine Translation 

Christian Hadiwinoto, Yang Liu, and 

Hwee Tou Ng 
AAAI 

21 
Learning to Appreciate the Aesthetic 

Effects of Clothing 

Jia Jia, Jie Huang, Guangyao Shen, Tao 

He, Zhiyuan Liu, Huanbo Luan, Chao 

Yan 

AAAI 

22 
Social Role-Aware Emotion Contagion 

in Image Social Networks 
杨洋、贾珈、吴博雅、唐杰 AAAI 

23 
Discriminative Deep Random Walk for 

Network Classification 
Juzheng Li, Jun Zhu, and Bo Zhang ACL 

24 

Segment-Level Sequence Modeling 

using Gated Recursive Semi-Markov 

Conditional Random Fields 

Jingwei Zhuo, Yong Cao, Jun Zhu, Bo 

Zhang, and Zaiqing Nie 
ACL 

25 

Generative Topic Embedding: a 

Continuous Representation of 

Documents 

Shaohua Li, Tat-Seng Chua, Jun Zhu, 

and Chunyan Miao 
ACL 

26 

A Sentence Interaction Network for 

Modeling Dependence between 

Sentences 

Biao Liu, Minlie Huang, et al ACL 

27 
TransG : A Generative Model for 

Knowledge Graph Embedding 
Han Xiao, Minlie Huang, Xiaoyan Zhu ACL 

28 
Neural Relation Extraction with 

Selective Attention over Instances 

Yankai Lin, Shiqi Shen, Zhiyuan Liu, 

Huanbo Luan, Maosong Sun 
ACL 

29 

Agreement-based Learning of Parallel 

Lexicons and Phrases from Non-Parallel 

Corpora 

Chunyang Liu, Yang Liu, Huanbo Luan, 

Maosong Sun, and Heng Yu 
ACL 

30 
Modeling Coverage for Neural Machine 

Translation 

Zhaopeng Tu, Zhengdong Lu, Yang Liu, 

Xiaohua Liu, and Hang Li 
ACL 

31 
Semi-Supervised Learning for Neural 

Machine Translation 

Yong Cheng, Wei Xu, Zhongjun He, 

Wei He, Hua Wu, Maosong Sun, and 

Yang Liu 

ACL 
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32 
Minimum Risk Training for Neural 

Machine Translation 

Shiqi Shen, Yong Cheng, Zhongjun He, 

Wei He, Hua Wu, Maosong Sun, and 

Yang Liu 

ACL 

33 
Relation Classification via Multi-Level 

Attention CNNs 

Linlin Wang, Zhu Cao, Gerard de Melo, 

Zhiyuan Liu 
ACL 

34 
Joint Training of Cascaded CNN for 

Face Detection 
H. Qin, J. Yan, X. Li, X. Hu CVPR 

35 
Sparse Coding and Dictionary Learning 

with Learning Dynamical Systems 

黄文炳, 孙富春, 曹乐乐, Deli Zhao,

刘华平, Mehrtash Harandi 
CVPR 

36 

HyperNet: Towards Accurate Region 

Proposal Generation and Joint Object 

Detection 

孔涛, Anbang Yao, Yurong Chen, 孙富

春 
CVPR 

37 
Weakly supervised object localization 

with progressive domain adaptation 

Li, Dong; Huang, Jia-Bin; Li, Yali; 

Wang, Shengjin; Yang, Ming-Hsuan 
CVPR 

38 

Crowdsourced POI labelling: Location-

aware result inference and Task 

Assignment. 

Huiqi Hu, Yudian Zheng, Zhifeng Bao, 

Guoliang Li, Jianhua Feng, Reynold 

Cheng 

ICDE 

39 

Crowdsourcing-based real-time urban 

traffic speed estimation: From trends to 

speeds. 

Huiqi Hu, Guoliang Li, Zhifeng Bao, 

Yan Cui, Jianhua Feng 
ICDE 

40 Learning to Generate with Memory Chongxuan Li, Jun Zhu, and Bo Zhang ICML 

41 
Diversity-Promoting Bayesian Learning 

of Latent Variable Models 
Pengtao Xie, Jun Zhu, and Eric P. Xing ICML 

42 

Pay Me and I’ll Follow You: Detection 

of Crowdturfing Following Activities in 

Microblog Environment 

Yuli Liu, Yiqun Liu, Min Zhang and 

Shaoping Ma 
IJCAI 

43 

Rating-Boosted Latent Topics: 

Understanding Users and Items with 

Ratings and Reviews 

Weizhi Ma, Min Zhang, Yiqun Liu and 

Shaoping Ma 
IJCAI 

44 

Multi-grained Role Labeling Based on 

Multi-modality Information for Real 

Customer Service Telephone 

Conversation 

Yunzhi Tan, Min Zhang, Yiqun Liu and 

Shaoping Ma 
IJCAI 

45 
Crowd Scene Understanding with 

Coherent Recurrent Neural Networks 

Hang Su, Yinpeng Dong, Jun Zhu, 

Haibin Ling, and Bo Zhang 
IJCAI 

46 

From One Point to A Manifold: 

Knowledge Graph Embedding For 

Precise Link Prediction 

Han Xiao, Minlie Huang, Xiaoyan Zhu IJCAI 

47 
Learning stable linear dynamical 

systems with the weighted least square 

黄文炳,曹乐乐,孙富春, Deli Zhao,刘

华平& Shanshan Yu 
IJCAI 

48 
Representation Learning of Knowledge 

Graphs with Hierarchical Types 

Ruobing Xie, Zhiyuan Liu, Maosong 

Sun 
IJCAI 

49 
Knowledge Representation Learning 

with Entities, Attributes and Relations 
Yankai Lin, Zhiyuan Liu, Maosong Sun IJCAI 
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50 
Max-Margin DeepWalk: Discriminative 

Learning of Network Representation 

Cunchao Tu, Weicheng Zhang, Zhiyuan 

Liu, Maosong Sun, Huanbo Luan 
IJCAI 

51 

Agreement-based Joint Training for 

Bidirectional Attention-based Neural 

Machine Translation 

Yong Cheng, Shiqi Shen, Zhongjun He, 

Wei He, Hua Wu, Maosong Sun, and 

Yang Liu 

IJCAI 

52 
Multi-Modal Bayesian Embeddings for 

Learning Social Knowledge Graphs 
杨植麟、唐杰、William W. Cohen IJCAI 

53 
Stochastic Gradient Geodesic MCMC 

Methods 
Chang Liu, Jun Zhu, and Yang Song NIPS 

54 
Kernel Bayesian Inference with 

Posterior Regularization 
Yang Song, Jun Zhu, and Yong Ren NIPS 

55 
Conditional Generative Moment-

Matching Networks 

Yong Ren, Jialian Li, Yucen Luo, and 

Jun Zhu 
NIPS 

56 
Invariants of quantum programs: 

characterisations and generation 

Mingsheng Ying, Shenggang Ying and 

Xiaodi Wu 
POPL 

57 
Predicting Search User Examination 

with Visual Saliency Information 

Yiqun Liu, Zeyang Liu, Ke Zhou, Meng 

Wang, Huanbo Luan, Chao Wang, Min 

Zhang, Shaoping Ma 

SIGIR 

58 
When does Relevance Mean Usefulness 

and User Satisfaction in Web Search? 

Jiaxin Mao, Yiqun Liu, Ke Zhou, Jian-

Yun Nie, Min Zhang, Shaoping Ma 
SIGIR 

59 
Distributing the Stochastic Gradient 

Sampler for Large-Scale LDA 
Yuan Yang, Jianfei Chen, and Jun Zhu SIGKDD 

60 
Cost-Effective Crowdsourced Entity 

Resolution: A Partial-Order Approach. 

Chengliang Chai, Guoliang Li, Jian Li, 

Dong Deng, Jianhua Feng 
SIGMOD 

61 

WarpLDA: a Cache Efficient O(1) 

Algorithm for Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation 

Jianfei Chen, Kaiwei Li, Jun Zhu, and 

Wenguang Chen 
VLDB 

62 
Economic Recommendation with 

Surplus Maximization 

Yongfeng Zhang, Qi Zhao, Yi Zhang, 

Daniel Friedman, Min Zhang, Yiqun 

Liu, Shaoping Ma 

WWW 

63 Scaling up Dynamic Topic Models 
Arnab Bhadury, Jianfei Chen, Jun Zhu, 

and Shixia Liu 
WWW 

64 
The Lifecycle and Cascade of WeChat 

Social Messaging Groups 

裘捷中、Yixuan Li、唐杰、Zheng 

Lu、Hao Ye、陈波、杨强、John 

Hopcroft 

WWW 
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附录五：论文与专著 

表 5.1 专著 

序

号 
专著名称 作者 出版信息 

1 Foundations of Quantum Programming Mingsheng 

Ying 

Elsevier - Morgan Kaufmann 

2 大数据智能：互联网时代的机器学习和自

然语言处理技术 

刘知远 

 

电子工业出版社 

 

 

 

表 5.2 国际期刊 

序

号 
论文名称 作者 期刊名称 索引 

1 An accurate GPS-IMU/DR data fusion 

method for driverless car based on a set 

of predictive models and grid 

constraints 

Sensors Shiyao Wang, Zhidong Deng, 

and Gang Yin 

 

2 Detection and Recognition of Traffic 

Planar Objects Using Colorized Laser 

Scan and Perspective Distortion 

Rectification 

IEEE Transactions 

on Intelligent 

Transportation 

Systems 

Zhidong Deng, Lipu Zhou  

3 Deciphering phonemes from syllables in 

BOLD signals in human superior 

temporal gyrus 

European Journal of 

Neuroscience 

Q. Zhang, X. Hu, H. Luo, J. 

Li, X. Zhang, B. Zhang 

 

4 Time-Aware Click Model ACM Transactions 

on Information 

Systems (TOIS) 

Yiqun Liu, Xiaohui Xie, 

Chao Wang, Jian-Yun Nie, 

Min Zhang and Shaoping Ma 

 

5 Finding overlapping community from 

social networks based on community 

forest model 

Knowledge-Based 

Systems 

Yunfeng Xu, Hua Xu, 

Dongwen Zhang, Zhang Yan 

SCI 

6 Suggest what to tag: Recommending 

more precise hashtags based on users’ 

dynamic interests and streaming tweet 

content 

Knowledge-Based 

Systems 

Jia Li ,Hua Xu SCI 
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7 BitHash: An Efficient Bitwise Locality 

Sensitive Hashing Method with 

Applications 

Knowledge-Based 

Systems 

Wenhao Zhang, Jianqiu Ji, 

Jun Zhu, Jianmin Li, Hua Xu, 

Bo Zhang 

SCI 

8 Balancing Convergence and Diversity in 

Decomposition-Based Many-Objective 

Optimizers 

IEEE Transactions 

on Evolutionary 

Computation 

Yuan Yuan, Hua Xu, Bo 

Wang, Bo Zhang, Xin Yao 

SCI 

9 A New Dominance Relation Based 

Evolutionary Algorithm for Many-

Objective Optimization 

IEEE Transactions 

on Evolutionary 

Computation 

Yuan Yuan, Hua Xu, Bo 

Wang, Xin Yao 

SCI 

10 Robust constraint backstepping control 

for high-performance aircraft with 

account of unsteady aerodynamic 

effects 

Proceedings of the 

Institution of 

Mechanical 

Engineers, Part G: 

Journal of 

Aerospace 

Engineering 

Chijun Zhou, Humin Lei, 

Jihong Zhu, Xiaming Yuan, 

Wufan Wang 

 

11 Online Bayesian Passive Aggressive 

Learning 

Journal of Machine 

Learning Research 

Tianlin Shi, and Jun Zhu SCI 

12 PSDVec: a Toolbox for Incremental and 

Scalable Word Embedding 

Neurocomputing Shaohua Li, Jun Zhu, and 

Chunyan Miao 

EI 

13 Fast sampling methods for Bayesian 

max-margin models 

Knowledge-Based 

Systems 

Wenbo Hu, Jun Zhu, and Bo 

Zhang 

SCI 

14 Stochastic Gradient Geodesic MCMC 

Methods 

NIPS Chang Liu, Jun Zhu, and 

Yang Song 

EI 

15 Kernel Bayesian Inference with 

Posterior Regularization 

NIPS Yang Song, Jun Zhu, and 

Yong Ren 

EI 

16 Conditional Generative Moment-

Matching Networks 

NIPS Yong Ren, Jialian Li, Yucen 

Luo, and Jun Zhu 

EI 

17 Learning to Generate with Memory ICML Chongxuan Li, Jun Zhu, and 

Bo Zhang 

EI 

18 . Diversity-Promoting Bayesian 

Learning of Latent Variable Models 

ICML Pengtao Xie, Jun Zhu, and 

Eric P. Xing 

EI 

19 WarpLDA: a Cache Efficient O(1) 

Algorithm for Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation 

VLDB Jianfei Chen, Kaiwei Li, Jun 

Zhu, and Wenguang Chen 

EI 

20 Towards Better Analysis of Deep 

Convolutional Neural Networks 

TVCG Mengchen Liu, Jiaxin Shi, 

Zhen Li, Chongxuan Li, Jun 

Zhu, and Shixia Liu 

SCI 

21 Efficient and Robust Semi-supervised 

Learning over a Sparse-Regularized 

Graph 

ECCV Hang Su, Jun Zhu, 

Zhaozheng Yin, Yinpeng 

Dong, and Bo Zhang 

EI 

22 Discriminative Deep Random Walk for 

Network Classification 

ACL Juzheng Li, Jun Zhu, and Bo 

Zhang 

EI 
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23 Segment-Level Sequence Modeling 

using Gated Recursive Semi-Markov 

Conditional Random Fields 

ACL Jingwei Zhuo, Yong Cao, Jun 

Zhu, Bo Zhang, and Zaiqing 

Nie 

EI 

24 Generative Topic Embedding: a 

Continuous Representation of 

Documents 

ACL Shaohua Li, Tat-Seng Chua, 

Jun Zhu, and Chunyan Miao 

EI 

25 Encoding Syntactic Knowledge in 

Neural Networks for Sentiment 

Classification 

Accepted by ACM 

TOIS. 

Minlie Huang, Qiao Qian, 

Xiaoyan Zhu 

 

26 Object classification and grasp planning 

using visual and tactile sensing 

IEEE Trans. 

Systems, Man, and 

Cybernetics: 

Systems 

孙富春，刘春芳，黄文炳，

张建伟 

 

27 Complexity of routing in store-and-

forward LEO satellite networks 

IEEE 

Communications 

Letters 

卢勇，赵有健，孙富春  

28 Building feature space of extreme 

learning machine with sparse denoising 

stacked-autoencoder 

Neurocomputing 曹乐乐，黄文炳，孙富春  

29 Resilient control of cyber-physical 

systems against intelligent attacker: a 

hierarchal stackelberg game approach 

Int. J. Systems 

Science 

袁源，孙富春，刘华平  

30 Cluster consensus of high-order multi-

agent systems with switching topologies 

Int. J. Systems 

Science 

侯博，孙富春，李洪波等  

31 Virtual Strategy QoS routing in Satellite 

Networks 

SCIENCE CHINA 

Information 

Sciences 

刘贺语, 孙富春, 王少清  

32 The consensus region design and 

analysis of fractional-order multi-agent 

systems 

International 

Journal of Systems 

Science 

马肸，孙富春，李洪波  

33 3D Moth-Inspired chemical plume 

tracking and adaptive step control 

strategy 

Adaptive behavior 高波, 李洪波, 李伟, 孙富

春 

 

34 Low-Rank Linear Dynamical Systems 

for Motor Imagery EEG 

Computational 

Intelligence and 

Neuroscience 

张文昌, 孙富春, 谭川奇, 

刘少博 

 

35 Discovery of topical objects from video: 

A structured dictionary learning 

approach 

Cognitive 

Computation 

刘华平，孙富春  

36 Video key-frame extraction for smart 

phones 

Multimedia Tools 

and Applications 

刘华平，于元隆，孙富春  

37 Object recognition using tactile 

measurements: Kernel sparse coding 

methods 

IEEE Transactions 

on Instrumentation 

and Measurement 

刘华平，郭迪，孙富春  
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38 Extreme learning machine for time 

sequence classification 

Neurocomputing 刘华平，于莲芝, 王文，孙

富春 

 

39 Dynamic texture video classification 

using extreme learning machine 

Neurocomputing 王留洋，刘华平，孙富春  

40 A novel data glove for fingers motion 

capture using inertial and magnetic 

measurement units 

Robotics and 

Biomimetics 

方斌, 孙富春，刘华平  

41 Listwise Ranking Functions for 

Statistical Machine Translation 

IEEE/ACM 

Transactions on 

Audio, Speech, and 

Language 

Processing 

Meng Zhang, Yang Liu, 

Huanbo Luan, and Maosong 

Sun 

 

42 Neural Machine Translation with Pivot 

Languages 

arXiv Yong Cheng, Yang Liu, Qian 

Yang, Maosong Sun, and Wei 

Xu 

 

43 Context Gates for Neural Machine 

Translation 

arXiv Zhaopeng Tu, Yang Liu, 

Zhengdong Lu, Xiaohua Liu, 

and Hang Li 

 

44 The Semantic Network Model of 

Creativity: Analysis of Online Social 

Media Data 

Creativity Research 

Journal. 

Feng Yu, Theodore Peng, 

Kaiping Peng, Sam Xianjun 

Zheng, Zhiyuan Liu 

 

45 Transfer Learning to Infer Social Ties 

across Heterogeneous Networks 

ACM Transactions 

on Information 

Systems 

唐杰、楼天成、Jon 

Kleinberg、武森 

 

46 Triadic Closure Pattern Analysis and 

Prediction in Social Networks 

IEEE Transaction 

on Knowledge and 

Data Engineering 

黄宏、唐杰、Lu Liu、罗家

德、Xiaoming Fu 

 

47 Diffusion of "Following" Links in 

Microblogging Networks 

IEEE Transaction 

on Knowledge and 

Data Engineering 

张静、方展鹏、陈卫、唐杰  

48 Who Influenced You? Predicting 

Retweet via Social Influence Locality 

ACM Transactions 

on Knowledge 

Discovery from 

Data 

张静、唐杰、李涓子、Yang 

Liu、邢春晓 

 

49 Simulation algorithms with exponential 

integration for time-domain analysis of 

large-scale power delivery networks 

IEEE Trans. 

Computer-Aided 

Design 

Hao Zhuang, Wenjian Yu, 

Shih-Hung Weng, Ilgweon 

Kang, Jeng-Hau Lin, Xiang 

Zhang, Ryan Coutts, and 

Chung-Kuan Cheng 

 

50 The application of boundary element 

method to the resistance calculation 

problem in designing flat panel displays 

Journal of the 

Society for 

Information 

Display 

Wenjian Yu, Chensu Zhao, 

Siyu Yang, and Taotao Lu 
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51 Improved pre-characterization method 

for the random walk based capacitance 

extraction of multi-dielectric VLSI 

interconnects 

International 

Journal of 

Numerical 

Modelling: 

Electronic 

Networks, Devices 

and Fields 

Bolong Zhang, Wenjian Yu, 

and Chao Zhang 

 

52 Crowdsourced Data Management: A 

Survey. 

IEEE Trans. Knowl. 

Data Eng. 

Guoliang Li, Jiannan Wang, 

Yudian Zheng, Michael J. 

Franklin 

 

53 Top-k Spatio-Textual Similarity Join. IEEE Trans. Knowl. 

Data Eng. 

Huiqi Hu, Guoliang Li, 

Zhifeng Bao, Jianhua Feng, 

Yongwei Wu, Zhiguo Gong, 

Yaoqiang Xu 

 

54 K-Join: Knowledge-Aware Similarity 

Join. 

IEEE Trans. Knowl. 

Data Eng. 

Zeyuan Shang, Yaxiao Liu, 

Guoliang Li, Jianhua Feng 

 

55 Person Re-Identification by 

Discriminative Selection in Video 

Ranking 

IEEE Transactions 

on Pattern Analysis 

and Machine 

Intelligence 

Wang, Taiqing ; Gong, 

Shaogang; Zhu, Xiatian; 

Wang, Shengjin 

 

56 Combining multiple biometric traits 

with an order-preserving score fusion 

algorithm 

Neurocomputing Liang, Yicong; Ding, 

Xiaoqing; Liu, 

Changsong; Xue, Jing-Hao 

SCI 

57 Fine-residual VLAD for image retrieval Neurocomputing Liu, Ziqiong ; Wang, 

Shengjin; Tian, Qi 

SCI 

58 Sufficient canonical correlation analysis IEEE Transactions 

on Image 

Processing 

Guo, Yiwen; Ding, Xiaoqing; 

Liu, Changsong; Xue, Jing-

Hao 

 

59 Accurate Image Search with Multi-

Scale Contextual Evidences 

International 

Journal of 

Computer Vision 

Zheng, Liang ; Wang, 

Shengjin; Wang, Jingdong; 

Tian, Qi 

SCI 

60 A Boosting Approach to Exploit 

Instance Correlations for Multi-Instance 

Classification 

IEEE Transactions 

on Neural Networks 

and Learning 

Systems 

Yali Li, Shengjin Wang, Qi 

Tian, Xiaoqing Ding 

SCI 

61 Exploiting EEG Channel Correlations in 

P300 Speller Paradigm for Brain-

Computer Interface 

IEICE 

TRANSACTIONS 

ON 

INFORMATION 

AND SYSTEMS 

Li, YL ; Liu, HM ; Wang, SJ  

62 A Multi-stage Method for Chinese Text 

Detection in News Videos 

Procedia Computer 

Science 

Wang, Yaqi ; Peng, Liangrui; 

Wang, Shengjin 
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63 Denoising of Hyperspectral Images 

Using Group Low-Rank Representation 

IEEE Journal of 

Selected Topics in 

Applied Earth 

Observations and 

Remote Sensing 

Wang, Mengdi ; Yu, Jing; 

Xue, Jing-Hao; Sun, Weidong 

 

64 Active learning for hyperspectral image 

classification using sparse code 

histogram and graph-based spatial 

refinement 

International 

Journal of Remote 

Sensing

（accepted） 

Ni Ding，Ma Hongbing SCI 

65 Online Kernel Learning with nearly 

Constant Support Vectors 

Neurocomputing Ming Lin, Lijun Zhang, Rong 

Jin, Shifeng Weng, and 

Changshui Zhang 

SCI 

66 Real-Time Traffic Light Detection With 

Adaptive Background Suppression 

Filter 

IEEE Transactions 

on Intelligent 

Transportation 

Systems 

Zhenwei Shi, Zhengxia Zou, 

and Changshui Zhang 

 

67 DeepFish: Accurate underwater live fish 

recognition with a deep architecture. 

Neurocomputing Hongwei Qin, Xiu Li, Jian 

Liang, Yigang Peng, and 

Changshui Zhang. 

SCI 

68 Patrizio Campisi. Location Signatures 

That You Don't See: Highlights from the 

IEEE Signal Processing Cup 2016 

Student Competition. 

IEEE Signal 

Processing 

Magazine 

Min Wu, Adi Hajj-Ahmad, 

Matthias Kirchner, Yanpin 

Ren, Changshui Zhang 

 

69 Predicting Seizures from 

Electroencephalography Recordings: A 

Knowledge Transfer Strategy 

IEEE International 

Conference on 

Healthcare 

Informatics 

Jian Liang, Rui Lu, 

Changshui Zhang, Fei Wang. 

 

70 Depth Estimation Using a Sliding 

Camera 

IEEE Transactions 

on Image 

Processing 

Kailin Ge, Han Hu, Jianjiang 

Feng, and Jie Zhou 

 

71 VOE: A New Sparsity-based Camera 

Network Placement Framework 

Neurocomputing Yi-Ge Fu and Jie Zhou SCI 

72 Incremental Image Set Querying Based 

Localization 

Neurocomputing Lei Deng, Zhixiang Chen, 

Baohua Chen, Yueqi Duan, 

and Jie Zhou 

SCI 

73 Building Change Detection with RGB-

D Map Generated from UAV Images 

Neurocomputing Baohua Chen, Zhixiang 

Chen, Lei Deng, Yueqi Duan, 

and Jie Zhou 

SCI 

74 Fingerprint indexing with pose 

constraint. 

Pattern Recognition Yijing Su, Jianjiang Feng, 

and Jie Zhou 

SCI 

75 A robust polynomial principal 

component analysis for seismic noise 

attenuation 

Journal of 

Geophysics and 

Engineering 

Wang, Yuchen; Lu, Wenkai; 

Wang, Benfeng; Liu, Lei 
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76 Discontinuity enhancement based on 

time-variant seismic image 

deblurring[J]. 

Journal of Applied 

Geophysics 

Wang Y, Lu W.  

77 Automatic time-domain velocity 

estimation based on an accelerated 

clustering method[J]. 

Geophysics Zhang P, Lu W.  

78 A Probabilistic Framework for Spectral-

Spatial Classification of Hyperspectral 

Images. 

Geoscience and 

Remote Sensing, 

IEEE Transactions 

on 

Liu J L., Lu W K.  

79 Adaptive f-k deghosting method based 

on non-gaussianity 

Journal of Applied 

Geophysics 

Liu, Lei, Lu, Wenkai SCI 

80 Adaptive multiple subtraction based on 

multiband pattern coding[J]. 

Geophysics Liu J, Lu W.  

81 Tightness of Jensen’s bounds and 

applications to MIMO communications 

IEEE Trans. 

Commun 

Jide Yuan, Michail Matthaiou, 

Shi Jin, and Feifei Gao 

 

82 An Overview of Low-Rank Channel 

Estimation for Massive MIMO Systems 

IEEE Access Hongxiang Xie, Feifei Gao, 

and Shi Jin 

 

83 Low Complexity Automatic Modulation 

Classification Based on Order-Statistics 

IEEE Transactions 

on Wireless 

Communications. 

Lubing Han, Feifei Gao, Zan 

Li, and Octavia Dobre 

 

84 Weighted Sum Transmit Power 

Minimization for Full-Duplex System 

with SWIPT and Self-Energy Recycling 

IEEE Access Zhongwei Hu, Chaowei Yuan, 

Feifei Gao, and Fengchao 

Zhu 

 

85 An Adaptive State Assignment 

Mechanism Based on Joint Data 

Detection and Channel Estimation on 

Fading Meteor Channel 

IEEE Trans. Veh. 

Technol. 

Zan Li, Fuhui Zhou, Xiaojun 

Cheng, Yuquan Li, Feifei Gao 

 

86 Ambient Backscatter Communication 

Systems: Detection and Performance 

Analysis 

IEEE Trans. 

Commun. 

Gongpu Wang, Feifei Gao, 

Rongfei Fan, Chintha 

Tellambura 

 

87 A Full-Space Spectrum-Sharing 

Strategy for Massive MIMO Cognitive 

Radio 

IEEE J. Select. 

Areas Commun. 

Hongxiang Xie, Bolei Wang, 

Feifei Gao, and Shi Jin 

 

88 Robust Power and Bandwidth 

Allocation in Cognitive Radio System 

with Uncertain Distributional 

Interference Channels 

IEEE Trans. 

Wireless Commun. 

Rongfei Fan, Wen Chen, 

Jianping An, Feifei Gao and 

Gongpu Wang 

 

89 A Unified Transmission Strategy for 

TDD/FDD Massive MIMO Systems 

with Spatial Basis Expansion Model 

IEEE Trans. Veh. 

Technol. 

Hongxiang Xie, Feifei Gao, 

Shun Zhang, Shi Jin 

 

90 Optimizing Combined Emission 

Economic Dispatch for Solar Integrated 

Power Systems 

IEEE Access Guftaar Sidhu, Navee 

Dahmed, and Feifei Gao 
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91 Sensing and Recognition for Multiple-

Primary-Power-Level Scenario with 

Noise Uncertainty 

IEEE Trans. Veh. 

Technol 

Feifei Gao, Chen Qian, Han 

Qian, and Tao Zhang 

 

92 Diagonal Amplifying Matrix Design in 

Multi-hop Distributed Relay Networks 

IEEE Trans. Veh. 

Technol 

Binyue Liu, Yong Cheng, and 

Feifei Gao 

 

93 A Unified Power Allocation Framework 

for Bidirectional Cognitive Radio 

Communication 

IEEE Trans. Veh. 

Technol. 

Tayyaba Jabeen, Guftaar  

Sidhu, and Feifei Gao 

 

94 An Angular Parameter Estimation 

Method for Incoherently Distributed 

Sources via Generalized Shift 

Invariance 

IEEE Transactions 

on Signal 

Processing. 

Renzheng Cao, Feifei Gao, 

and Xiaofei Zhang 

 

95 Blind Frequency Synchronization for 

Multiuser OFDM Uplink with Large 

Number of Receive Antennas 

IEEE Transactions 

on Signal 

Processing 

Weile Zhang and Feifei Gao  

96 Transceiver Optimization for Multi-Hop 

Communications with Per-Antenna 

Power Constraints 

IEEE Transactions 

on Signal 

Processing 

Chengwen Xing, Ying Ma, 

Yiqing Zhou, and Feifei Gao 

 

97 Efficient and Autonomous Energy 

Management Techniques for the Future 

Smart Homes 

IEEE Transactions 

on Smart Grid. 

Abdul Basit, Guftaar Sidhu, 

Anzar Mahmood, and Feifei 

Gao 

 

98 Physical-Layer Security for Full Duplex 

Communications with Self-Interference 

Mitigation 

IEEE Transactions 

on Wireless 

Communications 

Fengchao Zhu, Feifei Gao, 

Tao Zhang, Ke Sun, and 

Minli Yao 

 

99 Cooperative Generalized Sensing-based 

Spectrum Sharing Approach for 

Centralized Cognitive Radio Networks 

IEEE Trans. Veh. 

Technol. 

Zhong Chen and Feifei Gao  

 

表 5.3 国际会议 

序

号 
论文名称 作者 会议名称 索引 

1 Stochastic Area Pooling for 

Generic Convolutional Neural 

Network 

In Proc. 22nd European 

Conference on Artificial 

Intelligence (ECAI 2016) 

Zhidong Deng, Zhenyang 

Wang, and Shiyao Wang 

 

2 Generic Convolutional Neural 

Network with Random Pooling 

Area 

In Proc. 6th International 

Workshop on Combinations 

of Intelligent Methods and 

Applications (CIMA 2016) 

Zhidong Deng, Zhenyang 

Wang, and Shiyao Wang 
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3 Accelerating convolutional 

neural networks with dominant 

convolutional kernel and 

knowledge pre-regression 

Proc. 14th European 

Conference on Computer 

Vision (ECCV’2016) 

Zhenyang Wang, Zhidong 

Deng, and Shiyao Wang 

 

4 Deep self-organizing reservoir 

computing model for visual 

object recognition 

Proc. International Joint 

Conference on Neural 

Networks (IJCNN’2016) 

Zhidong Deng, Chengzhi 

Mao, and Xiong Chen 

 

5 SAM: A Rethinking of 

prominent convolutional neural 

network architectures for visual 

object recognition 

In Proc. International Joint 

Conference on Neural 

Networks (IJCNN’2016) 

Zhenyang Wang, Zhidong 

Deng, and Shiyao Wang 

 

6 Collaborative Learning 

Network for Face Attribute 

Prediction 

In Proc. 13th Asian 

Conference on Computer 

Vision (ACCV 2016) 

Shiyao Wang, Zhidong 

Deng, and Zhenyang Wang 

 

7 Joint Training of Cascaded 

CNN for Face Detection 

Proc. of the 29th IEEE 

Conference on Computer 

Vision and Pattern 

Recognition (CVPR) 

H. Qin, J. Yan, X. Li, X. Hu  

8 Fuzzy string matching using 

sentence embedding algorithms 

Proc. of 23rd International 

Conference on Neural 

Information Processing 

(ICONIP) 

Y. Rong, X. Hu  

9 Predicting world coordinates of 

pixels in rgb images using 

convolutional neural network 

for camera relocalization 

The Seventh International 

Conference on Intelligent 

Control and Information 

Processing (ICICIP) 

J. Wu, L. Ma, X. Hu  

10 Hash Learning with 

Convolutional Neural Networks 

for Semantic Based Image 

Retrieval 

PAKDD Jinma Guo, Shifeng Zhang, 

Jianmin Li 

 

11 Scalable Discrete Supervised 

Hash Learning with 

Asymmetric Matrix 

Factorization 

ICDM 2016 Shifeng Zhang, Jianmin Li, 

Jinma Guo, Bo Zhang 

 

12 Manipulating Time Perception 

of Web Search Users 

First ACM SIGIR 

Conference on Human 

Information Interaction and 

Retrieval (CHIIR 2016) 

Cheng Luo, Fan Zhang, Xue 

Li, Yiqun Liu, Min Zhang, 

Shaoping Ma 

 

13 Detecting Promotion 

Campaigns in Query Auto 

Completion 

The 25th ACM International 

Conference on Information 

and Knowledge 

Management (CIKM 2016) 

Yuli Liu, Yiqun Liu, Ke 

Zhou, Min Zhang and 

Shaoping Ma 
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14 Predicting Search User 

Examination with Visual 

Saliency Information 

The 39th ACM SIGIR 

International Conference on 

Research on Development 

in Information Retrieval 

(SIGIR2016) 

Yiqun Liu, Zeyang Liu, Ke 

Zhou, Meng Wang, Huanbo 

Luan, Chao Wang, Min 

Zhang, Shaoping Ma 

 

15 When does Relevance Mean 

Usefulness and User 

Satisfaction in Web Search? 

The 39th ACM SIGIR 

International Conference on 

Research on Development 

in Information Retrieval 

(SIGIR2016) 

Jiaxin Mao, Yiqun Liu, Ke 

Zhou, Jian-Yun Nie, Min 

Zhang, Shaoping Ma 

 

16 Pay Me and I’ll Follow You: 

Detection of Crowdturfing 

Following Activities in 

Microblog Environment 

The 25th International Joint 

Conference on Artificial 

Intelligence (IJCAI2016) 

Yuli Liu, Yiqun Liu, Min 

Zhang and Shaoping Ma 

 

17 Rating-Boosted Latent Topics: 

Understanding Users and Items 

with Ratings and Reviews 

The 25th International Joint 

Conference on Artificial 

Intelligence (IJCAI2016) 

Weizhi Ma, Min Zhang, 

Yiqun Liu and Shaoping Ma 

 

18 Multi-grained Role Labeling 

Based on Multi-modality 

Information for Real Customer 

Service Telephone 

Conversation 

The 25th International Joint 

Conference on Artificial 

Intelligence (IJCAI2016) 

Yunzhi Tan, Min Zhang, 

Yiqun Liu and Shaoping Ma 

 

19 Economic Recommendation 

with Surplus Maximization 

In Proceedings of the 25th 

International World Wide 

Web Conference (WWW 

2016) 

Yongfeng Zhang, Qi Zhao, 

Yi Zhang, Daniel Friedman, 

Min Zhang, Yiqun Liu, 

Shaoping Ma 

 

20 Early Detection of Promotion 

Campaigns in Community 

Question Answering 

The Fifth Social Media 

Processing Conference of 

China (SMP2016) 

Xin Li, Yiqun Liu, Min 

Zhang, Shaoping Ma 

 

21 Does Document Relevance 

Affect the Searcher’s 

Perception of Time? 

The Tenth ACM 

International Conference on 

Web Search and Data 

Mining (WSDM 2017) 

Cheng Luo, Yiqun Liu, 

Tetsuya Sakai, Ke Zhou, 

Fan Zhang, Xue Li and 

Shaoping Ma 

 

22 Investigation of User Search 

Behavior While Facing 

Heterogeneous Search Services 

The Tenth ACM 

International Conference on 

Web Search and Data 

Mining (WSDM 2017) 

Xin Li, Yiqun Liu, Rongjie 

Cai and Shaoping Ma 

 

23 Search Success Evaluation with 

Translation Model 

The 12th Asia Information 

Retrieval Societies 

Conference (AIRS2016) 

Cheng Luo, Yiqun Liu, Min 

Zhang, and Shaoping Ma 

 

24 Grasp the Implicit Features: 

Hierarchical Emotion 

Classification based on Topic 

Model and SVM 

IJCNN 2016 Fan Zhang, Hua Xu,Jiushuo 

Wang, Xiaomin Sun , 

Junhui Deng 
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25 Tweet Modeling with LSTM 

Recurrent Neural Networks for 

Hashtag Recommendation 

IJCNN 2016 Jia Li ,Hua Xu,XingWei He, 

Junhui Deng ,Xiaomin Sun 

 

26 Hyperbolic Linear Units for 

Deep Convolutional Neural 

Networks 

IJCNN 2016 Jia Li ,Hua Xu, Junhui 

Deng ,Xiaomin Sun 

 

27 User-IBTM: An Online 

Framework for Hashtag 

Suggestion in Twitter 

WAIM 2016 Jia Li ,Hua Xu  

28 Invariants of quantum 

programs: characterisations and 

generation 

Proceedings of the 44th 

ACM SIGPLAN 

Symposium on Principles of 

Programming Languages 

(POPL) 

Mingsheng Ying, 

Shenggang Ying and Xiaodi 

Wu 

 

29 Toward automatic verification 

of quantum programs 

Symposium on Dependable 

Software Engineering - 

Theories, Tools and 

Applications (SETTA 2016) 

Mingsheng Ying  

30 A hybrid NDI control method 

for the high-alpha super-

maneuver flight control 

Proceedings of the 

American Control 

Conference 

Jiali Yang, Jihong Zhu EI 

31 Prop-hanging control of a thrust 

vector vehicle with hybrid 

Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion 

method 

IEEE International 

Conference on Robotics and 

Automation 

Jiali Yang, Jihong Zhu EI 

32 An angular acceleration 

estimation method based on the 

complementary filter theory 

IEEE Instrumentation and 

Measurement Technology 

Conference 

Jiali Yang, Jihong Zhu EI 

33 Modification of recursive least 

squares algorithm for linear 

time-varying systems 

Chinese Control Conference Wanxin Zhang, Jihong Zhu EI 

34 Overall iteration design of a 

new concept wing disk solar-

powered aircraft 

Proceedings of the 5th 

International Conference on 

Electrical Engineering and 

Automatic Control 

Da Hong, Jihong Zhu EI 

35 Dynamic modelling of a small 

scale turbojet engine 

European Control 

Conference 

Jiali Yang, Jihong Zhu EI 

36 Remedy for open-circuit fault 

of 4-phase permanent magnet 

fault tolerant motor 

International Conference on 

Computer and 

Computational Sciences 

Binqiang Si, Jihong Zhu EI 

37 Design and implementation of a 

life test system for the train 

driver controller 

International Conference on 

Intelligent Informatics and 

Biomedical Sciences 

Bizhen Yuan, Huailin Zhao, 

Jihong Zhu 

EI 
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38 The application of a driving 

circuit based on 1ED020I12-

FTA in PMSM 

International Conference on 

Intelligent Informatics and 

Biomedical Sciences 

Shanli Jin, Huailin Zhao, 

Jihong Zhu 

EI 

39 Hardware design of the PMSM 

control system based on DSP 

and CPLD 

International Conference on 

Intelligent Informatics and 

Biomedical Sciences 

Xingpeng Zhou, Huailin 

Zhao, Jihong Zhu 

EI 

40 Control and communication of 

a multi-motor system based on 

LAN 

International Conference on 

Intelligent Informatics and 

Biomedical Sciences 

Suxiao Wang, Huailin Zhao, 

Jihong Zhu 

EI 

41 Distributing the Stochastic 

Gradient Sampler for Large-

Scale LDA 

SIGKDD Yuan Yang, Jianfei Chen, 

and Jun Zhu 

EI 

42 Crowd Scene Understanding 

with Coherent Recurrent 

Neural Networks 

IJCAI Hang Su, Yinpeng Dong, 

Jun Zhu, Haibin Ling, and 

Bo Zhang 

EI 

43 TopicPanorama: A Full Picture 

of Relevant Topics 

TVCG Xiting Wang, Shixia Liu, 

Junlin Liu, Jianfei Chen, 

Jun Zhu, and Baining Guo 

SCI 

44 Scaling up Dynamic Topic 

Models 

WWW Arnab Bhadury, Jianfei 

Chen, Jun Zhu, and Shixia 

Liu 

EI 

45 Bayesian Matrix Completion 

via Adaptive Relaxed Spectral 

Regularization 

AAAI Yang Song, and Jun Zhu EI 

46 Jointly Modeling Topics and 

Intents with Global Order 

Structure 

AAAI Bei Chen, Jun Zhu, Nan 

Yang, Tian Tian, Ming 

Zhou, and Bo Zhang 

EI 

47 Discriminative Nonparametric 

Latent Feature Relational 

Models with Data 

Augmentation 

AAAI Bei Chen, Ning Chen, Jun 

Zhu, Jiaming Song, and Bo 

Zhang 

EI 

48 SSP: Semantic Space 

Projection for Knowledge 

Graph Embedding with Text 

Descriptions 

AAAI 2017 Han Xiao, Minlie Huang 

and Xiaoyan Zhu 

 

49 Attention-based LSTM for 

Aspect-level Sentiment 

Classification 

EMNLP 2016 Yequan Wang, Minlie 

Huang and xiaoyan Zhu 

 

50 GAKE: Graph Aware 

Knowledge Embedding 

COLING 2016 Jun Feng, Minlie Huang, 

Yang Yang, Xiaoyan Zhu 

 

51 Context-aware Natural 

Language Generation for 

Spoken Dialogue Systems 

COLING 2016 Hao Zhou, Minlie Huang, 

Xiaoyan Zhu 
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52 Product Review Summarization 

by Exploiting Phrase Properties 

COLING 2016 Naitong Yu, Minlie Huang, 

Yuanyuan Shi, Xiaoyan Zhu 

 

53 A Sentence Interaction 

Network for Modeling 

Dependence between Sentences 

ACL 2016 Biao Liu, Minlie Huang, et 

al 

 

54 TransG : A Generative Model 

for Knowledge Graph 

Embedding 

ACL 2016 Han Xiao, Minlie Huang, 

Xiaoyan Zhu 

 

55 From One Point to A Manifold: 

Knowledge Graph Embedding 

For Precise Link Prediction 

IJCAI 2016 Han Xiao, Minlie Huang, 

Xiaoyan Zhu 

 

56 Semi-Supervised Multinomial 

Naive Bayes for Text 

Classification by Leveraging 

Word-Level Statistical 

Constraint 

AAAI 2016 Li Zhao, Minlie Huang, et al  

57 Scalable Functional 

Dependencies Discovery from 

Big Data 

IEEE International 

Conference on Multimedia 

Big Data 

Shouzhong Tu, Minlie 

Huang 

 

58 Dialogue Act Classification in 

Question Answering System 

with Hierarchical Long Short-

Term Memory 

International Conference on 

Natural Language 

Processing and Knowledge 

Engineering 

Xiaoji Ding, Biao Liu, 

Xiaoyan Zhu 

 

59 Sparse Coding and Dictionary 

Learning with Learning 

Dynamical Systems 

IEEE Conference on 

Computer Vision and 

Pattern Recognition (CVPR) 

黄文炳, 孙富春, 曹乐乐, 

Deli Zhao,刘华平, 

Mehrtash Harandi 

 

60 Learning stable linear 

dynamical systems with the 

weighted least square 

International Joint 

Conference on Artificial 

Intelligence 

黄文炳,曹乐乐,孙富春, 

Deli Zhao,刘华平& 

Shanshan Yu 

 

61 HyperNet: Towards Accurate 

Region Proposal Generation 

and Joint Object Detection 

IEEE Conference on 

Computer Vision and 

Pattern Recognition (CVPR) 

孔涛, Anbang Yao, Yurong 

Chen, 孙富春 

 

62 Efficient spatio-temporal tactile 

object recognition with 

randomized tiling convolutional 

networks in a hierarchical 

fusion strategy 

AAAI Conference on 

Artificial 

Intelligence(AIAA-16) 

曹乐乐，Kotagiri 

Ramamohanarao, 孙富

春，李洪波，黄文炳 

 

63 MMT: A Multimodal Image 

Caption Generator 

ACM Multimedia 2016 刘畅, 孙富春, Changhu 

Wang, Yong Rui 

 

64 A Stable and Efficient Vision-

based Tactile Sensor with 

Tactile Detection using Neural 

Network 

Third International 

Conference on Cognitive 

Systems and Information 

processing (ICCSIP) 2016 

杨超, 孙富春, 方斌, 李璐

瑄 
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65 Vlad-based loop closure 

detection for monocular SLAM 

2016 IEEE International 

Conference on Information 

and Automation 

黄耀, Sun F, 郭尧  

66 Vision-based Lawn Boundary 

Recognition For Mowing 

Robot 

International Conference on 

Computer Engineering and 

Information System 

Guo Yao, Sun Fuchun  

67 Object discovery and grasp 

detection with a shared 

convolutional neural network 

2016 IEEE International 

Conference on Robotics and 

Automation (ICRA) 

郭迪, Tao Kong, Fuchun 

Sun, Huaping Liu 

 

68 Linear Dynamical Systems 

modeling for EEG-based Motor 

Imagery Brain-Computer 

Interface 

Third International 

Conference on Cognitive 

Systems and Information 

Processing (ICCSIP) 

Zhang Wenchang, Sun 

Fuchun, Tan Chuanqi, and 

Liu Shaobo 

EI 

69 SSVEP Recognition using 

Wavelet Canonical Correlation 

Analysis for Brain Computer 

Interface 

The 2016 4th International 

Conference on Sensors, 

Mechatronics and 

Automation (ICSMA 2016) 

Shaobo Liu, Fuchun Sun  

70 3D human gesture capturing 

and recognition by the IMMU-

based data glove[C] 

ELM2016 Bin Fang, Fuchun Sun, 

Huaping Liu 

 

71 Representation Learning of 

Knowledge Graphs with Entity 

Descriptions 

Proceedings of AAAI 2016 Ruobing Xie, Zhiyuan Liu, 

Jia Jia, Huanbo Luan, 

Maosong Sun 

 

72 Building Earth Mover's 

Distance on Bilingual Word 

Embeddings for Machine 

Translation 

Proceedings of AAAI 2016 Meng Zhang, Yang Liu, 

Huanbo Luan, Maosong 

Sun, Tatsuya Izuha, and Jie 

Hao 

 

73 To Swap or Not to Swap? 

Exploiting Dependency Word 

Pairs for Reordering in 

Statistical Machine Translation 

Proceedings of AAAI 2016 Christian Hadiwinoto, Yang 

Liu, and Hwee Tou Ng 

 

74 Representation Learning of 

Knowledge Graphs with 

Hierarchical Types 

Proceedings of IJCAI 2016 Ruobing Xie, Zhiyuan Liu, 

Maosong Sun 

 

75 Knowledge Representation 

Learning with Entities, 

Attributes and Relations 

Proceedings of IJCAI 2016 Yankai Lin, Zhiyuan Liu, 

Maosong Sun 

 

76 Max-Margin DeepWalk: 

Discriminative Learning of 

Network Representation 

Proceedings of IJCAI 2016 Cunchao Tu, Weicheng 

Zhang, Zhiyuan Liu, 

Maosong Sun, Huanbo 

Luan 
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77 Agreement-based Joint 

Training for Bidirectional 

Attention-based Neural 

Machine Translation 

Proceedings of IJCAI 2016 Yong Cheng, Shiqi Shen, 

Zhongjun He, Wei He, Hua 

Wu, Maosong Sun, and 

Yang Liu 

 

78 Neural Relation Extraction with 

Selective Attention over 

Instances 

Path-based image sequence 

interpolation guided by 

feature points 

ICIP2016  

79 Agreement-based Learning of 

Parallel Lexicons and Phrases 

from Non-Parallel Corpora 

Proceedings of ACL 2016 Chunyang Liu, Yang Liu, 

Huanbo Luan, Maosong 

Sun, and Heng Yu 

 

80 Modeling Coverage for Neural 

Machine Translation 

Proceedings of ACL 2016 Zhaopeng Tu, Zhengdong 

Lu, Yang Liu, Xiaohua Liu, 

and Hang Li 

 

81 Semi-Supervised Learning for 

Neural Machine Translation 

Proceedings of ACL 2016 Yong Cheng, Wei Xu, 

Zhongjun He, Wei He, Hua 

Wu, Maosong Sun, and 

Yang Liu 

 

82 Minimum Risk Training for 

Neural Machine Translation 

Proceedings of ACL 2016 Shiqi Shen, Yong Cheng, 

Zhongjun He, Wei He, Hua 

Wu, Maosong Sun, and 

Yang Liu 

 

83 Inducing Bilingual Lexica 

From Non-Parallel Data With 

Earth Mover's Distance 

Regularization 

Proceedings of COLING 

2016 

Meng Zhang, Yang Liu, 

Huanbo Luan, Yiqun Liu, 

and Maosong Sun 

 

84 Neural Sentiment Classification 

with User and Product 

Attention 

The Conference on 

Empirical Methods in 

Natural Language 

Processing (EMNLP 2016) 

Huimin Chen, Maosong 

Sun, Cunchao Tu, Yankai 

Lin, Zhiyuan Liu 

 

85 Relation Classification via 

Multi-Level Attention CNNs 

The 54th Annual Meeting of 

the Association for 

Computational Linguistics 

(ACL 2016) 

Linlin Wang, Zhu Cao, 

Gerard de Melo, Zhiyuan 

Liu 

 

86 Learning to Appreciate the 

Aesthetic Effects of Clothing 

The 30th AAAI Conference 

on Artificial Intelligence 

(AAAI 2016) 

Jia Jia, Jie Huang, 

Guangyao Shen, Tao He, 

Zhiyuan Liu, Huanbo Luan, 

Chao Yan 

 

87 Multi-Modal Bayesian 

Embeddings for Learning 

Social Knowledge Graphs 

IJCAI’16 杨植麟、唐杰、William 

W. Cohen 

 

88 The Lifecycle and Cascade of 

WeChat Social Messaging 

Groups 

WWW’16 裘捷中、Yixuan Li、唐

杰、Zheng Lu、Hao Ye、

陈波、杨强、John 

Hopcroft 
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89 Social Role-Aware Emotion 

Contagion in Image Social 

Networks 

AAAI’16 杨洋、贾珈、吴博雅、唐

杰 

 

90 Modeling and Predicting 

Learning Behavior in MOOCs 

WSDM’16 裘捷中、唐杰、刘潇、Jie 

Gong、张晨晖、张茜、薛

宇飞 

 

91 Web User Profiling using Data 

Redundancy 

ASONAM’16 顾晓韬、杨宏、唐杰、张

静 

 

92 Applications of Monte Carlo 

method to 3-D capacitance 

calculation and large matrix 

decomposition 

in Proc. International 

Conference on Solid-State 

and Integrated Circuit 

Technology (ICSICT) 

Wenjian Yu EI 

93 A parallel random walk solver 

for the capacitance calculation 

problem in touchscreen design 

in Proc. ACM Great Lake 

Symposium of VLSI 

(GLSVLSI) 2016 

Zhezhao Xu, Wenjian Yu, 

Chao Zhang, Bolong Zhang, 

Meijuan Lu and Michael 

Mascagni 

EI 

94 Utilizing macromodels in 

floating random walk based 

capacitance extraction 

in Proc. ACM/IEEE Design, 

Automation & Test in 

Europe Conference (DATE) 

Wenjian Yu, Bolong Zhang, 

Chao Zhang, Haiquan 

Wang, and Luca Daniel 

EI 

95 Crowdsourced POI labelling: 

Location-aware result inference 

and Task Assignment. 

ICDE 2016: 61-72 Huiqi Hu, Yudian Zheng, 

Zhifeng Bao, Guoliang Li, 

Jianhua Feng, Reynold 

Cheng 

 

96 Crowdsourcing-based real-time 

urban traffic speed estimation: 

From trends to speeds. 

ICDE 2016 Huiqi Hu, Guoliang Li, 

Zhifeng Bao, Yan Cui, 

Jianhua Feng 

 

97 Cost-Effective Crowdsourced 

Entity Resolution: A Partial-

Order Approach. 

SIGMOD Conference 2016 Chengliang Chai, Guoliang 

Li, Jian Li, Dong Deng, 

Jianhua Feng 

 

98 META: An Efficient Matching-

Based Method for Error-

Tolerant Autocompletion. 

PVLDB 9(10) Dong Deng, Guoliang Li, 

He Wen, H. V. Jagadish, 

Jianhua Feng 

 

99 Crowdsourced Top-k 

Algorithms: An Experimental 

Evaluation. 

PVLDB 9(8) Xiaohang Zhang, Guoliang 

Li, Jianhua Feng 

 

100 RNN Based Uyghur Text Line 

Recognition and its Training 

Strategy 

12th IAPR Workshop on 

Document Analysis Systems 

Pengchao Li, Jiadong Zhu, 

Liangrui Peng and Yunbiao 

Guo 

EI 

101 CNN based Transfer Learning 

for Historical Chinese 

Character Recognition 

12th IAPR Workshop on 

Document Analysis Systems 

Yejun Tang, Liangrui Peng, 

Qian Xu, Yanwei Wang and 

Akio Furuhata 

EI 
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102 Contactless palm landmark 

detection and localization on 

mobile devices 

IS&T International 

Symposium on Electronic 

Imaging 2016, Mobile 

Devices and Multimedia: 

Enabling Technologies, 

Algorithms, and 

Applications Conference 

Yaqi Wang, Liangrui Peng, 

Shengjing Wang, Xiaoqing 

Ding 

EI 

103 Weakly supervised object 

localization with progressive 

domain adaptation 

Proceedings of the IEEE 

Computer Society 

Conference on Computer 

Vision and Pattern 

Recognition 

Li, Dong ; Huang, Jia-Bin; 

Li, Yali; Wang, Shengjin; 

Yang, Ming-Hsuan 

 

104 Bagging regularized common 

spatial pattern with hybrid 

motor imagery and myoelectric 

signal 

ICASSP, IEEE International 

Conference on Acoustics, 

Speech and Signal 

Processing – Proceedings 

Liu, Hongchuan ; Li, Yali; 

Liu, Hongma; Wang, 

Shengjin 

 

105 Scalable person re-

identification: A benchmark 

Proceedings of the IEEE 

International Conference on 

Computer Vision 

Zheng, Liang ; Shen, Liyue; 

Tian, Lu; Wang, Shengjin; 

Wang, Jingdong; Tian, Qi 

 

106 Fast orthogonal projection 

based on kronecker product 

Proceedings of the IEEE 

International Conference on 

Computer Vision 

Zhang, Xu ; Yu, Felix X.; 

Guo, Ruiqi; Kumar, Sanjiv; 

Wang, Shengjin; Chang, 

Shi-Fu 

 

107 Hierarchical Dynamic Parsing 

and Encoding for Action 

Recognition 

Computer Vision – ECCV 

2016 

Bing Su , Jiahuan Zhou, 

Xiaoqing Ding, Hao Wang, 

Ying Wu 

 

108 Ship wake detection for SAR 

images with complex 

backgrounds based on 

morphological dictionary 

learning 

ICASSP, IEEE International 

Conference on Acoustics, 

Speech and Signal 

Processing – Proceedings 

Yang, Guozheng ; Yu, Jing; 

Xiao, Chuangbai; Sun, 

Weidong 

 

109 An automatic registration based 

on Genetic Algorithm for multi-

source remote sensing 

Proceedings - 2016 the 2nd 

International Conference on 

Control, Automation and 

Robotics 

Gou, Zhijun ; Ma, 

Hongbing 

 

110 A novel generalized assignment 

framework for the classification 

of hyperspectral image 

ICASSP, IEEE International 

Conference on Acoustics, 

Speech and Signal 

Processing – Proceedings 

Ni, Ding ; Ma, Hongbing  

111 Sparse representation and PCA 

method for image fusion in 

remote sensing 

Proceedings - 2016 the 2nd 

International Conference on 

Control, Automation and 

Robotics 

Zhang, Xiaofeng ; Ni, Ding; 

Gou, Zhijun; Ma, Hongbing 
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112 Hyperspectral Image Denoising 

Based on Subspace Low Rank 

Representation 

4th Annual 2016 Int. Conf. 

on Geo-Informatics in 

Resource Management & 

Sustainable Ecosystem 

M.D.Wang, J.Yu, Lijuan 

Niu, W.D.Sun 

 

113 Improving Image Resolution by 

45-Degree Tilting-Mode 

Sampling 

4th Annual 2016 Int. Conf. 

on Geo-Informatics in 

Resource Management & 

Sustainable Ecosystem 

J.Yu, Z.C.Chang, L.L.Yao, 

W.D.Sun 

 

114 Path-based image sequence 

interpolation guided by feature 

points 

ICIP2016 Fan Yizhou, Ma Hongbing  

115 Unsupervised Visual 

Representation Learning by 

Graph-based Consistent 

Constraints 

ECCV2016 Dong Li, Shengjin Wang  

116 Video Re-identification: 

Benchmark and Baselines 

ECCV2016 Liang Zheng, Shengjin 

Wang 

 

117 Visual Tracking via Part-Based 

Model with Auxiliary Objects 

Proceedings - 2015 IEEE 

International Conference on 

Systems, Man, and 

Cybernetics 

Cui, Runpeng, Guangdong 

Hou, and Changshui Zhang 

EI 

118 A Real-Time Hand Pose 

Estimation. 

Proceedings - 2015 IEEE 

International Conference on 

Systems, Man, and 

Cybernetics 

Hou, Guangdong, Runpeng 

Cui, and Changshui Zhang. 

EI 

 

表 5.4 国内期刊 

序号 论文名称 作者 期刊名称 索引 

1 关于发展我国人工智能技术与

产业的建议 

科技导报 邓志东  

2 AI 机器人引燃“第四次工业革

命”的导火索 

机器人产业 邓志东  

3 基于激光雷达的多属性栅格地

图的创建 

信息与电脑:理论

版 

肖克来提，邓志东  

4 多粒度栅格地图的创建与拓扑

地图的自动生成——基于激光

雷达环境 

现代商贸工业 肖克来提，邓志东  

5 Drogue detection for autonomous 

aerial refueling based on 

convolutional neural networks 

Accepted by 

Chinese Journal 

of Aeronautics 

WANG Xufeng, DONG Xinmin, 

KONG Xingwei, LI Jianmin, 

ZHANG Bo 
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6 基于深度学习加强的混合推荐

方法 

清华大学学报

（已录用） 

张敏，丁弼原，谭云志，刘奕

群，马少平 

 

7 基于分支分析的机翼摇晃预测

与抑制 

控制理论与应用 周池军,雷虎民,朱纪洪,尹航  

8 考虑执行器饱和的改进无模型

自适应控制 

自动化学报 程志强,朱纪洪,袁夏明  

9 推力矢量无人机尾坐式垂直起

降控制 

控制理论与应用 匡敏驰,朱纪洪,吴德贵  

10 Mining Microblog user interests 

based on TextRank with TF-IDF 

Factor 

中国邮电高校学

报（英文版） 

屠守中 黄民烈  

11 一种半监督的中文垃圾微博过

滤方法 

中文信息学报 姚子瑜、屠守中、黄民烈、朱小

燕 

 

12 知识表示学习研究进展 计算机研究与发

展 

刘知远, 孙茂松, 林衍凯, 谢若冰  

13 基于随机行走电容提取且保证

准确度的线网时延计算方法 

计算机辅助设计

与图形学学报 

胡君, 徐宁, 喻文健  

14 Rejecting Character Recognition 

Errors Using CNN Based 

Confidence Estimation 

Chinese Journal 

of Electronics 

Pengchao Li, Liangrui Peng, Juan 

Wen 

 

15 Image salient region detection by 

fusing clustering and ranking 

清华大学学报

（自然科学版） 

Liu, Jie ; Wang, Shengjin  

16 Suomi-NPP 夜间灯光数据与

GDP 的空间关系分析 

清华大学学报

（自然科学版） 

郭永德，高金环，马洪兵  

17 基于形态成分分析的复杂背景

SAR 图像舰船尾迹检测 

计算机辅助设计

与图形学学报 

杨国铮, 禹晶, 肖创柏, 孙卫东  

18 基于 FAT32 的音视频存储系统

的设计与实现 

电子设计工程 黄鹏; 马洪兵; 陈从华  

19 一种无线车载视频监控专用文

件系统的设计 

电子设计工程 赵国开; 马洪兵; 陈从华  

20 HyperDB: A Hyperspectral Land 

Class Database Designed for 

Image Processing System 

Tsinghua Science 

and Technology

（accepted） 

Fan Yizhou, Ma Hongbing SCI 

21 基于稀疏表示和结构自相似性

的单幅图像盲解卷积算法 

自动化学报 常振春, 禹晶,孙卫东  

22 基于形态字典学习的复杂背景

SAR 图像舰船尾迹检测 

自动化学报 杨国铮, 禹晶, 肖创柏, 孙卫东  

23 基于自然语言处理的特定属性

物体检测 

清华大学学报

（自然科学版） 

张旭 , 王生进  

24 向量距离中角度信息对时空 

Kriging 的影响[J]. 

清华大学学报 

(自然科学版) 

陈鼎新, 陆文凯, 刘代志.  

25 基于 T-matrix 的非线性参数估

计方法[J]. 

地球物理学报 王本锋, 吴如山, 陈小宏, 陆文凯. SCI 
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附录六：专利与软件著作权登记 

表 6.1 专利 

序

号 
申请号 专利名称 发明人 状态 

1 201310218939 
一种刻蚀和沉积工艺三维元胞

信息存储结构及操作方法 
宋亦旭 授权 

2 201310303479 
面向三维元胞模型中确定刻蚀

粒子到达表面的方法 
宋亦旭 授权 

3 201310303808 
基于元胞自动机的刻蚀表面演

化模型压缩方法 
宋亦旭 授权 

4 201310306649 
一种等离子体刻蚀工艺中刻蚀

产额的建模方法 
宋亦旭 授权 

5 201310311790 
输片协作的多个机器人设备的

调度方法及系统 
徐华；袁源；高士云 授权 

6 201510072044.X 
用于机械臂遥操作的多摄像机

联合主动跟踪目标的方法 
孙富春，刘华平，腾辉 授权 

7 201510307450.X 一种 7自由度五指机械手 孙富春，方斌 授权 

8 201310745365.2 一种同步电机的复合控制器 朱纪洪 ; 和阳 授权 

9 201310745348.9 基于同步电机模型的控制系统 朱纪洪 ; 司宾强 授权 

10 201310745247.1 
一种永磁同步电机 Id＝0电流控

制算法 
匡敏驰 ; 朱纪洪 授权 

11 201310420181.9 
冗余电源可重构容错式驱动拓

扑结构 
司宾强 ; 朱纪洪 授权 

12 201410263947 
面向集成电路电容提取的多介

质随机行走方法及系统 
喻文健，张伯龙 授权 

13 201410016439 
面向集成电路互连电容提取的

线网高斯面采样方法与系统 
喻文健，张超 授权 

14 201410023879 
用于芯片热分析的混合随机行

走方法 
喻文健，梁缘 授权 

15 201310388975 
面向集成电路互连电容参数提

取的空间管理数据生成方法 
喻文健，张超 授权 

16 201310214733 
基于三维区域分解的芯片热分

析方法 
喻文健，章涛 授权 

17 201410212075.6 
复杂背景 SAR图像舰船尾迹检测

方法 

杨国铮, 禹晶, 孙卫

东 
授权 

18 201610944942.4 
一种拥有多种传感器和堵转反

馈舵机的夹持器 
孙富春，方斌 公开 

19 201610581160.9 
基于微视觉的触觉装置的三维

力检测方法 
孙富春，方斌 公开 

20 201610580204.6 
一种基于视觉的触觉测量传感

器 
孙富春，方斌 公开 

21 201610064202.1 一种交互式数据手套 方斌，孙富春 公开 

22 201610064011.5 一种触觉感知数据手套 方斌，孙富春 公开 
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23 201610117905.6   
一种基于三维打印的三轴承推

力矢量喷管结构形式 
王向阳，朱纪洪 公开 

24 201610105675.1   
一种永磁同步电机的直交轴电

流矢量复合控制器 
和阳，朱纪洪 公开 

25 201610105649.9   
一种垂直/短距起降飞机飞行控

制方法 
王向阳，朱纪洪 公开 

26 201511032456.7   
一种主被动复合均衡的电池充

电电路 

朱纪洪，和阳，晋山

立 
公开 

27 201511019143.8  
一种采用加速度观测器的飞机

气动参数分区分步辨识方法 
朱纪洪，胡爽，刘凯 公开 

28 201510867339.6   
一种电机转角实时估计方法与

装置 
和阳，朱纪洪 公开 

29 201510867585.1   
一种永磁同步电机的直交轴电

流检测方法 
朱纪洪，和阳 公开 

30 201510634693.4 
一种基于虹膜变化的活体识别

方法及系统 

王生进；程景春；何

建伟；陈荡荡；王大

力；赵亚丽；于红

洋；余盛铭；李蒙 

公开 

31 201510781590.0 
基于眼部信息的活体人脸检测

方法及装置 

王生进；赵亚丽；何

建伟；陈荡荡；王大

力；程景春；于红

洋；余盛铭；李蒙 

公开 

32 201610306277.6 人脸识别方法及装置 王生进；陈荡荡 公开 

33 201610949687.2 一种行人识别方法和装置 王生进；田露 公开 

34 201611105583.X 

一种基于迁移学习与特征融合

的超声甲状腺结节良恶性分类

方法 

刘天娇, 孙卫东, 牛

丽娟 
公开 

35 201610232659.9 
基于编码-解码深度神经网络的

文本摘要生成系统及方法 

徐华；李佳；邓俊

辉；孙晓民 
申请 

36 201610268830.1 微博话题自动推荐方法及装置 
徐华；李佳；邓俊

辉；孙晓民 
申请 

37 201610318849.2 
基于主题模型的自展式特征选

择方法及系统 

徐华；张帆；孙晓

民；邓俊辉 
申请 

38 201610302834.7 
基于组合特征向量和 SVMperf

的情感分类方法及装置 

徐华；徐嘉帅；孙晓

民；邓俊辉 
申请 

39 201610302829.6 
基于组合特征向量和深度学习

的情感分类方法及装置 

徐华；徐嘉帅；孙晓

民；邓俊辉 
申请 

40 201610319860.0 
大型商业银行后台核心交易事

件趋势预测方法及其系统 

徐华；詹立雄；邓俊

辉；石炎军；孙晓

民；楼浩；郭京生；

李佳；张帆 

申请 

41 201610677146.9 
基于离散独立成分分析的自展

式隐式特征挖掘方法和系统 
徐华；张帆 申请 

42 201610698208.4 
面向微博平台话题推荐的评估

方法及装置 
徐华；李佳 申请 
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43 201610695840.3 
银行频繁项模式挖掘方法及挖

掘系统 

徐华；詹立雄；邓俊

辉；石炎军；孙晓

民；楼浩；郭京生；

李佳；张帆 

申请 

44 201610697105.6 
基于权重学习和多特征抽取的

多情绪分类方法及装置 
徐华 申请 

45 201610292389.0 用户退课行为预测方法及装置 唐杰 申请 

46 201610203132.3 
一种预测在线社交网络用户行

为的方法 
唐杰 申请 

47 201610097429.6 
一种快速计算图节点相似度的

方法 
唐杰 申请 

表 6.2 软件著作权登记 

序号 登记号 成果名称 完成人 

1 2016SR177879 
大型商业银行后台核心交易事件趋势预测软

件 
徐华 

2 2016SR262792 大型商业银行频繁项模式挖掘系统 徐华 

3 2016SR262789 
基于权重学习和多特征抽取的微博用户多情

绪分类系统 
徐华 

4 2016SR302979 
三维随机行走电容求解软件[简称: 

RWCap]V3.0 
喻文健、徐哲钊 

5 2016SR026744 全国湿地资源信息系统 V1.0 马洪兵 

 

 

附录七：实验室合作机构 

序

号 
机构名称 负责人 

机构成

立日期 

机构 

期限 
合作方 

1 
清华大学—新加坡国立大学下一代

搜索技术研究中心 
孙茂松 2010 2015 

新加坡 

国立大学 

2 
清华大学－悉尼科技大学量子计算

与人工智能联合研究中心 
应明生 2013 2018 悉尼科技大学 

3 
清华大学无锡应用技术研究院大数

据研究中心 
朱小燕 2013  

无锡应用技术 

研究院 

4 
清华—搜狗搜索技术联合 

实验室 
马少平 2007 2016 搜狗公司 

5 媒体大数据认知计算中心 王生进 2014  2019 公共安全研究院 
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附录八：主办国际国内学术会议 

序

号 
会议名称 主办单位 承办单位 

会议 

主席 

会议 

时间 

1 

2016 年智能感

知与智能控制

高层论坛 

中国自动化学会智能自

动化专业委员会(清华大

学智能技术与系统国家

重点实验室协办) 

河南工业大学 邓志东 
2016-5-19 

~2016-5-20 

2 
2016 智能科学

发展论坛 

中国自动化学会智能自

动化专业委员会(清华大

学智能技术与系统国家

重点实验室协办) 

河北工业大学 邓志东 2016-11-6 

3 

The 12th Asia 

Information 

Retrieval 

Societies 

Conference 

中国中文信息学会 
清华大学智能技术与

系统国家重点实验室  

刘奕群，

窦志成 
2016-11-30 

4 
2016 中国机器

人大赛 

中国自动化学会；长沙市

人民政府 

中国自动化学会机器

人竞赛工作委员会；

中国自动化学会机器

人竞赛与培训部；长

沙市雨花区人民政府 

朱纪洪 ,

张剑飞  
 2016-10 

5 

2016 中国工程

机器人大赛暨

国际公开赛 

教育部高等学校创新方

法教学指导委员会；国际

工程机器人联盟中国委

员会；中国自动化学会机

器人竞赛工作委员会；中

国人工智能学会认知系

统与信息处理专业委员

会；恩智浦半导体（中国）

有限公司 

  

名 誉 主

席：孙增

圻，裴钢;

主席：朱

纪洪，孙

富春，冯

林  

 2016-5 

6 

登峰杯全国中

学生机器人竞

赛 

清华大学教育研究院，中

国高等教育学会学习科

学研究分会 

中国教师发展基金会

教育评价专项基金 
   2016-8 

7 CCL2016 
清华大学智能技术与系

统国家重点实验室 
鲁东大学 孙茂松 2016-10-1 

8 跨模态学习 清华大学 清华大学 
孙富春 ,

张建伟 
2016-3-1 

9 
类脑计算与跨

模态信息处理 
清华大学 清华大学 孙富春  2016-09 

1

0 

认知计算与系

统 
清华大学 清华大学 孙富春 2016-11-1 
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1

1 

International 

Conference on 

Cognitive 

Systems and 

Signal 

Processing  

中国人工智能学会，中国

自动化学会  清华大学 孙富春 

2016-11  

 

附录九：国内外学术会议特邀报告 

序

号 
报告名称 报告人 会议名称 地点 时间 

1 
大数据下弱人工智能产业

的发展趋势 
邓志东 

双创 1+1 走进高校系列主

题沙龙“人工智能前沿应

用与创新机遇”创想论坛 

北京 2016/3/23 

2 
人工智能前沿研究&产业

发展趋势 
邓志东 

人工智能和大数据投融资

面对面活动 
北京 2016/3/30 

3 
人工智能的研究前沿与产

业发展趋势 
邓志东 

2016 机械工程全国博士

生学术论坛 

安徽 

芜湖 
2016/4/9 

4 
人工智能技术与产业的发

展趋势 
邓志东 世纪名家讲坛 北京 2016/5/20 

5 
无处不在的人工智能：进

展与趋势 
邓志东 

清华大学博士生论坛大数

据与人工智能分论坛 
北京 2016/5/28 

6 
人工智能技术与产业的发

展趋势 
邓志东 

中国文化产业投资基金人

工智能主题沙龙 
北京 2016/6/1 

7 
人工智能：无人驾驶汽车

产业化的机遇与挑战 
邓志东 第三届中国机器人峰会 

浙江 

宁波 
2016/6/14 

8 
大数据与深度学习芯片支

撑弱人工智能产业的发展 
邓志东 

GIA2016 盛景全球创新大

奖中国区人工智&大数据

行业赛 

北京 2016/6/21 

9 
人工智能技术与产业的发

展趋势 
邓志东 

安信证券 2016 年中期投

资策略会 
深圳 2016/6/28 

10 
人工智能对心理学行业未

来发展的五大预测 
邓志东 

第一届中国心理行业发展

峰会 
北京 2016/7/10 

11 
车联网支撑下的共享无人

驾驶汽车时代 
邓志东 

中信建投“物联网”、

“SDN”主题交流会 
深圳 2016/10/12 

12 
人工智能加速共享无人驾

驶汽车产业的发展 
邓志东 

世界机器人大会无人驾驶

智能车新发展论坛 
北京 2016/10/23 

13 人工智能与无人驾驶 邓志东 首届中国智谷大会 南京 2016/11/1 

14 迈向大数据认知智能 邓志东 智能科学发展论坛 天津 2016/11/6 

15 
推动无人驾驶产业化发展

的人工智能技术 
邓志东 

中国智能车大会暨国家智

能车发展论坛 

江苏 

常熟 
2016/11/11 

16 
人工智能助推自动驾驶汽

车从 SAE L2 跨越到 L3 
邓志东 

汽车传感器与汽车人工智

能论坛 
北京 2016/11/24 
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17 

Deep Learning to Bring a 

Breakthrough for 

Autonomous Driving 
邓志东 

Asia Intelligent Connected 

Vehicle Conference 
上海 2016/11/9 

18 
深度学习与神经科学的交

互 
胡晓林 

中国科学院自动化所 60

周年所庆暨人工智能学术

论坛 

北京 2016/10/17 

19 
Brain-inspired deep 

learning models 
胡晓林 

16th Japan-China-Korea 

Joint Workshop on 

Neurobiology and 

Neuroinformatics 

香港 
2016/12/19-

21 

20 
受脑启发的视觉模型进展

评述 
胡晓林 

视觉与学习青年学者研讨

会 
武汉 

2016 年 4 月

22 日 - 24 日 

21 

Understanding and 

Predicting Search 

Satisfaction in a 

Heterogeneous 

Environment 

刘奕群 

The Seventh International 

Workshop on Evaluating 

Information Access (EVIA 

2016) 

日本 

东京 
2016/6/7 

22 
人工智能机遇与挑战：最

好的时代 
张敏 

2016 中国人工智能大会

青年论坛（CCAI2016） 
北京 

2016 年 8 月
26-27 

23 

Toward automatic 

verification of quantum 

programs, Symposium on 

Dependable Software 

Engineering - Theories, 

Tools and Applications 

Mings

heng 

Ying 

(SETTA 2016) 北京 
Nov. 9-11, 

2016 

24 
Learning with Deep 

Generative Models 
朱军 

第二届大数据分析国际会

议 
长沙 2016/10/21 

25 贝叶斯学习前沿 朱军 
ADL 70 机器学习前沿讲

习班 
广东 2016/8/20 

26 
Big Learning with 

Bayesian Methods 
朱军 大数据学术研讨会 北京 2016/7/31 

27 
Big Learning with 

Bayesian Methods 
朱军 

The Third Workshop on 

Big Data and 

Computational Intelligence 
北京 2016/7/30 

28 Learning with Knowledge 朱军 知识图谱前沿技术研讨会 山西 2016/4/9 

29 

Scalable Bayesian 

Inference with Posterior 

Regularization 
朱军 

卡内基梅隆大学 AI Lunch 

and Seminar 

美国 

匹兹堡 
2016/1/12 

30 统计约束的情感分析 黄民烈 CCF ADL67 北京 May-16 

31 情感分析综述 黄民烈 CCL2016 烟台 Oct-16 

32 神经机器翻译前沿进展  刘洋 
第十二届中国机器翻译研

讨会 

乌鲁 

木齐 
2016/8/25 

33 知识表示及其应用 刘知远 
全国社会媒体处理大

（SMP2016） 
南昌 2016/10/29 

34 深度学习与社会计算 刘知远 
全国社会媒体处理大

（SMP2016） 
南昌 2016/10/30 

35 
大数据时代的自然语言处

理 
刘知远 

第十五届全国计算语言学

学术会议 CCL2016 
烟台 2016--10—15 

36 

Learning Sequences: image 

caption with region-based 

attention and scene 

factorization  

张长水  ChinaSIP2016 武汉  2016-4 

37 图像识别与机器学习  张长水  清华人工智能论坛 北京  2016-6 
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38 
AI2.0 与面向智能无人系

统的模式识别 
周杰 CCBR 2016 

四川 

成都 
 2016-10-13 

39 

ELM Methods for Robot 

Dexterous Operations 

Using Vision and Tactile 

Sensing 

孙富春 

 The International 

Conference on Extreme 

Learning Machines 

（ELM2016） 

新加坡 
2016 年 12

月 13 日 

40 

Cognitive Computation for 

Robot Dexterous 

Operations Using Vision 

and Tactile Sensing 

孙富春 

IEEE International 

Conference on BYBER 

Technology in Automation, 

Control and Intelligent 

Systems 

成都 
2016 年 6 月

20 日 

41 

AMiner: Toward 

Understanding Big Scholar 

Data 
唐杰 WSDM 2016 旧金山 2016/2/22 

42 

Aminer: mining deep 

knowledge from big 

scholar data 
唐杰 WWW2016 

蒙特利

尔 
2016/4/11 
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Time-Aware Click Model

YIQUN LIU, XIAOHUI XIE, and CHAO WANG, Tsinghua University
JIAN-YUN NIE, Université de Montréal
MIN ZHANG and SHAOPING MA, Tsinghua University

Click-through information is considered as a valuable source of users’ implicit relevance feedback for com-
mercial search engines. As existing studies have shown that the search result position in a search engine
result page (SERP) has a very strong influence on users’ examination behavior, most existing click models
are position based, assuming that users examine results from top to bottom in a linear fashion. Although
these click models have been successful, most do not take temporal information into account. As many
existing studies have shown, click dwell time and click sequence information are strongly correlated with
users’ perceived relevance and search satisfaction. Incorporating temporal information may be important to
improve performance of user click models for Web searches. In this article, we investigate the problem of
properly incorporating temporal information into click models. We first carry out a laboratory eye-tracking
study to analyze users’ examination behavior in different click sequences and find that the user common
examination path among adjacent clicks is linear. Next, we analyze the user dwell time distribution in
different search logs and find that we cannot simply use a click dwell time threshold (e.g., 30 seconds) to
distinguish relevant/irrelevant results. Finally, we propose a novel time-aware click model (TACM), which
captures the temporal information of user behavior. We compare the TACM to several existing click models
using two real-world search engine logs. Experimental results show that the TACM outperforms other click
models in terms of both predicting click behavior (perplexity) and estimating result relevance (NDCG).

CCS Concepts: � Information systems → Web searching and information discovery; Retrieval
models and ranking;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Click model, click sequence, click dwell time
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Transfer Learning to Infer Social Ties across Heterogeneous
Networks

JIE TANG and TIANCHENG LOU, Tsinghua University
JON KLEINBERG, Cornell University
SEN WU, Tsinghua University

Interpersonal ties are responsible for the structure of social networks and the transmission of informa-
tion through these networks. Different types of social ties have essentially different influences on people.
Awareness of the types of social ties can benefit many applications, such as recommendation and community
detection. For example, our close friends tend to move in the same circles that we do, while our classmates
may be distributed into different communities. Though a bulk of research has focused on inferring particular
types of relationships in a specific social network, few publications systematically study the generalization
of the problem of predicting social ties across multiple heterogeneous networks.

In this work, we develop a framework referred to as TranFG for classifying the type of social relationships
by learning across heterogeneous networks. The framework incorporates social theories into a factor graph
model, which effectively improves the accuracy of predicting the types of social relationships in a target
network by borrowing knowledge from a different source network. We also present several active learn-
ing strategies to further enhance the inferring performance. To scale up the model to handle really large
networks, we design a distributed learning algorithm for the proposed model.

We evaluate the proposed framework (TranFG) on six different networks and compare with several existing
methods. TranFG clearly outperforms the existing methods on multiple metrics. For example, by leveraging
information from a coauthor network with labeled advisor-advisee relationships, TranFG is able to obtain
an F1-score of 90% (8%–28% improvements over alternative methods) for predicting manager-subordinate
relationships in an enterprise email network. The proposed model is efficient. It takes only a few minutes to
train the proposed transfer model on large networks containing tens of thousands of nodes.

CCS Concepts: � Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social computing; � Informa-
tion systems → Information systems applications; World Wide Web; � Networks → Network Types

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Social ties, social network, predictive model, social influence
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Triadic Closure Pattern Analysis
and Prediction in Social Networks
Hong Huang, Jie Tang, Senior Member, IEEE, Lu Liu, JarDer Luo, and

Xiaoming Fu, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—We study the problem of group formation in online social networks. In particular, we focus on one of the most important

human groups—the triad—and try to understand how closed triads are formed in dynamic networks, by employing data from a large

microblogging network as the basis of our study. We formally define the problem of triadic closure prediction and conduct a systematic

investigation. The study reveals how user demographics, network characteristics, and social properties influence the formation of

triadic closure. We also present a probabilistic graphical model to predict whether three persons will form a closed triad in a dynamic

network. Different kernel functions are incorporated into the proposed graphical model to quantify the similarity between triads.

Our experimental results with the large microblogging dataset demonstrate the effectiveness (+10 percent over alternative

methods in terms of F1-Score) of the proposed model for the prediction of triadic closure formation.

Index Terms—Social network, predictive model, social influence, triadic closure

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

ONLINE social networks (OSNs) are becoming a bridge
that connects our physical daily life with the online

world. For example, as of July 2014, Facebook has 1.3 billion
users, whichmakes Facebook the second biggest “country” in
theworld. Twitter has 0.65 billion users, who “tweet” 1 billion
times every five days. These connections produce a huge vol-
ume of data, including not only the content of their communi-
cations, but also user behavioral logs. The popularity of the
social web and the availability of social data offer us opportu-
nities to study interaction patterns among users, and to
understand the generative mechanisms of different networks,
whichwere previously difficult to explore, due to the unavail-
ability of data. A better understanding of user behavior and
underlying network patterns could enable an OSN provider
to attract and keepmore users, and thus increase its profits.

In social networks, group formation—the process by
which people come together, seek new friends, and develop
communities—is a central research issue in the social scien-
ces. Examples of interesting groups include political move-
ments and professional organizations [1].

A triad is a group of three people. It is one of the simplest
human groups. Roughly speaking, there are two types

of triads: closed triads and open triads. In a closed triad, for
any two persons in the triad, there is a relationship between
them. In an open triad, there are only two relationships,
which means that two of the three people are not connected
with each other.

One interesting question is how a closed triad develops
from an open triad. The problem is referred to as the triadic
closure process. It is a fundamental mechanism in the forma-
tion and evolution of dynamic networks [2]. Understanding
the mechanism of triadic closure can help in predicting the
development of ties within a network, in showing the pro-
gression of connectivity, and in gaining insight into deci-
sion-making behavior in global organizations [3], [4].

The triadic closure process has been studied in many
fields. Sociologists first used the triadic closure process to
study human friendship choices—i.e., whether people
may choose new acquaintances who are the friends of
friends [5]—and found that friends of friends tend to
become friends themselves [5], [6]. In computer science,
empirical studies have shown that triads tend to aggregate,
creating interest groups of widely varying size, but of small
diameter. For example, these tightly knit groups indicated a
common topic for hyperlinks [7] on the World Wide web.
Literature [4], [8], [9], [10] proposed network generative
models based on triadic closure principles. Milo et al. [11],
[12] defined the recurring significant patterns of intercon-
nections as “network motifs” and emphasized their impor-
tance. But these studies focused only on uses of the triadic
closure process, without clarifying the underlying princi-
ples of triadic closure.

Romero and Kleinberg [13] studied the problem of triadic
closure process and developed a methodology based on
preferential attachment, for studying how directed “feed-
forward” triadic closure occurs. Moreover, Lou et al. [14]
investigated how a reciprocal link is developed from a para-
social relationship and how the relationships develop into
triadic closure in a Twitter dataset. However, these studies
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Diffusion of “Following” Links in
Microblogging Networks

Jing Zhang, Zhanpeng Fang, Wei Chen,Member, IEEE, and Jie Tang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—When a “following” link is formed in a social network, will the link trigger the formation of other neighboring links? We study

the diffusion phenomenon of the formation of “following” links by proposing a model to describe this link diffusion process. To estimate

the diffusion strength between different links, we first conduct an analysis on the diffusion effect in 24 triadic structures and find evident

patterns that facilitate the effect. We then learn the diffusion strength in different triadic structures by maximizing an objective function

based on the proposed model. The learned diffusion strength is evaluated through the task of link prediction and utilized to improve the

applications of follower maximization and followee recommendation, which are specific instances of influence maximization. Our

experimental results reveal that incorporating diffusion patterns can indeed lead to statistically significant improvements over the

performance of several alternative methods, which demonstrates the effect of the discovered patterns and diffusion model.

Index Terms—Link diffusion, triad formation, social network

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IN a microblogging network such as Twitter, users’
“following” behaviors form the “following” links, which

is fundamental to the formation of a network structure. The
“following” links are observed to be correlated. For exam-
ple, when a user A follows another user C, this creates a
chance for A’s follower B to discover C, where A, B and C
form a basic triadic structure.1 We show the link correla-
tions in five different triadic structures in Fig. 1, where the
observations are based on the dataset described in Section 3.
Given the preexisting link between A and B and the new
link from A to C added at time t0, we present the ratio of
new link from B to C, created within time frame d after t0

for each triadic structure. Time t0 and t are constrained by
0 � t� t0 � d, where d is a time delay parameter indicating
that the formation of one link can trigger the formation of
another link within a short time interval and is empirically
set as 7 in units of days. From the figure, we can see that
when there is a preexisting link between A and B, the ratio
of B following C triggered by A following C will be

improved by at least 500 times (Figs. 1c, 1d and 1e versus
Fig. 1a). The ratios with the neighboring links shown in
Figs. 1c, 1d and 1e also present at least 1.54 times of that in
a one-hop away link structure shown in Fig. 1b (We selected
the one-hop away link structure with the maximal ratio).
Furthermore, a two-way relationship between two users
positively affects how likely the new link will propagate
(Fig. 1e versus Figs. 1c and 1d). The example implies that
the formation of A following C influences the formation of
B following C. Understanding the diffusion mechanism for
such links can give us insight into how a network evolves
over time. This can benefit many applications, such as
friend recommendation and “word-of-mouth” influence
maximization to attract more links in a network. Specifi-
cally, there are two potential applications, follower maxi-
mization and followee maximization, of link diffusion
phenomenon. The two applications aim at activating more
links in a network. The requirement is derived from the dis-
cussion with real social network companies, who would
like to improve user stickiness through encouraging users’
behaviors. Even though only 1-2 percent of triads form new
links, given the large scale of the real social network, it still
leads to a significant amount of link additions if we can uti-
lize link diffusion in a smart way.

Although the study of link diffusion is related to a number
of areas extensively researched, such as link prediction [21],
[24], [28], [40], network formation [3], [27], [29], [42] and
social influence analysis [1], [5], [9], [16], [22], [25], [45], its
objective and methodology are different from these areas of
work. The diffusion effect between links influences the evo-
lution of the network structure, while network structure also
affects the diffusion strength between links. Existing
research on link prediction usually focuses on finding differ-
ent factors that affect a link to be formed. Network formation
models the network evolution to satisfymacroscopic proper-
ties such as heavy tails and small diameters. Both of them do
not consider the dynamic diffusion effect between links (i.e.,
one link triggers another link in a short time interval). Social

1. Though Twitter does not explicitly provide a function to display
such a “following” message to B, B could still have a chance to discover
C via browsing A’s retweets of C’s messages, directly checking the fol-
lowee list of A, or being recommended of C through the recommenda-
tion function of Twitter.
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Crowdsourced Data Management: A Survey
Guoliang Li Jiannan Wang Yudian Zheng Michael J. Franklin

Abstract—Any important data management and analytics tasks cannot be completely addressed by automated processes. These
tasks, such as entity resolution, sentiment analysis, and image recognition can be enhanced through the use of human cognitive ability.
Crowdsouring platforms are an effective way to harness the capabilities of people (i.e., the crowd) to apply human computation for such
tasks. Thus, crowdsourced data management has become an area of increasing interest in research and industry.
We identify three important problems in crowdsourced data management. (1) Quality Control: Workers may return noisy or incorrect
results so effective techniques are required to achieve high quality; (2) Cost Control: The crowd is not free, and cost control aims to
reduce the monetary cost; (3) Latency Control: The human workers can be slow, particularly compared to automated computing time
scales, so latency-control techniques are required. There has been significant work addressing these three factors for designing
crowdsourced tasks, developing crowdsourced data manipulation operators, and optimizing plans consisting of multiple operators. In
this paper, we survey and synthesize a wide spectrum of existing studies on crowdsourced data management. Based on this analysis
we then outline key factors that need to be considered to improve crowdsourced data management.

Index Terms—Crowdsourcing, Human Computation, Data Management, Quality Control, Cost Control, Latency Control

F

1 INTRODUCTION

Existing algorithms cannot effectively address computer-
hard tasks such as entity resolution [118], [121], [116], [122],
sentiment analysis [139], [74], [82], and image recogni-
tion [124], [104], [129], which can benefit from the use of
human cognitive ability. Crowdsourcing is an effective way
to address such tasks by utilizing hundreds of thousands
of ordinary workers (i.e., the crowd). Furthermore, access
to crowd resources has been made easier due to public
crowdsourcing platforms, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) [1], CrowdFlower [2] and Upwork [3]. As a result,
crowdsourcing has become an active area of research in the
data management community.

There are many successful applications that utilize
crowdsourcing to solve computer-hard tasks. For example,
Von Ahn et al. digitized printed material by getting In-
ternet users to transcribe words from scanned texts [117].
Their method achieved accuracy exceeding 99% and has
transcribed over 440 million words. As another example,
Eiben et al. utilized a game-driven crowdsourcing method
to enhance a computationally designed enzyme [31].

Crowdsourcing can also benefit data management ap-
plications, such as data cleaning [119], [93], data integra-
tion [58], [127], [73], knowledge construction [9], [12]. Con-
sider entity resolution as an example. Suppose a user (called
the “requester”) has a set of objects and wants to find the
objects that refer to the same entity, perhaps using different
names. Although this problem has been studied for decades,
traditional algorithms are still far from perfect [118]. Alter-
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natively, s/he can harness the crowd’s ability to identify
the same entity. To this end, the requester first designs
the tasks (e.g., a task for every pair of objects that asks
workers to indicate whether the two objects refer to the
same entity). Then the requester publishes their tasks on a
crowdsourcing platform such as AMT. Crowd workers who
are willing to perform such tasks (typically for pay or some
other reward) accept the tasks, answer them and submit
the answers back to the platform. The platform collects the
answers and reports them to the requester. As the crowd has
contextual knowledge and cognitive ability, crowdsourced
entity resolution can improve the quality [118], [121], [122].
We will discuss more about how a typical crowdsourcing
platform (i.e., AMT) works in Section 2.

There are several important problems in crowdsourced
data management as shown in Figure 1.
(1) Quality Control. Crowdsourcing may yield relatively
low-quality results or even noise. For example, a malicious
worker may intentionally give wrong answers. Workers
may have different levels of expertise, and an untrained
worker may be incapable of accomplishing certain tasks.
To achieve high quality, we need to tolerate crowd errors
and infer high-quality results from noisy answers. The first
step of quality control is to characterize a worker’s quality
(called worker modeling). Then based on the quality model
of workers, there are several strategies to improve quality.
We can eliminate the low-quality workers (called worker
elimination), assign a task to multiple workers and aggre-
gate their answers (called answer aggregation), or assign
tasks to appropriate workers (called task assignment). We
discuss quality-control methods in Section 4.
(2) Cost Control. The crowd is not free, and if there are
large numbers of tasks, crowdsourcing can be expensive.
For example, in entity resolution, if there are 10, 000 objects,
there will be about 50 million pairs. Even if the price per
pair is 1 cent, it still takes lots of money. There are several
effective cost-control techniques. The first is pruning, which
first uses computer algorithms to remove some unnecessary
tasks and then utilizes the crowd to answer only the nec-



Top-k Spatio-Textual Similarity Join
Huiqi Hu, Guoliang Li, Zhifeng Bao, Jianhua Feng, Yongwei Wu, Zhiguo Gong, and Yaoqiang Xu

Abstract—With the development of location-based services (LBS), LBS users are generating more and more spatio-textual data, e.g.,

checkins and attraction reviews. Since a spatio-textual entity may have different representations, possibly due to GPS deviations or

typographical errors, it calls for effective methods to integrate the spatio-textual data from different data sources. In this paper, we study

the problem of top-k spatio-textual similarity join (TOPK-STJOIN), which identifies the kmost similar pairs from two spatio-textual data

sets. One big challenge in TOPK-STJOIN is to efficiently identify the top-k similar pairs by considering both textual relevancy and spatial

proximity. Traditional join algorithms that consider only one dimension (textual or spatial) are inefficient because they cannot utilize the

pruning ability on the other dimension. To address this challenge, we propose a signature-based top-k join framework. We first

generate a spatio-textual signature set for each object such that if two objects are in the top-k similar pairs, their signature sets must

overlap. With this property, we can prune large numbers of dissimilar pairs without common signatures. We find that the order of

accessing the signatures has a significant effect on the performance. So, we compute an upper bound for each signature and propose

a best-first accessing method that preferentially accesses signatures with large upper bounds while those pairs with small upper

bounds can be pruned. We prove the optimality of our best-first accessing method. Next, we optimize the spatio-textual signatures and

propose progressive signatures to further improve the pruning power. Experimental results on real-world datasets show that our

algorithm achieves high performance and good scalability, and significantly outperforms baseline approaches.

Index Terms—Similarity join, spatio-textual join, top-k join, spatio-textual signature

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the rapid development of mobile Internet tech-
nology, Internet users are shifting from desktop to

mobile devices. Modern mobile devices (e.g., smartphones
and tablets) are equipped with GPS, which can help users to
easily obtain their locations, and location-based services
(LBS) have been widely deployed and well accepted, e.g.,
Foursquare and Google Map Search. LBS users are generat-
ing more and more spatio-textual data which contains both
textual descriptions and geographical locations, e.g., check-
ins and attraction reviews. In user-generated data, a spatio-
textual entity may have different representations, possibly
due to GPS deviations or typographical errors [3], [18], and
it calls for effective methods to integrate the spatio-textual
data from different data sources. A spatio-textual similarity
join is an important operation in spatio-textual data integra-
tion, which, given two sets of spatio-textual objects, finds
all similar pairs from the two sets, where the similarity can
be quantified by combining spatial proximity and textual
relevancy (see Section 2.1). There are many applications in
spatio-textual similarity joins, e.g., user recommendation in
location-based social networks, image duplication detection

using spatio-textual tags, spatio-textual advertising, and
location-based market analysis [3], [18]. For example, a
house rental agency (e.g., rent.com) wants to perform a sim-
ilarity join on the spatio-textual data of house requirements
from renters and the data of house properties from owners.
For another example, a startup company, e.g., Factual (fac-
tual.com), crawls spatio-textual records to generate points
of interest (POIs). As the records are from multiple sources
and may contain many duplicates, It needs to run similarity
joins to remove the duplicates.

Bouros et al. [3] studied the threshold-based spatio-tex-
tual similarity join, which asks users to input a textual
threshold and a spatial threshold and identifies the pairs
whose textual similarity exceeds the textual threshold and
spatial distance is within the spatial threshold. However,
in some application, it is rather hard to obtain appropriate
thresholds, because a loose threshold involves a large num-
ber of answers while a tight threshold generates few
results. To address this problem, we study the top-k spa-
tio-textual similarity join (TOPK-STJOIN) to identify the k
most similar pairs, which avoids the process of tuning the
thresholds. In the house rental example, the agency has
overhead to take renters to show their interested houses.
Given a budget (e.g., a limited number of agents who
show houses to renters), to maximize the profit, the agency
aims to find top-k pairs where the renters in these pairs
have large possibilities to rent the corresponding houses.
In the duplicate detection example, to remove duplicated
POIs, the machine-only algorithms may introduce incorrect
results, and a widely-adopted method is to ask the human
to check these pairs [13]. However, since the crowd is not
free, it is expensive to ask every pair, and thus it aims to
select the top-k most similar pairs under a budget.

One big challenge in TOPK-STJOIN is to efficiently iden-
tify the top-k similar pairs by considering both textual
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K-Join: Knowledge-Aware Similarity Join
Zeyuan Shang, Yaxiao Liu, Guoliang Li, and Jianhua Feng

Abstract—Similarity join is a fundamental operation in data cleaning and integration. Existing similarity-join methods utilize the string

similarity to quantify the relevance but neglect the knowledge behind the data, which plays an important role in understanding the data.

Thanks to public knowledge bases, e.g., Freebase and Yago, we have an opportunity to use the knowledge to improve similarity join.

To address this problem, we study knowledge-aware similarity join, which, given a knowledge hierarchy and two collections of objects

(e.g., documents), finds all knowledge-aware similar object pairs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on knowledge-

aware similarity join. There are two main challenges. The first is how to quantify the knowledge-aware similarity. The second is how to

efficiently identify the similar pairs. To address these challenges, we first propose a new similarity metric to quantify the knowledge-

aware similarity using the knowledge hierarchy. We then devise a filter-and-verification framework to efficiently identify the similar pairs.

We propose effective signature-based filtering techniques to prune large numbers of dissimilar pairs and develop efficient verification

algorithms to verify the candidates that are not pruned in the filter step. Experimental results on real-world datasets show that our

method significantly outperforms baseline algorithms in terms of both efficiency and effectiveness.

Index Terms—Similarity join, knowledge, knowledge-aware similarity, signature, filter-and-verification

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

AS an important operation in data cleaning and integra-
tion, similarity join has attracted significant attention

from the database community. It has widespread real appli-
cations such as web clustering, duplicate detection, and col-
laborative filtering [1], [2], [3]. Given two collections of
objects, similarity join aims to find all similar pairs from the
two collections. There are many functions to quantify the
similarity between objects, such as Jaccard, Cosine and edit
distance [4], [5], [6], [7]. However these functions only uti-
lize the string similarity to quantify the similarity between
objects but neglect the knowledge behind the data, which
plays an important role in understanding the data. For
example, a startup, Factual (www.factual.com), aims to inte-
grate the crawled points of interests (POIs) to remove dupli-
cates. Consider two crawled POIs “Californian food at

Fillmore st” and “American food at Ellis dr”. Their
string similarity is rather small. However they actually refer
to the same POI, because Californian food is a sub-cate-
gory of American food, Ellis st and Fillmore dr are
very close, and the POI is at their intersection. If we have
such background knowledge, we can utilize the knowledge
to quantify their similarity and integrate them as the same
POI. The knowledge hierarchy can also benefit other appli-
cations, such as entity resolution and clustering.

Thanks to the public knowledge bases, e.g., Freebase and
Yago, we have an opportunity to utilize the knowledge to
improve similarity join. For example, given Freebase, we
can infer that the similarity between “Californian food”
and “American food” is large, and so are “Fillmore st”

and “Ellis dr.” To achieve this goal, in this paper we
study the problem of knowledge-aware similarity join,
which, given a knowledge hierarchy and two collections of
objects (e.g., POIs), finds all knowledge-aware similar object
pairs. Note that our method can facilitate many real-world
applications. For example, Yelp wants to classify similar res-
taurants together to improve restaurant recommendations,
and Amazon wants to classify similar products together
using the knowledge information.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on
knowledge-aware similarity join. There are two main chal-
lenges to address this problem. The first is how to quantify
the knowledge-aware similarity. The second is how to effi-
ciently identify the similar pairs. To address these chal-
lenges, we utilize the knowledge hierarchy to quantify the
knowledge-aware similarity and propose a new similarity
metric to compute knowledge-aware similarity. We then
devise a filter-and-verification framework to efficiently
identify the similar pairs. We devise signature-based filter-
ing techniques to prune large numbers of dissimilar pairs
and develop efficient verification algorithms to verify the
candidates that are not pruned in the filter step.

To summarize, we make the following contributions:

1) We propose a knowledge-aware similarity metric to
quantify the similarity based on knowledge hierar-
chy and formulate the knowledge-aware similarity
join problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work on knowledge-aware similarity join.

2) We propose a filter-and-verification framework to
efficiently identify the similar pairs. The filter step
prunes many dissimilar pairs and the verification
step verifies the candidate pairs that are not pruned
in the filter step.

3) In the filter step, we generate high-quality signatures
based on the knowledge hierarchy such that if two
objects have no common signatures, they cannot be
similar. We utilize these signatures to prune dissimi-
lar pairs.
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Person Re-Identification by Discriminative
Selection in Video Ranking

Taiqing Wang, Shaogang Gong, Xiatian Zhu, and Shengjin Wang

Abstract—Current person re-identification (ReID) methods typically rely on single-frame imagery features, whilst ignoring space-time

information from image sequences often available in the practical surveillance scenarios. Single-frame (single-shot) based visual

appearance matching is inherently limited for person ReID in public spaces due to the challenging visual ambiguity and uncertainty

arising from non-overlapping camera views where viewing condition changes can cause significant people appearance variations. In

this work, we present a novel model to automatically select the most discriminative video fragments from noisy/incomplete image

sequences of people from which reliable space-time and appearance features can be computed, whilst simultaneously learning a video

ranking function for person ReID. Using the PRID2011, iLIDS-VID, and HDA+ image sequence datasets, we extensively conducted

comparative evaluations to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed model over contemporary gait recognition, holistic image

sequence matching and state-of-the-art single-/multi-shot ReID methods.

Index Terms—Person re-identification, sequence matching, discriminative selection, multi-instance ranking, video ranking

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

FOR making sense of the vast quantity of video data gen-
erated by large scale surveillance camera networks in

public spaces, automatically (re-)identifying individual per-
sons across non-overlapping camera views distributed at
different physical locations is essential. This task is known
as person re-identification (ReID). Automatic ReID enables the
discovery and analysis of person-specific long-term activi-
ties over widely expanded areas and is fundamental to
many important surveillance applications such as multi-
camera people tracking and forensic search. Specifically, for
performing cross-view person ReID, one matches a probe
(or query) person against a set of gallery people for generat-
ing a ranked list according to their matching similarity. Typ-
ically, it is assumed that the correct match is assigned to one
of the top ranks, ideally the top-1 rank [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].
As the probe and gallery people are often captured from a
pair of disjoint camera views at different times, cross-view
visual appearance variations can be significant. Person
ReID by visual matching is thus inherently challenging [6].
The state-of-the-art methods perform this task mostly by
matching spatial appearance features (e.g. colour and tex-
ture) using a pair of single-shot person images [2], [3], [7],
[8]. However, single-shot appearance features of people are
intrinsically limited due to the inherent visual ambiguity
caused by clothing similarity among people in public spaces

and appearance changes from cross-camera viewing condi-
tion variations (Fig. 1). It is desirable to explore space-time
information from image sequences of people for ReID.

Space-time information has been explored extensively for
action recognition [10], [11]. Moreover, discriminative space-
time video patches have also been exploited for action recog-
nition [12]. Nonetheless, action recognition approaches are
not directly applicable to person ReID because pedestrians
in public spaces exhibit similar walking activities without
distinctive and semantically categorisable action patterns
unique to different identities.

On the other hand, gait recognition techniques have been
developed for person recognition using image sequences by
discriminating subtle distinctiveness in the style of walk-
ing [13], [14]. Different from action recognition, gait is a
behavioural biometric that measures the way people walk.
An advantage of gait recognition is no assumption being
made on either subject cooperation (framing) or person
distinctive actions (posing). These characteristics are similar
to person ReID situations. However, existing gait recogni-
tion models are subject to stringent requirements on person
foreground segmentation and accurate alignment over time
throughout a gait image sequence (a walking cycle). It is
also assumed that complete gait/walking cycles were
captured in the target image sequences [15], [16]. Most gait
recognition methods do not cope well with cluttered back-
ground and/or random occlusions with unknown covariate
conditions [17]. Person ReID is hence inherently challenging
for gait recognition techniques (Fig. 1).

In this study, we aim to construct a discriminative video
matching framework for person re-identification by select-
ing more reliable space-time features from person videos,
beyond the spatial appearance features. To that end, we
assume the availability of image sequences of people which
may be highly noisy, i.e. with arbitrary sequence duration
and starting/ending frames, unknown camera viewpoint/
lighting variations during each image sequence, incomplete
frames due to uncontrolled occlusions, no guaranteed high
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Sufficient Canonical Correlation Analysis
Yiwen Guo, Xiaoqing Ding, Fellow, IEEE, Changsong Liu, Member, IEEE, and Jing-Hao Xue

Abstract— Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is an effective
way to find two appropriate subspaces in which Pearson’s corre-
lation coefficients are maximized between projected random vec-
tors. Due to its well-established theoretical support and relatively
efficient computation, CCA is widely used as a joint dimension
reduction tool and has been successfully applied to many image
processing and computer vision tasks. However, as reported,
the traditional CCA suffers from overfitting in many practical
cases. In this paper, we propose sufficient CCA (S-CCA) to
relieve CCA’s overfitting problem, which is inspired by the theory
of sufficient dimension reduction. The effectiveness of S-CCA
is verified both theoretically and experimentally. Experimental
results also demonstrate that our S-CCA outperforms some of
CCA’s popular extensions during the prediction phase, especially
when severe overfitting occurs.

Index Terms— Canonical correlation analysis, multi-class
classification, multi-view learning, generalization ability,
overfitting, sufficient dimension reduction.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN MULTIVARIATE statistics, canonical correlation
analysis (CCA) [1] is a classical and popular technique

of analyzing the linear relationship between a pair of
multidimensional random vectors. It seeks two orthogonal
matrices to project the original pair of random vectors into
their subspaces1 of maximal Pearson correlation coefficients
and can be applied to many image processing and computer
vision tasks [2]–[5]. Being able to efficiently explore
connections between random vectors, CCA has been proven
a very useful tool of dimension reduction in various learning
tasks, such as multi-label classification [6], in which the
two random vectors represent features and class labels
respectively, and multi-view learning [7]–[9], in which both
random vectors represent features.

Given N pairs of samples {(x1, y1), ..., (xN , yN )} of two
different zero-mean random vectors x ∈ R

p and y ∈ R
q , we

can form two sample matrices X ∈ R
N×p and Y ∈ R

N×q .
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literature.

Fig. 1. The graphical models for (a) CCA and (b) sufficient CCA.

Aiming at seeking two projection matrices to project X and Y
into subspaces with common dimension r , CCA obtains the
first pair of projection directions by solving the following
optimization problem:

max
v1,v2

vT
1 Ĉov(x, y)v2√

vT
1 V̂ar(x)v1

√
vT

2 V̂ar(y)v2

, (1)

in which Ĉov(x, y) = X T Y , V̂ar(x) = X T X and V̂ar(y) =
Y T Y are sample cross-covariance and covariance matrices,
respectively. The second and following pairs of projection
vectors are derived from maximizing the same objective
function as (1) with additional constraints of orthogonality to
the previous directions. To solve these sequential optimization
problems, a classical SVD algorithm can be applied [10].
With less than (max{p, q})2N times of multiplication to
calculate projection directions, CCA can be very efficient for
many practical tasks. Moreover, it has been proven in [11]
that the CCA directions can be interpreted as multipliers
of the maximum likelihood estimators under some linear
and Gaussian assumptions. The corresponding latent variable
model is illustrated in Figure 1a, where z is the latent vector.

Despite the above merits, the original CCA has been
reported to suffer from overfitting [12]–[14]. That is, generally,
because the number of parameters to be learned, (p + q)r ,
are relatively large when compared with the number of
observations, N , the cross-correlation coefficients of projected
samples dramatically decrease when a trained CCA model is
applied to new test data.

With the development of computer vision, overfitting caused
by the curse of dimensionality has become a significant
issue in practical learning problems. A number of methods
have been developed to cope with the combination of large
dimensionality and relatively small data size. Existing methods
for CCA are mainly divided into three categories: generative
methods based on Bayesian models, ensemble methods and
dimension reduction methods. Hence, we shall describe the
related methods of different categories separately.

In 2005, Bach and Jordan [11] interpreted CCA from
a probabilistic perspective. Following their work up,
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Depth Estimation Using a Sliding Camera
Kailin Ge, Han Hu, Jianjiang Feng, Member, IEEE, and Jie Zhou, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Image-based 3D reconstruction technology is widely
used in different fields. The conventional algorithms are mainly
based on stereo matching between two or more fixed cameras,
and high accuracy can only be achieved using a large cam-
era array, which is very expensive and inconvenient in many
applications. Another popular choice is utilizing structure-from-
motion methods for arbitrarily placed camera(s). However, due
to too many degrees of freedom, its computational cost is heavy
and its accuracy is rather limited. In this paper, we propose a
novel depth estimation algorithm using a sliding camera system.
By analyzing the geometric properties of the camera system,
we design a camera pose initialization algorithm that can work
satisfyingly with only a small number of feature points and is
robust to noise. For pixels corresponding to different depths, an
adaptive iterative algorithm is proposed to choose optimal frames
for stereo matching, which can take advantage of continuously
pose-changing imaging and save the time consumption amazingly
too. The proposed algorithm can also be easily extended to handle
less constrained situations (such as using a camera mounted
on a moving robot or vehicle). Experimental results on both
synthetic and real-world data have illustrated the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm.

Index Terms— Sliding camera, constrained structure from
motion, multi-view stereo, variational depth estimation,
pixel-wise frame selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

IMAGE-BASED depth estimation for stereo reconstruction
has received worldwide attention over the past decades and

is now widely used in augmented reality, 3D modeling and
printing, intelligent surveillance, etc.

Conventional depth estimation algorithms are mainly
based on image matching between two or more fixed
cameras [1], [2]. In this case, the cameras can be calibrated
in advance so the step of camera pose estimation can be
skipped at runtime. Feature points are extracted from the
captured images first and the matches between feature points
are utilized to obtain an initial depth estimation. The initial
estimation is then refined to a better result using pixel-wise or
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patch-wise correlation. Some studies have proved that high
accuracy can only be produced by using a large camera array
and a small array that lacks in redundancy will degrade the
precision of stereo reconstruction [3], [4]. But a large camera
array is very expensive and inconvenient in many applications.

In recent years, many studies have focused on pose esti-
mation and depth computing by using images captured from
arbitrarily placed camera(s) [5], [6]. This kind of method is
based on structure-from-motion (SfM) technology [7]. Since
the camera(s) are unconstrained, it seems much more conve-
nient in installation. However, due to too many degrees of
freedom (DOF) in SfM, its computational cost is heavy and
its accuracy is rather limited. In some circumstances (e.g., no
plenty number of valid matching features), it may totally fail.
To overcome the limitation of SfM, some other works [8]–[11]
try to use auxiliary information (e.g., measurements from
IMU and/or GPS) to help camera pose estimation and depth
computation. But such information is not very accurate and
thus not very helpful.

In this paper, we study depth estimation using a sliding
camera system, in which a camera is mounted to a controllable
straight track (as shown at the top of Fig. 1). This system is
cheaper and more portable than a fixed camera array, and can
provide dense and continuous views when the camera slides
from one end to another (considering the cost of the system
and the generalizability of the algorithm, we do not rely on
any camera location feedback or any assumption of moving
speed). On the other side, since the moving of the camera
is constrained by the track, there are much fewer DOF for
camera pose estimation. The pipeline of the whole algorithm
is shown in Fig. 1. A feature tracking procedure is first
applied to the captured image sequence, and the output feature
trajectories are further processed by the proposed camera
pose initialization algorithm. The camera poses are refined
by a constrained optimization algorithm. After compensating
camera vibration (an optional procedure), an initial depth map
is calculated based on a narrow baseline pair. The depth map is
then refined by iteratively adding data from the rest of images,
which is controlled by the proposed pixel-wise frame selection
framework. Experimental results on both synthetic and real-
world data have illustrated the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm.

The main contributions of this paper are listed as below.
1) We propose a model of the sliding-camera system and
analyzed its geometric properties. There are three important
properties of this system, namely co-linear, concurrent and
cross-ratio properties. 2) Based on geometric analysis of
the sliding camera system, we propose a parametric model
for constrained camera pose estimation as well as a robust
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A Full-Space Spectrum-Sharing Strategy for
Massive MIMO Cognitive Radio Systems
Hongxiang Xie, Bolei Wang, Student Member, IEEE, Feifei Gao, Senior Member, IEEE,

and Shi Jin, Member, IEEE

Abstract— In this paper, we introduce a new spatial
spectrum-sharing strategy for massive multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) cognitive radio (CR) systems. Different from
the conventional MIMO CR system, CR terminals can be
discriminated by their angular information with the help of high
spatial resolution of massive antennas at CR base station (CBS).
Moreover, the discrete Fourier transform can be applied to
efficiently obtain such angular information thanks to the massive
antennas, again. We then formulate a 2-D spatial basis expansion
model to represent the uplink/downlink channels of CRs with
reduced parameter dimensions, which immediately alleviates the
general headaches of massive MIMO systems, such as uplink
pilot contamination and downlink training overhead. Moreover,
we present a full-space coverage concept by employing two CBSs
at the adjacent sides of each cell, which diminishes the sheltering
effect from the primary radio. We also design two greedy CR
scheduling algorithms for the dual CBSs to improve the spectral
efficiency and enhance the scheduling probability of CRs. Since
the proposed strategy exploits angular information and since the
angle reciprocity holds for two frequency carriers with moderate
distance, the proposed strategy is applied for both time division
duplex and frequency division duplex systems.

Index Terms— Massive MIMO, cognitive radio (CR), discrete
Fourier transform (DFT), direction of arrival (DOA), angle
reciprocity.

I. INTRODUCTION

COGNITIVE Radio (CR) is deemed as a promising
technology to improve the utilization of spectrum

resources. It is expected that CR opportunistically accesses
the frequency bands of the primary radio (PR) system [1]–[3]
with the aid of the spectrum sensing techniques [4]–[6]. The
generally used spectrum sensing techniques include matched
filter detection [7], energy detection [8], and cyclostationary
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detection [9], among which energy detection requires the least
prior knowledge of PR and is very simple to implement.

Another mode of CR is spectrum sharing [10], where
CR could access the frequency bands of PR anytime, as long
as the concomitant interference power to PR is kept below a
certain threshold. The most popular spectrum sharing scheme
is to employ multiple antennas at CR base station (CBS) such
that it could engage beamforming to control the interference
from/to the PRs [11]–[13]. However, beamforming normally
demands for the accurate channel state information (CSI) from
CR to PR, which is difficult to implement because PR is not
obliged to assist CR in acquiring such knowledge. To solve this
problem, [14] proposed a blind channel estimation approach
and directed CR beamforming through the null space of the
CR-to-PR channel. Unfortunately, [14] costs heavy overhead
to build the sampling covariance and suffers from high com-
plexity of eigenvalue decomposition (EVD).

In the meantime, massive MIMO technique that employs
hundreds or even thousands of antennas at BS has attracted
wide attention due to its numerous potential gains [15]–[18].
For example, BS could “see” spatial objects more accurately
with narrower beams and thus could enhance spatial divi-
sion and multiplexing gain. Many works [19], [20] further
employed large-scale uniform rectangular arrays (URA) at BS
and formulate beams towards different elevation and azimuth
angles, which is also referred to as three-dimensional (3D)
MIMO system [21]. In view of such merits, massive MIMO is
expected to provide distinct spatial spectrum sharing solutions
for the CR systems with prominent advantages. However,
introducing massive antennas into CR systems faces a couple
of challenges. Besides those inherit problems of massive
MIMO, such as the uplink pilot contamination and downlink
training overhead, the complexity of EVD required by [14]
is almost unacceptable when the number of antennas becomes
large. Moreover, if a single massive BS is used to cover certain
area, those CRs that stay in the same beam direction with PR
cannot be served, i.e., CR is sheltered by PR. In other words,
single BS cannot cover every single point of the 3D space in
the cell. In fact, even if CRs are not sheltered by PR, two CRs
that stay in the same beam direction cannot be served by a
single BS simultaneously either.

Motivated by the above discussions, we here propose a new
massive MIMO CR system that employs two CBSs at the adja-
cent sides of each cell to realize a full-space spectrum sharing.
Due to the high spatial resolution of massive antennas, the
channels from CBS to PRs and CRs can be characterized by
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Abstract This paper considers the task of image search
using theBag-of-Words (BoW)model. In thismodel, the pre-
cisionof visualmatchingplays a critical role.Conventionally,
local cues of a keypoint, e.g., SIFT, are employed. However,
such strategy does not consider the contextual evidences of
a keypoint, a problem which would lead to the prevalence of
false matches. To address this problem and enable accurate
visual matching, this paper proposes to integrate discrimina-
tive cues frommultiple contextual levels, i.e., local, regional,
and global, via probabilistic analysis. “Truematch” is defined
as a pair of keypoints corresponding to the same scene loca-
tiononall three levels (Fig. 1). Specifically, theConvolutional
Neural Network (CNN) is employed to extract features from
regional and global patches. We show that CNN feature is
complementary to SIFT due to its semantic awareness and
compares favorably to several other descriptors such asGIST,
HSV, etc. To reduce memory usage, we propose to index
CNN features outside the inverted file, communicated by
memory-efficient pointers. Experiments on three benchmark
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datasets demonstrate that our method greatly promotes the
search accuracy when CNN feature is integrated. We show
that our method is efficient in terms of time cost compared
with the BoWbaseline, and yields competitive accuracy with
the state-of-the-arts.

Keywords Image search · BoW model · Convolutional
neural network · Contextual evidences

1 Introduction

In this paper, we devote our effort in the task of large scale
image search. Our goal is to search in a large database for
all the similar images with respect to the query. Over the last
decade, considerable efforts have been devoted to improving
image search performance.Onemilestonewas established by
the introduction of SIFT (Lowe 2004) feature. The state-of-
the-artmethods in image searchmostly employ this low-level
feature, which forms the basis of the Bag-of-Words (BoW)
model.

Visual matching is an essential issue in BoW model. A
pair of keypoints are considered as a match if the respec-
tive local features are quantized to the same visual word.
But visual word based matching is too coarse and leads to
false matches. An effective solution to this problem is to
use local cues to determine matching strength. An exam-
ple of this idea includes Hamming Embedding (Jegou et al.
2008), which refines this process by computing theHamming
distance between binary signatures (as in Fig. 2a). Previous
works (Wengert et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2014) propose to use
color features as a local contextual cue. But these methods
are generally heuristic for the lack of theoretical interpreta-
tion. Moreover, important aspects still remain to be settled:
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Abstract
We present online Bayesian Passive-Aggressive (BayesPA) learning, a generic online learning
framework for hierarchical Bayesian models with max-margin posterior regularization. We show
that BayesPA subsumes the standard online Passive-Aggressive (PA) learning and extends naturally
to incorporate latent variables for both parametric and nonparametric Bayesian inference, therefore
providing great flexibility for explorative analysis. As an important example, we apply BayesPA to
topic modeling and derive efficient online learning algorithms for max-margin topic models. We
further develop nonparametric BayesPA topic models to infer the unknown number of topics in an
online manner. Experimental results on 20newsgroups and a large Wikipedia multi-label dataset
(with 1.1 millions of training documents and 0.9 million of unique terms in the vocabulary) show
that our approaches significantly improve time efficiency while achieving comparable accuracy
with the corresponding batch algorithms.

1. Introduction

With the fast growth of data volume and variety, it is becoming increasingly important to develop
scalable machine learning algorithms, which can be categorized into two major categories — on-
line/stochastic methods on a single core and parallel/distributed algorithms on multiple-cores or
multiple machines. This paper focuses on online learning, a process of answering a sequence of
questions (e.g., which category does a document belong to?) given knowledge of the correct an-
swers (e.g., the true category labels) to previous questions. Such a process is especially suitable
for the applications with streaming data. For the applications with large datasets, online learning
algorithms can effectively explore data redundancy relative to the model to be learned, by repeat-
edly subsampling the data; and they often lead to faster convergence to satisfactory results than
the corresponding batch learning algorithms. Among the many popular algorithms, online Passive-
Aggressive (PA) learning (Crammer et al., 2006) provides a generic framework of performing online
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Abstract

Bayesian matrix completion has been studied based on a low-
rank matrix factorization formulation with promising results.
However, little work has been done on Bayesian matrix com-
pletion based on the more direct spectral regularization for-
mulation. We fill this gap by presenting a novel Bayesian
matrix completion method based on spectral regularization.
In order to circumvent the difficulties of dealing with the or-
thonormality constraints of singular vectors, we derive a new
equivalent form with relaxed constraints, which then leads us
to design an adaptive version of spectral regularization fea-
sible for Bayesian inference. Our Bayesian method requires
no parameter tuning and can infer the number of latent fac-
tors automatically. Experiments on synthetic and real datasets
demonstrate encouraging results on rank recovery and col-
laborative filtering, with notably good results for very sparse
matrices.

Introduction

Matrix completion has found applications in many situa-
tions, such as collaborative filtering. Let Zm×n denote
the data matrix with m rows and n columns, of which
only a small number of entries are observed, indexed by
Ω ⊂ [m] × [n]. We denote the possibly noise corrupted
observations of Z on Ω as PΩ(X), where PΩ is a projec-
tion operator that retains entries with indices from Ω and
replaces others with 0. The matrix completion task aims
at completing missing entries of Z based on PΩ(X), under
the low-rank assumption rank(Z) � min(m,n). When a
squared-error loss is adopted, it can be written as solving:

min
Z

1

2σ2
‖PΩ(X − Z)‖2F + λ rank(Z), (P0)

where ‖PΩ(A)‖2F =
∑

(i,j)∈Ω a2ij ; λ is a positive regular-
ization parameter; and σ2 is the noise variance.

Unfortunately, the term rank(Z) makes P0 NP-hard.
Therefore, the nuclear norm ‖Z‖∗ has been widely adopted
as a convex surrogate (Fazel 2002) to the rank function to
turn P0 to a convex problem:

min
Z

1

2σ2
‖PΩ(X − Z)‖2F + λ ‖Z‖∗ . (P1)

Copyright © 2016, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

Though P1 is convex, the definition of nuclear norm
makes the problem still not easy to solve. Based on a varia-
tional formulation of the nuclear norm, it has been popular to
solve an equivalent and easier low-rank matrix factorization
(MF) form of P1:

min
A,B

1

2σ2
‖PΩ(X −ABᵀ)‖2F +

λ

2
(‖A‖2F + ‖B‖2F ). (1)

Though not joint convex, this MF formulation can be solved
by alternately optimizing over A and B for local optima.

As the regularization terms of MF are friendlier than
the nuclear norm, many matrix factorization methods have
been proposed to complete matrices, including maximum-
margin matrix factorization (M3F) (Srebro, Rennie, and
Jaakkola 2004; Rennie and Srebro 2005) and Bayesian prob-
abilistic matrix factorization (BPMF) (Lim and Teh 2007;
Salakhutdinov and Mnih 2008). Furthermore, the simplicity
of the MF formulation helps people adapt it and general-
ize it; e.g., (Xu, Zhu, and Zhang 2012; 2013) incorporate
maximum entropy discrimination (MED) and nonparamet-
ric Bayesian methods to solve a modified MF problem.

In contrast, there are relatively fewer algorithms to di-
rectly solve P1 without the aid of matrix factorization. Such
methods need to handle the spectrum of singular values.
These spectral regularization algorithms require optimiza-
tion on a Stiefel manifold (Stiefel 1935; James 1976), which
is defined as the set of k-tuples (u1,u2, · · · ,uk) of or-
thonormal vectors in R

n. This is the main difficulty that has
prevented the attempts, if any, to develop Bayesian methods
based on the spectral regularization formulation.

Though matrix completion via spectral regularization is
not easy, there are potential advantages over the matrix fac-
torization approach. One of the benefits is the direct control
over singular values. By imposing various priors on singu-
lar values, we can incorporate abundant information to help
matrix completion. For example, Todeschini et al. (Todes-
chini, Caron, and Chavent 2013) put sparsity-inducing priors
on singular values, naturally leading to hierarchical adap-
tive nuclear norm (HANN) regularization, and they reported
promising results.

In this paper, we aim to develop a new formulation of
the nuclear norm, hopefully having the same simplicity as
MF and retaining some good properties of spectral regular-
ization. The idea is to prove the orthonormality insignifi-
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Abstract

Modeling document structure is of great importance for dis-
course analysis and related applications. The goal of this re-
search is to capture the document intent structure by modeling
documents as a mixture of topic words and rhetorical words.
While the topics are relatively unchanged through one docu-
ment, the rhetorical functions of sentences usually change fol-
lowing certain orders in discourse. We propose GMM-LDA,
a topic modeling based Bayesian unsupervised model, to an-
alyze the document intent structure cooperated with order in-
formation. Our model is flexible that has the ability to com-
bine the annotations and do supervised learning. Addition-
ally, entropic regularization can be introduced to model the
significant divergence between topics and intents. We per-
form experiments in both unsupervised and supervised set-
tings, results show the superiority of our model over several
state-of-the-art baselines.

Introduction

People often organize utterances into meaningful and coher-
ent documents, conforming to certain conventions and un-
derlying structures. For example, scripts (Frermann, Titov,
and Pinkal 2014), scientific papers (Ó Séaghdha and Teufel
2014), official mails, news and encyclopedia articles all have
relatively fixed discourse structure and exhibit recurrent pat-
terns. Learning the document structure is of great impor-
tance for discourse analysis and has various applications,
such as text generation (Prasad et al. 2005) and text sum-
marization (Louis, Joshi, and Nenkova 2010).

There are two important aspects of document structure
learning: topic modeling and rhetorical structure modeling.
Topic modeling assumes multiple topics often exist within a
domain. It aims to discover the latent semantics of the doc-
uments, with many popular models such as Latent Dirich-
let Allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003), in which
each document is posited as an admixture over an underly-
ing set of topics, and each word is draw from a specific topic.
Rhetorical structure modeling aims to uncover the under-
lying organization of documents. Inspired by the discourse
theory (Mann and Thompson 1988), each sentence in a doc-
ument can be assigned a rhetorical function, or called in-

∗Corresponding author.
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Figure 1: Demonstration of the intent and topic words. Stop
words (in gray) can be removed by preprocessing.

tent. For example, the sentences in a scientific paper may
have different intents such as “background”, “objective”,
“method” and “result”. Fig 1 presents an example of the in-
tent structure of an abstract.

Document-level topics and sentence-level intents usually
show contradictory characteristics. For example, it is often
sensible to assume that the topics are relatively unchanged
through one document (e.g., in LDA), while the sentences’
intents usually change following certain order in discourse.
Furthermore, each document often follows a progression of
nonrecurring coherent intents (Halliday and Hasan 1976),
and the sentences with the same intent tend to appear within
the same block of a document. Based on these observations,
it’s natural to think that jointly considering these two incom-
patible structures can help to model document better.

In this paper, we present a hierarchical Bayesian model to
discover both the topic structure and rhetorical structure of
documents by jointly considering topics and the above order
structure in discourse. To this end, we assume that all the
words can be divided into two types: topic word and intent
word. Specifically, topic words in a document are relevant to
the document’s topic and spread throughout the document,
while intent words mainly contribute to the rhetorical func-
tions of the sentences. Following the example in Fig. 1, the
words “document”, “discourse” and “intent” are likely to be
topic words; they indicate the specific research domain of
this document. Meanwhile, the words “result”, “dataset” and
“demonstrate” are likely to be intent words and a sentence
with these words may have the intent structure label “result”.
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Abstract

We present a discriminative nonparametric latent feature re-
lational model (LFRM) for link prediction to automatically
infer the dimensionality of latent features. Under the generic
RegBayes (regularized Bayesian inference) framework, we
handily incorporate the prediction loss with probabilistic in-
ference of a Bayesian model; set distinct regularization pa-
rameters for different types of links to handle the imbal-
ance issue in real networks; and unify the analysis of both
the smooth logistic log-loss and the piecewise linear hinge
loss. For the nonconjugate posterior inference, we present a
simple Gibbs sampler via data augmentation, without mak-
ing restricting assumptions as done in variational methods.
We further develop an approximate sampler using stochastic
gradient Langevin dynamics to handle large networks with
hundreds of thousands of entities and millions of links, or-
ders of magnitude larger than what existing LFRM models
can process. Extensive studies on various real networks show
promising performance.

Introduction

Link prediction is a fundamental task in statistical network
analysis. For static networks, it is defined as predicting
the missing links from a partially observed network topol-
ogy (and some attributes if exist). Existing approaches in-
clude: 1) Unsupervised methods that design good proxim-
ity/similarity measures between nodes based on network
topology features (Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg 2003), e.g.,
common neighbors, Jaccard’s coefficient (Salton and McGill
1983), Adamic/Adar (Adamic and Adar 2003), etc; 2) Su-
pervised methods that learn classifiers on labeled data with
a set of manually designed features (Lichtenwalter, Lussier,
and Chawla 2010; Hasan et al. 2006; Shi et al. 2009); 3) oth-
ers (Backstrom and Leskovec 2011) that use random walks
to combine the network structure information with node and
edge attributes. One possible limitation for such methods is
that they rely on well-designed features or measures, which
can be time demanding to get and/or application specific.

Latent variable models (Hoff, Raftery, and Handcock
2002; Hoff 2007; Chang and Blei 2009) have been widely
applied to discover latent structures from complex network

∗Corresponding authors.
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data, based on which prediction models are developed for
link prediction. Although these models work well, one re-
maining problem is how to determine the unknown number
of latent classes or features. A typical way using model se-
lection, e.g., cross-validation or likelihood ratio test (Liu and
Shao 2003), can be computationally prohibitive by compar-
ing many candidate models. Bayesian nonparametrics has
shown promise in bypassing model selection by imposing an
appropriate stochastic process prior on a rich class of mod-
els (Antoniak 1974; Griffiths and Ghahramani 2005). For
link prediction, the infinite relational model (IRM) (Kemp
et al. 2006) is class-based and uses Bayesian nonparametrics
to discover systems of related concepts. One extension is the
mixed membership stochastic blockmodel (MMSB) (Airoldi
et al. 2008), which allows entities to have mixed member-
ship. (Miller, Griffiths, and Jordan 2009) and (Zhu 2012)
developed nonparametric latent feature relational models
(LFRM) by incorporating Indian Buffet Process (IBP) prior
to resolve the unknown dimension of a latent feature space.
Though LFRM has achieved promising results, exact infer-
ence is intractable due to the non-conjugacy of the prior and
link likelihood. One has to use Metropolis-Hastings (Miller,
Griffiths, and Jordan 2009), which may have low accept
rates if the proposal distribution is not well designed, or vari-
ational inference (Zhu 2012) with truncated mean-field as-
sumptions, which may be too strict in practice.

In this paper, we develop discriminative nonparametric la-
tent feature relational models (DLFRM) by exploiting the
ideas of data augmentation with simpler Gibbs sampling
(Polson and Scott 2011; Polson, Scott, and Windle 2013)
under the regularized Bayesian inference (RegBayes) frame-
work (Zhu, Chen, and Xing 2014). Our major contributions
are: 1) We use the RegBayes framework for DLFRM to deal
with the imbalance issue in real networks and naturally ana-
lyze both the logistic log-loss and the max-margin hinge loss
under a unified setting; 2) We explore data augmentation
techniques to develop a simple Gibbs sampling algorithm,
which is free from unnecessary truncation and assumptions
that typically exist in variational approximation methods; 3)
We develop an approximate Gibbs sampler using stochas-
tic gradient Langevin dynamics, which can handle large net-
works with hundreds of thousands of entities and millions of
links (See Table 1), orders of magnitude larger than what the
existing LFRM models (Miller, Griffiths, and Jordan 2009;
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Abstract

Multinomial Naive Bayes with Expectation Maximization
(MNB-EM) is a standard semi-supervised learning method
to augment Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) for text clas-
sification. Despite its success, MNB-EM is not stable, and
may succeed or fail to improve MNB. We believe that this
is because MNB-EM lacks the ability to preserve the class
distribution on words.
In this paper, we propose a novel method to augment MNB-
EM by leveraging the word-level statistical constraint to pre-
serve the class distribution on words. The word-level sta-
tistical constraints are further converted to constraints on
document posteriors generated by MNB-EM. Experiments
demonstrate that our method can consistently improve MNB-
EM, and outperforms state-of-art baselines remarkably.

Introduction

Multinomial Naive Bayes(MNB) has been widely used in
text classification. MNB adopts a Bayesian learning princi-
ple, which assumes that word distributions in documents are
generated by a specific parametric model. And the parame-
ters can be learned by maximizing the likelihood of labeled
data, i.e. max

θ

∑
d∈L logP (c, d) where c, d, and L indicate

class, document, and labeled data respectively.
Since labeled data is usually scarce, but large scale un-

labeled data is readily available, it’s desirable to augment
MNB to learn from both labeled data and unlabeled data. To
this end, numerous semi-supervised learning methods have
been proposed, and Multinomial Naive Bayes with Expec-
tation Maximization(MNB-EM)(Nigam et al. 2000) is per-
haps the most popular one. MNB-EM maximizes the like-
lihood of labeled data, and the marginal likelihood of un-
labeled data, i.e. max

θ

∑
d∈L logP (c, d) +

∑
d∈U logP (d)

where U indicates unlabeled data.
Despite the success of MNB-EM, it is not stable, and may

increase or decrease the prediction performance of MNB,
as reported in the literature(Chawla and Karakoulas 2005).
We believe that this is because MNB-EM lacks the ability to
preserve the class distribution on words.

To be specific, let us consider the word “loves” in a sen-
timent classification task, where each document is classi-

Copyright c© 2016, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
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fied as either positive or negative. Let N+
loves represent how

many times “loves” occurs in positive documents, N−
loves for

negative documents. p+loves represents the probability that
word “loves” appears in positive documents, and can be es-
timated by N+

loves/(N
+
loves+N−

loves). In general, we use pcw
to represent the class distribution on word.

As shown in Table 1, we can get an estimation of p+loves
based on word statistics on labeled documents. Since MNB-
EM assign a posterior P (+|d) for each unlabeled document
d, we can calculate word statistics N+

w on unlabeled data
approximately by

∑
d Nd,w×P (+|d), where Nd,w represent

how many times word w appears in document d. Thus we
can get another estimation of p+loves based on unlabeled data
and MNB-EM.

N+
loves N−

loves p+loves
labeled data 18 2 0.9

unlabeled data with 266.1 296.9 0.402posteriors by MNB-EM

Table 1: MNB-EM can’t preserve the polarity(/class) infor-
mation on word “loves”. We sample 512 documents as la-
beled data from dataset “kitchen”, and use MNB-EM to gen-
erate posteriors for the unlabeled data.

From the above table, we can see that we have fairly
enough observations for word “loves” on labeled data, to
ensure that it bears positive polarity. However, the objec-
tive function of MNB-EM includes the marginal likelihood
(P (d)) for unlabeled data, which may cause MNB-EM to
make prediction such that the polarity(/class) distribution on
word “loves” is not maintained. This is obviously unreason-
able. We believe that forcing MNB-EM to preserve the class
distribution on words may guide the learning process and
lead to better classification performance.

However, we don’t want MNB-EM to preserve class dis-
tribution on words strictly all the time, because sometimes
we may obtain a quite unstable estimation of p+w due to a
limited number of labeled data. Consider the following case
for word “worthless” in Table 2. We know “worthless” is
a strong indicator for negative polarity. However, we have
limited observations for this word, and it happened to occur
more in positive documents on labeled data. This estimation
of p+worthless is unreliable, and we don’t want to let this in-
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Abstract

Representation learning (RL) of knowledge graphs aims to
project both entities and relations into a continuous low-
dimensional space. Most methods concentrate on learning
representations with knowledge triples indicating relations
between entities. In fact, in most knowledge graphs there are
usually concise descriptions for entities, which cannot be well
utilized by existing methods. In this paper, we propose a novel
RL method for knowledge graphs taking advantages of en-
tity descriptions. More specifically, we explore two encoders,
including continuous bag-of-words and deep convolutional
neural models to encode semantics of entity descriptions. We
further learn knowledge representations with both triples and
descriptions. We evaluate our method on two tasks, including
knowledge graph completion and entity classification. Exper-
imental results on real-world datasets show that, our method
outperforms other baselines on the two tasks, especially un-
der the zero-shot setting, which indicates that our method is
capable of building representations for novel entities accord-
ing to their descriptions. The source code of this paper can be
obtained from https://github.com/xrb92/DKRL.

Introduction

Knowledge graphs (KG) provide effective structured infor-
mation and have been crucial resources for several intel-
ligent applications including Web search (Szumlanski and
Gomez 2010) and question answering. A typical KG usu-
ally describes knowledge as multi-relational data and rep-
resent as triple facts (head entity, relation, tail entity),
also denoted as (h, r, t), indicating the relation between two
entities.

Based on the symbolic representation of KGs with triples,
people have to design various graph-based methods for KG
applications. As KG size increases, these methods are be-
coming infeasible on large-scale KGs due to computation
inefficiency and data sparsity. To address the challenge, rep-
resentation learning (RL) for KGs has been proposed to em-
bed KGs including both entities and relations into a con-
tinuous low-dimensional vector space (Dong et al. 2014)
(embeddings). As a supplement to symbolic representation,
the embeddings in latent space can significantly promote
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knowledge acquisition and inference (Bordes et al. 2013;
Yang et al. 2014; Neelakantan, Roth, and McCallum 2015).

Most existing RL methods solely learn from fact triples of
KGs (Bordes et al. 2013). In fact, in most KGs there are also
concise descriptions for entities, with rich semantic infor-
mation about these entities. For example, in Fig. 1 we show
the descriptions of two entities in a fact triple sampled from
Freebase, a large-scale KG maintained by Google.

William Shakespeare was an 
English poet, playwright, and 

actor,  ...

Romeo and Juliet is a tragedy 
written by William Shakespeare 

early in his career  ...

( William Shakespeare,  book/author/works_written,  Romeo and Juliet )

Figure 1: Example of entity descriptions in Freebase.

It is non-trivial for existing RL methods of KGs to uti-
lize entity descriptions. To address this problem, we propose
a novel RL method for KGs, which is able to take advan-
tages of both fact triples and entity description. We name
the method as Description-Embodied Knowledge Represen-
tation Learning (DKRL). In the DKRL model, the embed-
ding of an entity is responsible for both modeling the corre-
sponding fact triples and modeling its description.

For fact triples, we follow a typical RL method TransE
(Bordes et al. 2013) and regard the relation in each triple as
a translation from head entity to tail entity. In this way, the
entity and relation embeddings are learned to maximize the
likelihood of these translations.

Meanwhile, given an entity we will also learn to maxi-
mize the likelihood of predicting its description. For this,
we explore two encoders to represent semantics of entity
descriptions, including continuous bag-of-words (CBOW)
model and deep convolutional neural model. As compared
with CBOW ignoring word orders in text, the convolutional
model takes word orders, i.e., complicated local interactions
of words in text, into consideration.

We evaluate the effectiveness of the DKRL model on
two tasks, including knowledge graph completion and en-
tity type classification. Experimental results on real-world
datasets show that, the DKRL model consistently outper-
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Abstract

Following their monolingual counterparts, bilingual word
embeddings are also on the rise. As a major application task,
word translation has been relying on the nearest neighbor
to connect embeddings cross-lingually. However, the nearest
neighbor strategy suffers from its inherently local nature and
fails to cope with variations in realistic bilingual word embed-
dings. Furthermore, it lacks a mechanism to deal with many-
to-many mappings that often show up across languages. We
introduce Earth Mover’s Distance to this task by providing a
natural formulation that translates words in a holistic fashion,
addressing the limitations of the nearest neighbor. We further
extend the formulation to a new task of identifying parallel
sentences, which is useful for statistical machine translation
systems, thereby expanding the application realm of bilin-
gual word embeddings. We show encouraging performance
on both tasks.

Introduction

Over the past few years, distributed representations of
words, commonly referred to as word embeddings, have
shown promise for a range of natural language processing
tasks. They are welcomed by the community because they
represent words by continuous vectors and overcome many
limitations of the traditional discrete representations. Cru-
cially, they allow capturing syntactic and semantic regular-
ities of words by training neural networks on large-scale
corpora. For example, semantically similar words are close
to each other, and linear operations between word embed-
dings can capture interesting relationships between words
(Mikolov et al. 2013a; 2013b; Mikolov, Yih, and Zweig
2013).

With the increasing popularity of monolingual word em-
beddings, their bilingual counterparts are also gaining at-
tention. Ideally, bilingual word embeddings should capture
cross-lingual regularities in addition to monolingual ones by,
for example, placing monolingual synonyms and their trans-
lations in a cluster. A number of recent works have pursued
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this goal and produced high quality bilingual word embed-
dings (Zou et al. 2013; Mikolov, Le, and Sutskever 2013;
Chandar A P et al. 2014; Hermann and Blunsom 2014;
Kočiský, Hermann, and Blunsom 2014; Gouws, Bengio, and
Corrado 2015; Luong, Pham, and Manning 2015; Vulić and
Moens 2015; Soyer, Stenetorp, and Aizawa 2015).

Despite these efforts, existing bilingual word embeddings
are still far from perfect due to the diversity and distinctive-
ness across natural languages. This is evidenced by the per-
formance that leaves much to be desired on word translation,
one major task that has been explored to test the quality of
bilingual word embeddings.

However, the inadequate performance should also be at-
tributed to the retrieval strategy for translation. Previously,
a source word is translated by simply searching the tar-
get vocabulary for the nearest neighbors of the word vec-
tor (Mikolov, Le, and Sutskever 2013; Gouws, Bengio, and
Corrado 2015; Vulić and Moens 2015). While this simple
strategy would be perfectly effective if the bilingual word
embeddings were ideal, it is not robust to variations in im-
perfect real settings due to its essentially local nature. As
an illustrative example, Figure 1(a) shows a case where
the nearest neighbor fails to translate both left-side words
correctly because a right-side word is too close to them.
To demonstrate the seriousness of this problem, we find in
our English-Italian translation task that the nearest neighbor
makes nearly three quarters of source words (1693 out of
2266) share target proposals, and only 71 of them are val-
idated by the lexicon. Moreover, the nearest neighbor ex-
hibits a counterintuitive behavior when we reverse the trans-
lation direction: Retrieving the nearest neighbor for each
right-side word would result in correct translation in Figure
1(a). This asymmetry diverges from our general understand-
ing of translation.

Conceptually, for the example in Figure 1, if we are able
to minimize the total distance incurred by the translation
paths subject to the one-to-one translation constraint, we
will successfully find the correct translations, regardless of
translation direction. We capture this intuition by introduc-
ing the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD). It is a well-studied
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Abstract

Reordering poses a major challenge in machine translation
(MT) between two languages with significant differences
in word order. In this paper, we present a novel reorder-
ing approach utilizing sparse features based on dependency
word pairs. Each instance of these features captures whether
two words, which are related by a dependency link in the
source sentence dependency parse tree, follow the same or-
der or are swapped in the translation output. Experiments on
Chinese-to-English translation show a statistically significant
improvement of 1.21 BLEU point using our approach, com-
pared to a state-of-the-art statistical MT system that incorpo-
rates prior reordering approaches.

Introduction

Reordering in machine translation (MT) is a crucial process
to get the correct translation output word order given an in-
put source sentence, as word order reflects meaning. It re-
mains a major challenge, especially for language pairs with
a significant word order difference. Phrase-based MT sys-
tems (Koehn, Och, and Marcu 2003) generally adopt a re-
ordering model that predicts reordering based on the span
of a phrase and that of the adjacent phrase (Tillmann 2004;
Xiong, Liu, and Lin 2006; Galley and Manning 2008;
Cherry 2013).

The above methods do not explicitly preserve the rela-
tionship between words in the source sentence, which re-
flects the sentence meaning. Word relationship in a sentence
can be captured by its dependency parse tree, in which each
word w is a tree node connected to its head node hw, another
word, indicating that the former is a dependent (child) of the
latter.

Dependency parsing has been used for reordering in sta-
tistical machine translation (SMT). Its usage is well-known
in the pre-ordering approach, where a source sentence is
reordered before the actual translation. Dependency-based
pre-ordering can be performed either by a rule-based ap-
proach based on manually specified human linguistic knowl-
edge (Xu et al. 2009; Cai et al. 2014), or by a learning ap-
proach (Xia and McCord 2004; Habash 2007; Genzel 2010;
Yang et al. 2012; Lerner and Petrov 2013; Jehl et al.
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2014). Dependency parsing has also been used in reorder-
ing approaches integrated with decoding to determine the
next source phrase to translate after translating the current
source phrase (Cherry 2008; Bach, Gao, and Vogel 2009;
Chang et al. 2009).

In this paper, we propose a novel reordering approach in-
tegrated with translation. We propose sparse feature func-
tions based on the pre-ordering rules of (Cai et al. 2014).
However, in contrast to the manual rule-based pre-ordering
approach of (Cai et al. 2014), the weights of our sparse fea-
ture functions are automatically learned and used during the
actual translation process, without an explicit pre-ordering
step. Our approach detects and exploits the reordering of
each dependency word pair in the source sentence during
phrase-based decoding.

Dependency Word Pair Features

We define a set of sparse features based on dependency tree
word pairs to be learned and used in a phrase-based SMT
beam search decoding algorithm.

Capturing Word Pair Ordering in Phrase-Based
Beam Search

The phrase-based approach is a state-of-the-art approach for
SMT, taking phrases, defined as a sequence of one or more
words, as its translation units. It is performed by a beam
search algorithm (Koehn 2004a), in which the search pro-
cess produces translation from left to right in the transla-
tion output. The search is organized into hypotheses, each
of which represents an input sentence phrase covered and its
possible translation.

As the beam search can choose input phrases in any order,
the target-language phrase sequence in the translation output
may not follow the original source sentence order. The se-
quence determines the translation output order and enables
translation output reordering for language pairs with differ-
ences in word order, such as Chinese and English.

When a word fi in a source sentence f = fN
1 is cov-

ered by a hypothesis, it is known that the words {fl|fl ∈
f i−1
1 ∧ ¬translated(fl)} on the left of fi and the words
{fr|fr ∈ fN

i+1 ∧ ¬translated(fr)} on the right of fi that
have not been translated will be translated after (appearing
on the right of) the translation of fi. As fl is before fi in the
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Abstract

How do people describe clothing? The words like “for-
mal” or “casual” are usually used. However, recent
works often focus on recognizing or extracting visual
features (e.g., sleeve length, color distribution and cloth-
ing pattern) from clothing images accurately. How can
we bridge the gap between the visual features and the
aesthetic words? In this paper, we formulate this task
to a novel three-level framework: visual features (VF) -
image-scale space (ISS) - aesthetic words space (AWS).
Leveraging the art-field image-scale space served as an
intermediate layer, we first propose a Stacked Denois-
ing Autoencoder Guided by Correlative Labels (SDAE-
GCL) to map the visual features to the image-scale
space; and then according to the semantic distances
computed by WordNet::Similarity, we map the most
often used aesthetic words in online clothing shops
to the image-scale space too. Employing upper-body
menswear images downloaded from several global on-
line clothing shops as experimental data, the results in-
dicate that the proposed three-level framework can help
to capture the subtle relationship between visual fea-
tures and aesthetic words better compared to several
baselines. To demonstrate that our three-level frame-
work and its implementation methods are universally
applicable, we finally present some interesting analyses
on the fashion trend of menswear in the last 10 years.

1 Introduction

Apparel makes the man. It has been documented that peo-
ple reinforce their mood and express their feelings through
their clothing (Kang, Johnson, and Kim 2013). A variety
of researches have made it possible to extract or recog-
nize the visual features (e.g., sleeve length, color distribution
and clothing pattern) from clothing images accurately (Yang
and Ramanan 2011; Yamaguchi, Kiapour, and Berg 2013;
Yang, Luo, and Lin 2014). But how do people describe
clothing? The aesthetic words like “formal” or “casual” are
usually used rather than comments like the sleeves are long
or the collar is round. These aesthetic words are obviously
related to the visual features. For example, suits with more
than three buttons look formal, while tank tops seem casual.

∗Corresponding author: Z. Liu (liuzy@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn)
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If it is possible to understand the aesthetic effects of clothing
based on the visual features automatically, there will be sig-
nificant progress in many applications such as clothing rec-
ommendation systems. That means we can enable the com-
puter to learn to appreciate the aesthetic effects of clothing.

However, fulfilling the task is not a trivial issue. Focus-
ing on clothing segmentation and recognition, (Hasan and
Hogg 2010) presents a method for segmenting the parts of
multiple instances using deformable spatial priors. (Wang
and Ai 2011) studies on simultaneous clothing segmentation
for grouping images. (Yamaguchi et al. 2015) proposes to
tackle the clothing parsing problem using a retrieval-based
approach. In recent years, scenario-oriented and occasion-
oriented clothing recommendation have attracted increasing
attentions, which shows that people begin to focus on higher
level semantics related to clothing rather than low-level vi-
sual features. (Shen, Lieberman, and Lam 2007) proposes
the scenario-oriented recommendation to satisfy users’ per-
sonal preference. (Yu-Chu et al. 2012) proposes a system
to recommend an appropriate combination from the user’s
available clothing options according to the current situa-
tion (e.g., the weather and the user’s schedule). Both works
above focus on making users wear properly. However, it is
also quite significant for people to wear aesthetically. (Liu
et al. 2012) takes two criteria, wearing properly and aes-
thetically into consideration. (Kouge et al. 2015) obtains
the associated rules from color combinations to derive im-
pressions. In the field of aesthetics, their works train some
matching rules (e.g., a red T-shirt matches white pants bet-
ter than green ones) to ensure that there is no strange col-
location. Nevertheless, the matching rules cannot reveal the
aesthetic effects holistically and lack interpretability.

In this paper, we aim to bridge the gap between the visual
features and the aesthetic words of clothing. In order to cap-
ture the intrinsic and holistic relationship between them, we
introduce an intermediate layer and form a novel three-level
framework. The low level is visual features (VF) of clothing
images, including color features and pattern features. The
middle level is the image-scale space (ISS) based on the aes-
thetic theory proposed by (Kobayashi 1995), which is a two-
dimensional space (warm-cool and hard-soft) well applied in
art design. The high level is the aesthetic words space (AWS)
consisting of words like “formal” and “casual”. Specifically,
we propose a Stacked Denoising Autoencoder Guided by
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Abstract

Psychological theories suggest that emotion represents the
state of mind and instinctive responses of one’s cognitive sys-
tem (Cannon 1927). Emotions are a complex state of feeling
that results in physical and psychological changes that influ-
ence our behavior. In this paper, we study an interesting prob-
lem of emotion contagion in social networks. In particular,
by employing an image social network (Flickr) as the basis
of our study, we try to unveil how users’ emotional statuses
influence each other and how users’ positions in the social
network affect their influential strength on emotion. We de-
velop a probabilistic framework to formalize the problem into
a role-aware contagion model. The model is able to predict
users’ emotional statuses based on their historical emotional
statuses and social structures. Experiments on a large Flickr
dataset show that the proposed model significantly outper-
forms (+31% in terms of F1-score) several alternative meth-
ods in predicting users’ emotional status. We also discover
several intriguing phenomena. For example, the probability
that a user feels happy is roughly linear to the number of
friends who are also happy; but taking a closer look, the
happiness probability is superlinear to the number of happy
friends who act as opinion leaders (Page et al. 1999) in the
network and sublinear in the number of happy friends who
span structural holes (Burt 2001). This offers a new oppor-
tunity to understand the underlying mechanism of emotional
contagion in online social networks.

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of online social networks such
as Facebook1, Twitter2, and Flickr3, it becomes easier for
people to connect with each other and share life experiences
by posting messages online. In the meantime, statistics show
that 10% of the tweets on Twitter contain an emotion icon.
Thus an interesting question here is: will one’s emotional
status influence others around them? For instance, when you
feel happy, will the happiness spread through your social
network?

Emotion contagion is a process in which a person or
group influences the emotions or behavior of another per-
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1http://facebook.com
2http://twitter.com
3http://flickr.com

son or group, which was previously studied by psychologists
through interviews with small groups of participants. For ex-
ample, Fowler and Christakis (Fowler, Christakis, and oth-
ers 2008) presented the theory of three degree of influence.
They find that when one feels happy, her/his friends will
have a higher probability than chance to become happy. Ex-
isting research on Facebook also has demonstrated that emo-
tion contagion does occur via text-based computer-mediated
communication (Guillory et al. 2011). Comparing with text,
image is a more subjective and ambiguous media for people
to communicate. Besides text-based communications, will
emotion contagion occur in image social networks? This is
the first question we aim to justify in this work.

Moreover, researchers find that users occupying different
positions in the social network play very different roles when
spreading information (Yang et al. 2015). For example, 1%
of users acting as opinion leaders (Page et al. 1999), who
are taking central positions within communities, post 50%
of URLs on Twitter (Wu et al. 2011). In the meantime, 1%
of users serving the role of structural hole spanners, who
are bridges between otherwise disconnected communities in
a network (Burt 2009), control 25% of information diffu-
sion (Lou and Tang 2013). Comparing with propagating a
piece of information, will these users have different patterns
when propagating emotional status? This is the second ques-
tion we aim to answer.

Recently, the problem of emotional status inference has
attracted considerable research effort. For example, (Yang et
al. 2014) studied the problem of inferring emotions from im-
ages by jointly modeling images posted by users and com-
ments added by their friends. The problem was also studied
in mobile social networks, using users’ attributes like posted
blogs, locations and calling logs to infer their emotional
status (Tang et al. 2012). In the meantime, a public report
on Facebook data suggests that images drive event engage-
ment 100 times faster (e.g., clicking “like” or adding com-
ment) than text (Wang et al. 2015). However, these methods
treat each individual independently and ignore the correla-
tions/influence among them. How to better infer the emo-
tional status of users in social networks by considering emo-
tion contagion, or more precisely, the social-role aware emo-
tion contagion, is our final goal in this work.

In this paper, to answer the three questions above, we
conduct several analysis and experiments by employing a
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Abstract

Deep Random Walk (DeepWalk) can learn
a latent space representation for describ-
ing the topological structure of a network.
However, for relational network classifi-
cation, DeepWalk can be suboptimal as
it lacks a mechanism to optimize the ob-
jective of the target task. In this paper,
we present Discriminative Deep Random
Walk (DDRW), a novel method for re-
lational network classification. By solv-
ing a joint optimization problem, DDRW
can learn the latent space representations
that well capture the topological struc-
ture and meanwhile are discriminative for
the network classification task. Our ex-
perimental results on several real social
networks demonstrate that DDRW signif-
icantly outperforms DeepWalk on multi-
label network classification tasks, while
retaining the topological structure in the
latent space. DDRW is stable and con-
sistently outperforms the baseline meth-
ods by various percentages of labeled data.
DDRW is also an online method that is
scalable and can be naturally parallelized.

1 Introduction

Categorization is an important task in natural lan-
guage processing, especially with the growing
scale of documents in the Internet. As the doc-
uments are often not isolated, a large amount of
the linguistic materials present a network structure
such as citation, hyperlink and social networks.
The large size of networks calls for scalable ma-
chine learning methods to analyze such data. Re-
cent efforts have been made in developing statis-
tical models for various network analysis tasks,
such as network classification (Neville and Jensen,

2000), content recommendation (Fouss et al.,
2007), link prediction (Adamic and Adar, 2003),
and anomaly detection (Savage et al., 2014). One
common challenge of statistical network models is
to deal with the sparsity of networks, which may
prevent a model from generalizing well.

One effective strategy to deal with network
sparsity is to learn a latent space representation
for the entities in a network (Hoff et al., 2002;
Zhu, 2012; Tang and Liu, 2011; Tang et al., 2015).
Among various approaches, DeepWalk (Perozzi et
al., 2014) is a recent method that embeds all the
entities into a continuous vector space using deep
learning methods. DeepWalk captures entity fea-
tures like neighborhood similarity and represents
them by Euclidean distances (See Figure 1(b)).
Furthermore, since entities that have closer rela-
tionships are more likely to share the same hobbies
or belong to the same groups, such an embedding
by DeepWalk can be useful for network classifica-
tion, where the topological information is explored
to encourage a globally consistent labeling.

Although DeepWalk is effective on learning
embeddings of the topological structure, when
dealing with a network classification task, it lacks
a mechanism to optimize the objective of the tar-
get task and thus often leads to suboptimal embed-
dings. In particular, for our focus of relational net-
work classification, we would like the embeddings
to be both representing the topological structure of
the network actors and discriminative in predicting
the class labels of actors.

To address the above issues, we present Dis-
criminative Deep Random Walk (DDRW) for re-
lational network classification. DDRW extends
DeepWalk by jointly optimizing the classification
objective and the objective of embedding entities
in a latent space that maintains the topological
structure. Under this joint learning framework,
DDRM manages to learn the latent representations
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Abstract

Most of the sequence tagging tasks in nat-
ural language processing require to recog-
nize segments with certain syntactic role
or semantic meaning in a sentence. They
are usually tackled with Conditional Ran-
dom Fields (CRFs), which do indirect
word-level modeling over word-level fea-
tures and thus cannot make full use of
segment-level information. Semi-Markov
Conditional Random Fields (Semi-CRFs)
model segments directly but extracting
segment-level features for Semi-CRFs is
still a very challenging problem. This pa-
per presents Gated Recursive Semi-CRFs
(grSemi-CRFs), which model segments
directly and automatically learn segment-
level features through a gated recursive
convolutional neural network. Our exper-
iments on text chunking and named en-
tity recognition (NER) demonstrate that
grSemi-CRFs generally outperform other
neural models.

1 Introduction

Most of the sequence tagging tasks in natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) are segment-level tasks,
such as text chunking and named entity recog-
nition (NER), which require to recognize seg-
ments (i.e., a set of continuous words) with cer-
tain syntactic role or semantic meaning in a sen-
tence. These tasks are usually tackled with Con-
ditional Random Fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al.,
2001), which do word-level modeling as putting
each word a tag, by using some predefined tag-
ging schemes, e.g., the “IOB” scheme (Ramshaw

∗This work was done when J.W.Z was on an internship
with Microsoft Research.

† J.Z is the corresponding author.

and Marcus, 1995). Such tagging schemes are
lossy transformations of original segment tags:
They do indicate the boundary of adjacent seg-
ments but lose the length information of segments
to some extent. Besides, CRFs can only employ
word-level features, which are either hand-crafted
or extracted with deep neural networks, such as
window-based neural networks (Collobert et al.,
2011) and bidirectional Long Short-Term Mem-
ory networks (BI-LSTMs) (Huang et al., 2015).
Therefore, CRFs cannot make full use of segment-
level information, such as inner properties of seg-
ments, which cannot be fully encoded in word-
level features.

Semi-Markov Conditional Random Fields
(Semi-CRFs) (Sarawagi and Cohen, 2004) are
proposed to model segments directly and thus
readily utilize segment-level features that encode
useful segment information. Existing work has
shown that Semi-CRFs outperform CRFs on
segment-level tagging tasks such as sequence
segmentation (Andrew, 2006), NER (Sarawagi
and Cohen, 2004; Okanohara et al., 2006), web
data extraction (Zhu et al., 2007) and opinion
extraction (Yang and Cardie, 2012). However,
Semi-CRFs need many more features compared
to CRFs as they need to model segments with
different lengths. As manually designing the
features is tedious and often incomplete, how to
automatically extract good features becomes a
very important problem for Semi-CRFs. A naive
solution that builds multiple feature extractors,
each of which extracts features for segments with
a specific length, is apparently time-consuming.
Moreover, some of these separate extractors may
underfit as the segments with specific length may
be very rare in the training data. By far, Semi-
CRFs are lacking of an automatic segment-level
feature extractor.

In this paper, we fill the research void by
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Abstract

Word embedding maps words into a low-
dimensional continuous embedding space
by exploiting the local word collocation
patterns in a small context window. On
the other hand, topic modeling maps docu-
ments onto a low-dimensional topic space,
by utilizing the global word collocation
patterns in the same document. These
two types of patterns are complementary.
In this paper, we propose a generative
topic embedding model to combine the
two types of patterns. In our model, topics
are represented by embedding vectors, and
are shared across documents. The proba-
bility of each word is influenced by both
its local context and its topic. A variational
inference method yields the topic embed-
dings as well as the topic mixing propor-
tions for each document. Jointly they rep-
resent the document in a low-dimensional
continuous space. In two document clas-
sification tasks, our method performs bet-
ter than eight existing methods, with fewer
features. In addition, we illustrate with an
example that our method can generate co-
herent topics even based on only one doc-
ument.

1 Introduction

Representing documents as fixed-length feature
vectors is important for many document process-
ing algorithms. Traditionally documents are rep-
resented as a bag-of-words (BOW) vectors. How-
ever, this simple representation suffers from being
high-dimensional and highly sparse, and loses se-
mantic relatedness across the vector dimensions.

Word Embedding methods have been demon-
strated to be an effective way to represent words

as continuous vectors in a low-dimensional em-
bedding space (Bengio et al., 2003; Mikolov et al.,
2013; Pennington et al., 2014; Levy et al., 2015).
The learned embedding for a word encodes its
semantic/syntactic relatedness with other words,
by utilizing local word collocation patterns. In
each method, one core component is the embed-
ding link function, which predicts a word’s distri-
bution given its context words, parameterized by
their embeddings.

When it comes to documents, we wish to find a
method to encode their overall semantics. Given
the embeddings of each word in a document, we
can imagine the document as a “bag-of-vectors”.
Related words in the document point in similar di-
rections, forming semantic clusters. The centroid
of a semantic cluster corresponds to the most rep-
resentative embedding of this cluster of words, re-
ferred to as the semantic centroids. We could use
these semantic centroids and the number of words
around them to represent a document.

In addition, for a set of documents in a partic-
ular domain, some semantic clusters may appear
in many documents. By learning collocation pat-
terns across the documents, the derived semantic
centroids could be more topical and less noisy.

Topic Models, represented by Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003), are able to
group words into topics according to their colloca-
tion patterns across documents. When the corpus
is large enough, such patterns reflect their seman-
tic relatedness, hence topic models can discover
coherent topics. The probability of a word is gov-
erned by its latent topic, which is modeled as a
categorical distribution in LDA. Typically, only a
small number of topics are present in each docu-
ment, and only a small number of words have high
probability in each topic. This intuition motivated
Blei et al. (2003) to regularize the topic distribu-
tions with Dirichlet priors.
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Abstract

Modeling interactions between two sen-
tences is crucial for a number of natu-
ral language processing tasks including
Answer Selection, Dialogue Act Analy-
sis, etc. While deep learning methods
like Recurrent Neural Network or Convo-
lutional Neural Network have been proved
to be powerful for sentence modeling,
prior studies paid less attention on inter-
actions between sentences. In this work,
we propose a Sentence Interaction Net-
work (SIN) for modeling the complex in-
teractions between two sentences. By in-
troducing “interaction states” for word and
phrase pairs, SIN is powerful and flexi-
ble in capturing sentence interactions for
different tasks. We obtain significant im-
provements on Answer Selection and Dia-
logue Act Analysis without any feature en-
gineering.

1 Introduction

There exist complex interactions between sen-
tences in many natural language processing (NLP)
tasks such as Answer Selection (Yu et al., 2014;
Yin et al., 2015), Dialogue Act Analysis (Kalch-
brenner and Blunsom, 2013), etc. For instance,
given a question and two candidate answers below,
though they are all talking about cats, only the first

Q What do cats look like?
A1 Cats have large eyes and furry bodies.
A2 Cats like to play with boxes and bags.

answer correctly answers the question about cats’
appearance. It is important to appropriately model
the relation between two sentences in such cases.

∗ Correspondence author

For sentence pair modeling, some methods first
project the two sentences to fix-sized vectors sep-
arately without considering the interactions be-
tween them, and then fed the sentence vectors
to other classifiers as features for a specific task
(Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013; Tai et al.,
2015). Such methods suffer from being unable to
encode context information during sentence em-
bedding.

A more reasonable way to capture sentence in-
teractions is to introduce some mechanisms to uti-
lize information from both sentences at the same
time. Some methods attempt to introduce an at-
tention matrix which contains similarity scores be-
tween words and phrases to approach sentence in-
teractions (Socher et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2015).
While the meaning of words and phrases may drift
from contexts to contexts, simple similarity scores
may be too weak to capture the complex interac-
tions, and a more powerful interaction mechanism
is needed.

In this work, we propose a Sentence Interaction
Network (SIN) focusing on modeling sentence in-
teractions. The main idea behind this model is
that each word in one sentence may potentially in-
fluence every word in another sentence in some
degree (the word “influence” here may refer to
“answer” or “match” in different tasks). So, we
introduce a mechanism that allows information
to flow from every word (or phrase) in one sen-
tence to every word (or phrase) in another sen-
tence. These “information flows” are real-valued
vectors describing how words and phrases interact
with each other, for example, a word (or phrase)
in one sentence can modify the meaning of a word
(or phrase) in another sentence through such “in-
formation flows”.

Specifically, given two sentences s1 and s2, for
every word xt in s1, we introduce a “candidate
interaction state” for every word xτ in s2. This
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Abstract

Recently, knowledge graph embedding,
which projects symbolic entities and rela-
tions into continuous vector space, has be-
come a new, hot topic in artificial intelli-
gence. This paper proposes a novel gen-
erative model (TransG) to address the is-
sue of multiple relation semantics that a
relation may have multiple meanings re-
vealed by the entity pairs associated with
the corresponding triples. The new model
can discover latent semantics for a rela-
tion and leverage a mixture of relation-
specific component vectors to embed a fact
triple. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first generative model for knowl-
edge graph embedding, and at the first
time, the issue of multiple relation seman-
tics is formally discussed. Extensive ex-
periments show that the proposed model
achieves substantial improvements against
the state-of-the-art baselines.

1 Introduction

Abstract or real-world knowledge is always a ma-
jor topic in Artificial Intelligence. Knowledge
bases such as Wordnet (Miller, 1995) and Free-
base (Bollacker et al., 2008) have been shown very
useful to AI tasks including question answering,
knowledge inference, and so on. However, tra-
ditional knowledge bases are symbolic and logic,
thus numerical machine learning methods can-
not be leveraged to support the computation over
the knowledge bases. To this end, knowledge
graph embedding has been proposed to project en-
tities and relations into continuous vector spaces.
Among various embedding models, there is a line

∗ Correspondence author

of translation-based models such as TransE (Bor-
des et al., 2013), TransH (Wang et al., 2014),
TransR (Lin et al., 2015b), and other related mod-
els (He et al., 2015) (Lin et al., 2015a).

Figure 1: Visualization of TransE embedding vec-
tors with PCA dimension reduction. Four relations
(a ∼ d) are chosen from Freebase and Wordnet.
A dot denotes a triple and its position is decided
by the difference vector between tail and head en-
tity (t− h). Since TransE adopts the principle of
t− h ≈ r, there is supposed to be only one cluster
whose centre is the relation vector r. However, re-
sults show that there exist multiple clusters, which
justifies our multiple relation semantics assump-
tion.

A fact of knowledge base can usually be rep-
resented by a triple (h, r, t) where h, r, t indicate
a head entity, a relation, and a tail entity, respec-
tively. All translation-based models almost follow
the same principle hr + r ≈ tr where hr, r, tr in-
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Abstract

Distant supervised relation extraction has
been widely used to find novel relational
facts from text. However, distant su-
pervision inevitably accompanies with the
wrong labelling problem, and these noisy
data will substantially hurt the perfor-
mance of relation extraction. To allevi-
ate this issue, we propose a sentence-level
attention-based model for relation extrac-
tion. In this model, we employ convolu-
tional neural networks to embed the se-
mantics of sentences. Afterwards, we
build sentence-level attention over multi-
ple instances, which is expected to dy-
namically reduce the weights of those
noisy instances. Experimental results on
real-world datasets show that, our model
can make full use of all informative sen-
tences and effectively reduce the influence
of wrong labelled instances. Our model
achieves significant and consistent im-
provements on relation extraction as com-
pared with baselines. The source code of
this paper can be obtained from https:
//github.com/thunlp/NRE.

1 Introduction

In recent years, various large-scale knowledge
bases (KBs) such as Freebase (Bollacker et al.,
2008), DBpedia (Auer et al., 2007) and YAGO
(Suchanek et al., 2007) have been built and widely
used in many natural language processing (NLP)
tasks, including web search and question answer-
ing. These KBs mostly compose of relational facts
with triple format, e.g., (Microsoft, founder,
Bill Gates). Although existing KBs contain a

∗ Corresponding author: Zhiyuan Liu (li-
uzy@tsinghua.edu.cn).

massive amount of facts, they are still far from
complete compared to the infinite real-world facts.
To enrich KBs, many efforts have been invested
in automatically finding unknown relational facts.
Therefore, relation extraction (RE), the process of
generating relational data from plain text, is a cru-
cial task in NLP.

Most existing supervised RE systems require a
large amount of labelled relation-specific training
data, which is very time consuming and labor in-
tensive. (Mintz et al., 2009) proposes distant su-
pervision to automatically generate training data
via aligning KBs and texts. They assume that if
two entities have a relation in KBs, then all sen-
tences that contain these two entities will express
this relation. For example, (Microsoft, founder,
Bill Gates) is a relational fact in KB. Distant su-
pervision will regard all sentences that contain
these two entities as active instances for relation
founder. Although distant supervision is an
effective strategy to automatically label training
data, it always suffers from wrong labelling prob-
lem. For example, the sentence “Bill Gates ’s turn
to philanthropy was linked to the antitrust prob-
lems Microsoft had in the U.S. and the European
union.” does not express the relation founder
but will still be regarded as an active instance.
Hence, (Riedel et al., 2010; Hoffmann et al., 2011;
Surdeanu et al., 2012) adopt multi-instance learn-
ing to alleviate the wrong labelling problem. The
main weakness of these conventional methods is
that most features are explicitly derived from NLP
tools such as POS tagging and the errors generated
by NLP tools will propagate in these methods.

Some recent works (Socher et al., 2012; Zeng
et al., 2014; dos Santos et al., 2015) attempt to
use deep neural networks in relation classifica-
tion without handcrafted features. These meth-
ods build classifier based on sentence-level anno-
tated data, which cannot be applied in large-scale
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Abstract

We introduce an agreement-based ap-
proach to learning parallel lexicons and
phrases from non-parallel corpora. The
basic idea is to encourage two asym-
metric latent-variable translation models
(i.e., source-to-target and target-to-source)
to agree on identifying latent phrase and
word alignments. The agreement is de-
fined at both word and phrase levels. We
develop a Viterbi EM algorithm for jointly
training the two unidirectional models ef-
ficiently. Experiments on the Chinese-
English dataset show that agreement-
based learning significantly improves both
alignment and translation performance.

1 Introduction

Parallel corpora, which are large collections of
parallel texts, serve as an important resource for
inducing translation correspondences, either at the
level of words (Brown et al., 1993; Smadja and
McKeown, 1994; Wu and Xia, 1994) or phrases
(Kupiec, 1993; Melamed, 1997; Marcu and Wong,
2002; Koehn et al., 2003). However, the availabil-
ity of large-scale, wide-coverage corpora still re-
mains a challenge even in the era of big data: par-
allel corpora are usually only existent for resource-
rich languages and restricted to limited domains
such as government documents and news articles.

Therefore, intensive attention has been drawn
to exploiting non-parallel corpora for acquiring
translation correspondences. Most previous ef-
forts have concentrated on learning parallel lexi-
cons from non-parallel corpora, including parallel
sentence and lexicon extraction via bootstrapping
(Fung and Cheung, 2004), inducing parallel lexi-
cons via canonical correlation analysis (Haghighi

∗Corresponding author: Yang Liu.

et al., 2008), training IBM models on monolin-
gual corpora as decipherment (Ravi and Knight,
2011; Nuhn et al., 2012; Dou et al., 2014), and
deriving parallel lexicons from bilingual word em-
beddings (Vulić and Moens, 2013; Mikolov et al.,
2013; Vulić and Moens, 2015).

Recently, a number of authors have turned to
a more challenging task: learning parallel phrases
from non-parallel corpora (Zhang and Zong, 2013;
Dong et al., 2015). Zhang and Zong (2013)
present a method for retrieving parallel phrases
from non-parallel corpora using a seed parallel
lexicon. Dong et al. (2015) continue this line
of research to further introduce an iterative ap-
proach to joint learning of parallel lexicons and
phrases. They introduce a corpus-level latent-
variable translation model in a non-parallel sce-
nario and develop a training algorithm that alter-
nates between (1) using a parallel lexicon to ex-
tract parallel phrases from non-parallel corpora
and (2) using the extracted parallel phrases to en-
large the parallel lexicon. They show that starting
from a small seed lexicon, their approach is capa-
ble of learning both new words and phrases grad-
ually over time.

However, due to the structural divergence be-
tween natural languages as well as the presence
of noisy data, only using asymmetric translation
models might be insufficient to accurately identify
parallel lexicons and phrases from non-parallel
corpora. Dong et al. (2015) report that the ac-
curacy on Chinese-English dataset is only around
40% after running for 70 iterations. In addition,
their approach seems prone to be affected by noisy
data in non-parallel corpora as the accuracy drops
significantly with the increase of noise.

Since asymmetric word alignment and phrase
alignment models are usually complementary, it
is natural to combine them to make more accu-
rate predictions. In this work, we propose to in-
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Abstract

Attention mechanism has enhanced state-
of-the-art Neural Machine Translation
(NMT) by jointly learning to align and
translate. It tends to ignore past alignment
information, however, which often leads
to over-translation and under-translation.
To address this problem, we propose
coverage-based NMT in this paper. We
maintain a coverage vector to keep track
of the attention history. The coverage vec-
tor is fed to the attention model to help ad-
just future attention, which lets NMT sys-
tem to consider more about untranslated
source words. Experiments show that
the proposed approach significantly im-
proves both translation quality and align-
ment quality over standard attention-based
NMT.1

1 Introduction

The past several years have witnessed the rapid
progress of end-to-end Neural Machine Transla-
tion (NMT) (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et
al., 2015). Unlike conventional Statistical Ma-
chine Translation (SMT) (Koehn et al., 2003; Chi-
ang, 2007), NMT uses a single and large neural
network to model the entire translation process. It
enjoys the following advantages. First, the use of
distributed representations of words can alleviate
the curse of dimensionality (Bengio et al., 2003).
Second, there is no need to explicitly design fea-
tures to capture translation regularities, which is
quite difficult in SMT. Instead, NMT is capable of
learning representations directly from the training
data. Third, Long Short-Term Memory (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997) enables NMT to cap-

1Our code is publicly available at https://github.
com/tuzhaopeng/NMT-Coverage.

ture long-distance reordering, which is a signifi-
cant challenge in SMT.

NMT has a serious problem, however, namely
lack of coverage. In phrase-based SMT (Koehn
et al., 2003), a decoder maintains a coverage vec-
tor to indicate whether a source word is translated
or not. This is important for ensuring that each
source word is translated in decoding. The decod-
ing process is completed when all source words
are “covered” or translated. In NMT, there is no
such coverage vector and the decoding process
ends only when the end-of-sentence mark is pro-
duced. We believe that lacking coverage might
result in the following problems in conventional
NMT:

1. Over-translation: some words are unneces-
sarily translated for multiple times;

2. Under-translation: some words are mistak-
enly untranslated.

Specifically, in the state-of-the-art attention-based
NMT model (Bahdanau et al., 2015), generating a
target word heavily depends on the relevant parts
of the source sentence, and a source word is in-
volved in generation of all target words. As a
result, over-translation and under-translation in-
evitably happen because of ignoring the “cover-
age” of source words (i.e., number of times a
source word is translated to a target word). Fig-
ure 1(a) shows an example: the Chinese word
“guānbı̀” is over translated to “close(d)” twice,
while “bèipò” (means “be forced to”) is mistak-
enly untranslated.

In this work, we propose a coverage mechanism
to NMT (NMT-COVERAGE) to alleviate the over-
translation and under-translation problems. Basi-
cally, we append a coverage vector to the inter-
mediate representations of an NMT model, which
are sequentially updated after each attentive read
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Abstract

While end-to-end neural machine transla-
tion (NMT) has made remarkable progress
recently, NMT systems only rely on par-
allel corpora for parameter estimation.
Since parallel corpora are usually limited
in quantity, quality, and coverage, espe-
cially for low-resource languages, it is
appealing to exploit monolingual corpora
to improve NMT. We propose a semi-
supervised approach for training NMT
models on the concatenation of labeled
(parallel corpora) and unlabeled (mono-
lingual corpora) data. The central idea is
to reconstruct the monolingual corpora us-
ing an autoencoder, in which the source-
to-target and target-to-source translation
models serve as the encoder and decoder,
respectively. Our approach can not only
exploit the monolingual corpora of the
target language, but also of the source
language. Experiments on the Chinese-
English dataset show that our approach
achieves significant improvements over
state-of-the-art SMT and NMT systems.

1 Introduction

End-to-end neural machine translation (NMT),
which leverages a single, large neural network to
directly transform a source-language sentence into
a target-language sentence, has attracted increas-
ing attention in recent several years (Kalchbren-
ner and Blunsom, 2013; Sutskever et al., 2014;
Bahdanau et al., 2015). Free of latent structure
design and feature engineering that are critical in
conventional statistical machine translation (SMT)
(Brown et al., 1993; Koehn et al., 2003; Chi-
ang, 2005), NMT has proven to excel in model-

∗ Yang Liu is the corresponding author.

ing long-distance dependencies by enhancing re-
current neural networks (RNNs) with the gating
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1993; Cho et al.,
2014; Sutskever et al., 2014) and attention mecha-
nisms (Bahdanau et al., 2015).

However, most existing NMT approaches suf-
fer from a major drawback: they heavily rely
on parallel corpora for training translation mod-
els. This is because NMT directly models the
probability of a target-language sentence given a
source-language sentence and does not have a sep-
arate language model like SMT (Kalchbrenner and
Blunsom, 2013; Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2015). Unfortunately, parallel corpora are
usually only available for a handful of research-
rich languages and restricted to limited domains
such as government documents and news reports.
In contrast, SMT is capable of exploiting abundant
target-side monolingual corpora to boost fluency
of translations. Therefore, the unavailability of
large-scale, high-quality, and wide-coverage par-
allel corpora hinders the applicability of NMT.

As a result, several authors have tried to use
abundant monolingual corpora to improve NMT.
Gulccehre et al. (2015) propose two methods,
which are referred to as shallow fusion and deep
fusion, to integrate a language model into NMT.
The basic idea is to use the language model to
score the candidate words proposed by the transla-
tion model at each time step or concatenating the
hidden states of the language model and the de-
coder. Although their approach leads to signifi-
cant improvements, one possible downside is that
the network architecture has to be modified to in-
tegrate the language model.

Alternatively, Sennrich et al. (2015) propose
two approaches to exploiting monolingual corpora
that is transparent to network architectures. The
first approach pairs monolingual sentences with
dummy input. Then, the parameters of encoder
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Abstract

We propose minimum risk training for
end-to-end neural machine translation.
Unlike conventional maximum likelihood
estimation, minimum risk training is ca-
pable of optimizing model parameters di-
rectly with respect to arbitrary evaluation
metrics, which are not necessarily differ-
entiable. Experiments show that our ap-
proach achieves significant improvements
over maximum likelihood estimation on a
state-of-the-art neural machine translation
system across various languages pairs.
Transparent to architectures, our approach
can be applied to more neural networks
and potentially benefit more NLP tasks.

1 Introduction

Recently, end-to-end neural machine transla-
tion (NMT) (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013;
Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015)
has attracted increasing attention from the com-
munity. Providing a new paradigm for machine
translation, NMT aims at training a single, large
neural network that directly transforms a source-
language sentence to a target-language sentence
without explicitly modeling latent structures (e.g.,
word alignment, phrase segmentation, phrase re-
ordering, and SCFG derivation) that are vital in
conventional statistical machine translation (SMT)
(Brown et al., 1993; Koehn et al., 2003; Chiang,
2005).

Current NMT models are based on the encoder-
decoder framework (Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever
et al., 2014), with an encoder to read and encode
a source-language sentence into a vector, from
which a decoder generates a target-language sen-
tence. While early efforts encode the input into a

∗Corresponding author: Yang Liu.

fixed-length vector, Bahdanau et al. (2015) advo-
cate the attention mechanism to dynamically gen-
erate a context vector for a target word being gen-
erated.

Although NMT models have achieved results on
par with or better than conventional SMT, they still
suffer from a major drawback: the models are op-
timized to maximize the likelihood of training data
instead of evaluation metrics that actually quantify
translation quality. Ranzato et al. (2015) indicate
two drawbacks of maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) for NMT. First, the models are only ex-
posed to the training distribution instead of model
predictions. Second, the loss function is defined at
the word level instead of the sentence level.

In this work, we introduce minimum risk train-
ing (MRT) for neural machine translation. The
new training objective is to minimize the expected
loss (i.e., risk) on the training data. MRT has the
following advantages over MLE:

1. Direct optimization with respect to evalu-
ation metrics: MRT introduces evaluation
metrics as loss functions and aims to mini-
mize expected loss on the training data.

2. Applicable to arbitrary loss functions: our
approach allows arbitrary sentence-level loss
functions, which are not necessarily differen-
tiable.

3. Transparent to architectures: MRT does not
assume the specific architectures of NMT and
can be applied to any end-to-end NMT sys-
tems.

While MRT has been widely used in conven-
tional SMT (Och, 2003; Smith and Eisner, 2006;
He and Deng, 2012) and deep learning based MT
(Gao et al., 2014), to the best of our knowledge,
this work is the first effort to introduce MRT
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Abstract

Relation classification is a crucial ingredi-
ent in numerous information extraction sys-
tems seeking to mine structured facts from
text. We propose a novel convolutional
neural network architecture for this task,
relying on two levels of attention in order
to better discern patterns in heterogeneous
contexts. This architecture enables end-
to-end learning from task-specific labeled
data, forgoing the need for external knowl-
edge such as explicit dependency structures.
Experiments show that our model outper-
forms previous state-of-the-art methods, in-
cluding those relying on much richer forms
of prior knowledge.

1 Introduction

Relation classification is the task of identifying the
semantic relation holding between two nominal en-
tities in text. It is a crucial component in natural
language processing systems that need to mine ex-
plicit facts from text, e.g. for various information
extraction applications as well as for question an-
swering and knowledge base completion (Tandon
et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2015). For instance, given
the example input

“Fizzy [drinks] and meat cause heart disease and [diabetes].”

with annotated target entity mentions e1 = “drinks”
and e2 = “diabetes”, the goal would be to automati-
cally recognize that this sentence expresses a cause-
effect relationship between e1 and e2, for which
we use the notation Cause-Effect(e1,e2). Accurate
relation classification facilitates precise sentence
interpretations, discourse processing, and higher-
level NLP tasks (Hendrickx et al., 2010). Thus,

∗ Equal contribution.
† Corresponding author. Email: liuzy@tsinghua.edu.cn

relation classification has attracted considerable at-
tention from researchers over the course of the past
decades (Zhang, 2004; Qian et al., 2009; Rink and
Harabagiu, 2010).

In the example given above, the verb corre-
sponds quite closely to the desired target relation.
However, in the wild, we encounter a multitude
of different ways of expressing the same kind of
relationship. This challenging variability can be
lexical, syntactic, or even pragmatic in nature. An
effective solution needs to be able to account for
useful semantic and syntactic features not only for
the meanings of the target entities at the lexical
level, but also for their immediate context and for
the overall sentence structure.

Thus, it is not surprising that numerous feature-
and kernel-based approaches have been proposed,
many of which rely on a full-fledged NLP stack,
including POS tagging, morphological analysis, de-
pendency parsing, and occasionally semantic anal-
ysis, as well as on knowledge resources to capture
lexical and semantic features (Kambhatla, 2004;
Zhou et al., 2005; Suchanek et al., 2006; Qian et
al., 2008; Mooney and Bunescu, 2005; Bunescu
and Mooney, 2005). In recent years, we have seen a
move towards deep architectures that are capable of
learning relevant representations and features with-
out extensive manual feature engineering or use
of external resources. A number of convolutional
neural network (CNN), recurrent neural network
(RNN), and other neural architectures have been
proposed for relation classification (Zeng et al.,
2014; dos Santos et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2015b).
Still, these models often fail to identify critical
cues, and many of them still require an external
dependency parser.
We propose a novel CNN architecture that ad-
dresses some of the shortcomings of previous ap-
proaches. Our key contributions are as follows:

1. Our CNN architecture relies on a novel multi-
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Abstract

Cascade has been widely used in face detection, where
classifier with low computation cost can be firstly used to
shrink most of the background while keeping the recall. The
cascade in detection is popularized by seminal Viola-Jones
framework and then widely used in other pipelines, such
as DPM and CNN. However, to our best knowledge, most
of the previous detection methods use cascade in a greedy
manner, where previous stages in cascade are fixed when
training a new stage. So optimizations of different CNNs are
isolated. In this paper, we propose joint training to achieve
end-to-end optimization for CNN cascade. We show that
the back propagation algorithm used in training CNN can
be naturally used in training CNN cascade. We present how
jointly training can be conducted on naive CNN cascade
and more sophisticated region proposal network (RPN) and
fast R-CNN. Experiments on face detection benchmarks ver-
ify the advantages of the joint training.

1. Introduction

Face detection plays an important role in face based im-

age analysis and is one of the fundamental problems in com-

puter vision. The performances of various face based ap-

plications, from face identification and verification to face

clustering, tagging and retrieval, rely on accurate and effi-

cient face detection. Recent works in face detection focus

on faces in uncontrolled setting, which is challenging due

to the variations in subject level (e.g., a face can have many

different poses), category level (e.g., adult and baby) and

image level (e.g., illumination and cluttered background).

Given a novel image I , the face detector is expected

to return a bounding box configuration B = (bi, ci){N},

where the bi and ci specify the localization and confidence

of a face. The number of detected faces N always vary in

different images. Considering that the bi can possibly ap-

pear in any scale and position, the face detection problem

has a output space of size
(w∗h)2

2 , where w and h denote

width and height respectively. Considering that it can be
(500∗350)2

2 ≈ 1010 for a typical 500× 350 image, it is actu-

ally impossible to evaluate them all at a acceptable cost. Ac-

tually, only a few of them correspond to faces and most of

the configurations in the output space belongs to the back-

ground.

The previous face detection research can be seen as a his-

tory of more efficiently sampling the output space to a solv-

able scale and more effectively evaluating per configuration.

One natural idea to achieve this is using cascade, where

classifier with low computation cost can be firstly used to

shrink background while keeping the faces. The pioneer-

ing work [27] popularized this, which combined classifiers

in different stages, to allow background regions quickly

discarded while spending more computation on promising

face-like regions. The cascade made efficient detection pos-

sible and was widely used in subsequent works. For exam-

ple, two other detection pipelines DPM [6] and CNN [16]

can both use cascade for acceleration.

Despite the efficiency in testing, the cascade based de-

tectors are always trained greedily. In a typical training pro-

cedure, when training a new stage in the cascade, previous

stages are fixed. The relationship of different stages lies

in that each stage is trained with the hard training samples

which pass through previous stages. It makes the greed-

ily trained cascade not end-to-end optimal with respect to

the final detection score. It leads to performance drop when

compared with non-cascade methods. For example, the cas-

cade version of DPM [6] does not as accurate as the original

version [7].

In this paper, we show that in CNN based cascade de-

tection, other than enjoying the advantages in efficiency as

traditional cascade, different stages in the cascade can be

jointly trained to achieve better performance. We show that

the back propagation algorithm used in training CNN can be

naturally used in training CNN cascade. Joint training can

be conducted on naive CNN cascade and more sophisticated

cascade such as region proposal network (RPN) and fast R-

CNN. We show that the jointly trained cascade CNN as well

as the jointly trained RPN and fast R-CNN can achieve lead-
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Abstract

Linear Dynamical Systems (LDSs) are the fundamental

tools for encoding spatio-temporal data in various disci-

plines. To enhance the performance of LDSs, in this paper,

we address the challenging issue of performing sparse cod-

ing on the space of LDSs, where both data and dictionary

atoms are LDSs. Rather than approximate the extended ob-

servability with a finite-order matrix, we represent the s-

pace of LDSs by an infinite Grassmannian consisting of the

orthonormalized extended observability subspaces. Via a

homeomorphic mapping, such Grassmannian is embedded

into the space of symmetric matrices, where a tractable ob-

jective function can be derived for sparse coding. Then, we

propose an efficient method to learn the system parameter-

s of the dictionary atoms explicitly, by imposing the sym-

metric constraint to the transition matrices of the data and

dictionary systems. Moreover, we combine the state covari-

ance into the algorithm formulation, thus further promot-

ing the performance of the models with symmetric transition

matrices. Comparative experimental evaluations reveal the

superior performance of proposed methods on various tasks

including video classification and tactile recognition.

1. Introduction

Object recognition based on spatio-temporal data is an

active research area across several domains such as machine

learning [3, 18], computer vision [34, 16, 17] and robotics

[28]. The coupling of the spatial texture and the temporal

dynamics makes spatio-temporal data analysis more chal-

lenging than static data. A popular method of representing

spatio-temporal data is to model them by Linear Dynami-

cal Systems (LDSs) [9]. To allow the comparison between

∗This work is jointly supported by National Natural Science Foun-

dation of China under Grant No. 61327809, 61210013, 91420302 and

91520201.

dynamical processes, a distance metric or kernel function

needs to be defined first. Once the distance or kernel has

been defined, classifiers such as Nearest Neighbors (NNs)

and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) can be used to rec-

ognize spatio-temporal sequences. For this purpose, various

kinds of distances or kernels have been proposed, such as

Martin Distance [34, 6], Kullback-Leibler divergence [5],

and Binet-Cauchy kernel [40]. Several recent studies have

been carried out to integrate learning techniques into LDSs;

for instance, Vidal et al. [39] proposed a LDS-based boost-

ing method for time series modeling; and Ravichandran et

al. [33] designed bag-of-systems for video analysis.

Despite the wide applications of LDSs, little attention

has been paid to combining sparse coding with LDS model-

ing to deliver robust techniques. In the past decade, sparse

coding has been successfully adopted in various tasks such

as image restoration [30], face recognition [43], and texture

classification [31] to name a few. For sparse coding, natural

signals such as images are represented as a combination of

a few atoms in a dictionary that is usually over-complete.

Using sparsity as a prior leads to state-of-the-art results in

many fields [43]. In this paper, we generalize sparse coding

from Euclidean space to the space of LDSs. Specifically, we

attempt to reconstruct a given LDS by using a superposition

of LDS atoms, where the coefficients of the superposition

are enforced to be sparse. Both the codes and the dictionary

atoms are learned to minimize the coding objective func-

tion. Sparse coding with the LDS dictionary can then be

seamlessly used for categorizing spatio-temporal data.

However, the space of LDSs, which is non-Euclidean,

has a complicated manifold structure [1, 33]. Carrying out

sparse coding and dictionary learning on this kind of space

is challenging. Recent studies such as [37] proposed to em-

bed LDSs into a finite-dimensional Grassmann manifold.

With this embedding, sparse coding and dictionary learning

with LDSs can then be performed on the finite Grassmanni-

an [23, 21]. The first cornerstone of these models [23, 21]

is to represent each LDS with its finite observability sub-
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Abstract

Almost all of the current top-performing object detection

networks employ region proposals to guide the search for

object instances. State-of-the-art region proposal methods

usually need several thousand proposals to get high recal-

l, thus hurting the detection efficiency. Although the latest

Region Proposal Network method gets promising detection

accuracy with several hundred proposals, it still struggles

in small-size object detection and precise localization (e.g.,

large IoU thresholds), mainly due to the coarseness of its

feature maps. In this paper, we present a deep hierarchical

network, namely HyperNet, for handling region proposal

generation and object detection jointly. Our HyperNet is

primarily based on an elaborately designed Hyper Feature

which aggregates hierarchical feature maps first and then

compresses them into a uniform space. The Hyper Fea-

tures well incorporate deep but highly semantic, interme-

diate but really complementary, and shallow but naturally

high-resolution features of the image, thus enabling us to

construct HyperNet by sharing them both in generating pro-

posals and detecting objects via an end-to-end joint training

strategy. For the deep VGG16 model, our method achieves

completely leading recall and state-of-the-art object detec-

tion accuracy on PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012 using only

100 proposals per image. It runs with a speed of 5 fps (in-

cluding all steps) on a GPU, thus having the potential for

real-time processing.

1. Introduction

Generic object detection methods are moving from dense

sliding window approaches to sparse region proposal frame-

work. High-quality and category-independent object pro-

∗This work was done when Tao Kong was an intern at Intel Labs China

supervised by Anbang Yao who is responsible for correspondence.
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Figure 1. HyperNet object detection overview. Topleft: top 10

object proposals generated by the network. Topright: detection

results with precision value. Down: object proposal generation

and detection pipeline.

posals reduce the number of windows each classifier needs

to consider, thus promoting the development of object de-

tection. Most recent state-of-the-art object detection meth-

ods adopt such pipeline [28][14][16][12][35]. A pioneer-

ing work is regions with convolutional neural network (R-

CNN)[14]. It first extracts ∼2k region proposals by Selec-

tive Search [33] method and then classifies them with a pre-

trained convolutional neural network (CNN). By employing

an even deeper CNN model (VGG16 [32]), it gives 30% rel-

ative improvement over the best previous result on PASCAL

VOC 2012 [9].

There are two major keys to the success of the R-CNN:

(a) It replaces the hand-engineered features like HOG [6] or

SIFT [25] with high level object representations obtained

from CNN models. CNN features are arguably more dis-

criminative representations. (b) It uses a few thousand-

s of category-independent region proposals to reduce the

searching space for an image. One may note that R-CNN

relies on region proposals generated by Selective Search. S-

elective Search takes about 2 seconds to compute proposals

for a typical 500×300 image. Meanwhile, feature compu-

tation in R-CNN is time-consuming, as it repeatedly applies
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Abstract

We address the problem of weakly supervised object lo-
calization where only image-level annotations are available
for training. Many existing approaches tackle this prob-
lem through object proposal mining. However, a substan-
tial amount of noise in object proposals causes ambiguities
for learning discriminative object models. Such approaches
are sensitive to model initialization and often converge to an
undesirable local minimum. In this paper, we address this
problem by progressive domain adaptation with two main
steps: classification adaptation and detection adaptation.
In classification adaptation, we transfer a pre-trained net-
work to our multi-label classification task for recognizing
the presence of a certain object in an image. In detec-
tion adaptation, we first use a mask-out strategy to collect
class-specific object proposals and apply multiple instance
learning to mine confident candidates. We then use these se-
lected object proposals to fine-tune all the layers, resulting
in a fully adapted detection network. We extensively evalu-
ate the localization performance on the PASCAL VOC and
ILSVRC datasets and demonstrate significant performance
improvement over the state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction
Object localization is an important task for image un-

derstanding. It aims to identify all instances of partic-

ular object categories (e.g., person, cat, and car) in im-

ages. The fundamental challenge in object localization

lies in constructing object appearance models for handling

large intra-class variations and complex background clut-

ters. The state-of-the-art approaches typically train object

detectors from a large set of training images [11, 14] in a

fully supervised manner. However, this strongly supervised

learning paradigm relies on instance-level annotations, e.g.,

tight bounding boxes, which are time-consuming and labor-

intensive. In this paper, we focus on the weakly supervised
object localization problem where only binary image-level

labels indicating the presence or absence of an object cate-

gory are available for training. Figure 1 illustrates the prob-

∗Corresponding author
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Figure 1. Weakly supervised object localization problem setting.

Given a collection of training images with image-level annota-

tions, our goal is to train object detectors for localizing objects

in unseen images.

lem setting. This particular setting is important for large-

scale practical applications because image-level annotations

are often readily available from the Internet, e.g., through

text tags [15], GPS tags [8], and image search queries [23].

Most existing methods [36, 4, 3, 2, 33, 35, 37, 34] for-

mulate the weakly supervised localization (WSL) task as a

multiple instance learning (MIL) problem. Recent efforts

include leveraging convolutional neural networks (CNN) to

extract discriminative appearance features [41, 36, 37, 2, 3]

and transferring knowledge from strongly supervised de-

tectors to other categories without bounding box annota-

tions [27, 16, 17, 31]. While existing methods have shown

promising results, these methods have three main draw-

backs. First, it’s hard to select correct object proposals

because the collection of candidate proposals contains too

much noise. Typically, only a few out of several thousands

of proposals are actual object instances. Second, many ap-

proaches use a pre-trained CNN as a feature extractor and

do not adapt the weights from whole-image classification

to object detection. Third, existing methods often require

either auxiliary strongly annotated data or pre-trained de-

tectors for domain adaptation.
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Abstract—Identifying the labels of points of interest (POIs),
aka POI labelling, provides significant benefits in location-based
services. However, the quality of raw labels manually added by
users or generated by artificial algorithms cannot be guaranteed.
Such low-quality labels decrease the usability and result in bad
user experiences. In this paper, by observing that crowdsourcing
is a best-fit for computer-hard tasks, we leverage crowdsourcing
to improve the quality of POI labelling. To our best knowledge,
this is the first work on crowdsourced POI labelling tasks. In
particular, there are two sub-problems: (1) how to infer the
correct labels for each POI based on workers’ answers, and
(2) how to effectively assign proper tasks to workers in order
to make more accurate inference for next available workers. To
address these two problems, we propose a framework consisting
of an inference model and an online task assigner. The inference
model measures the quality of a worker on a POI by elaborately
exploiting (i) worker’s inherent quality, (ii) the spatial distance
between the worker and the POI, and (iii) the POI influence,
which can provide reliable inference results once a worker
submits an answer. As workers are dynamically coming, the
online task assigner judiciously assigns proper tasks to them so
as to benefit the inference. The inference model and task assigner
work alternately to continuously improve the overall quality. We
conduct extensive experiments on a real crowdsourcing platform,
and the results on two real datasets show that our method
significantly outperforms state-of-the-art approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the popularity of location-based services, labels are
generated in order to provide concise yet precise descriptions
for each point of interest (POI). Previous studies have shown
that searching resources based on their associated labels leads
to more effective and accurate resource retrieval for users [1].
Moreover, accurate labels can also benefit other applications,
e.g., activity recommendation to users [25].

However, the quality of POI labels cannot be guaranteed
in reality, because anonymously incredible or malicious users
may abuse the right of manual labelling, while labels automati-
cally generated by some artificial algorithms [9,19] still involve
low-quality labels due to limited accuracy of those algorithms.
Therefore, it calls for an effective method to generate high-
quality labels. Fortunately, crowdsourcing emerges and be-
comes an effective way to handle computer-hard tasks, which
are difficult for computers (e.g., POI labelling). It inspires
us to exploit crowdsourcing to improve the labelling quality.

However, crowdsourcing is not free (as we need to pay the
workers who label the POIs). To reduce the monetary cost,
we can first utilize existing techniques to generate candidate
labels for POIs and then ask crowdsourced workers to select
correct labels from the candidate labels to ensure the quality.

In this paper we study the POI labelling problem: given a
set of POIs, each of which has several candidate labels, and a
budget B, we identify the correct labels for the POIs by asking
at most B tasks, where each task asks workers to select correct
labels from the candidate labels of a POI. In particular, there
are two sub-problems to address: (1) Label Inference: how
to infer the correct labels for each task based on workers’
answers; (2) Task Assignment: when workers are requesting
tasks, how to assign proper tasks to these workers to make
more accurate inference. To our best knowledge, this is the
first study on crowdsourced POI labelling.

Although many studies have investigated the answer infer-
ence problem and task assignment problem, they focus on
choosing labels on objects such as images and entities [7,12,
15,16,22,24,27] which do not involve the locations of tasks
or workers. Actually the distance between workers and POIs
has a significant impact on the label inference (see Section V
for detailed justifications). Recently, spatial crowdsourcing
tasks have also raised increasing attentions from the research
community [4,13,14,20,21]. However, they have two main
differences from our problem. First, they require workers to
travel to the specific locations to answer the tasks, e.g., taking
photos of a restaurant or reporting the congestion of a place;
while we drop out this requirement as workers can be familiar
with the POIs even when they are not at the locations at
present. Second, they focus on minimizing the travel distances
of workers. In contrast, we aim to improve the labelling quality.

Crowdsourced POI labelling has many challenges. First,
there exist more complicated factors that can affect the answer
quality for POI labelling tasks as compared to simple labelling
tasks: (1) famous POIs often receive higher quality answers
than ordinary ones and (2) the distance between a worker
and a POI has effect on the quality and the impact varies
for different workers. It is non-trivial to form these factors
into one effective model to measure workers’ quality and
provide reliable inference results at the same time. Second,
as workers are dynamically coming, it is hard to instantly

978-1-5090-2020-1/16/$31.00 © 2016 IEEE ICDE 2016 Conference61
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Abstract—Real-time urban traffic speed estimation provides
significant benefits in many real-world applications. However, ex-
isting traffic information acquisition systems only obtain coarse-
grained traffic information on a small number of roads but
cannot acquire fine-grained traffic information on every road.
To address this problem, in this paper we study the traffic speed
estimation problem, which, given a budget K, identifies K roads
(called seeds) where the real traffic speeds on these seeds can
be obtained using crowdsourcing, and infers the speeds of other
roads (called non-seed roads) based on the speeds of these seeds.
This problem includes two sub-problems: (1) Speed Inference
– How to accurately infer the speeds of the non-seed roads;
(2) Seed Selection – How to effectively select high-quality seeds.
It is rather challenging to estimate the traffic speed accurately,
because the traffic changes dynamically and the changes are hard
to be predicted as many possible factors can affect the traffic.
To address these challenges, we propose effective algorithms to
judiciously select high-quality seeds and devise inference models
to infer the speeds of the non-seed roads. On the one hand, we
observe that roads have correlations and correlated roads have
similar traffic trend: the speeds of correlated roads rise or fall
compared with their historical average speed simultaneously. We
utilize this property and propose a two-step model to estimate
the traffic speed. The first step adopts a graphical model to infer
the traffic trend and the second step devises a hierarchical linear
model to estimate the traffic speed based on the traffic trend. On
the other hand, we formulate the seed selection problem, prove
that it is NP-hard, and propose several greedy algorithms with
approximation guarantees. Experimental results on two large real
datasets show that our method outperforms baselines by 2 orders
of magnitude in efficiency and 40% in estimation accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION
Real-time urban traffic speed estimation plays an important

role in many real-world applications, e.g., navigation sys-
tems and online map services. For example, on-the-fly route
planning with real-time traffic information can guide users
to avoid the traffic jams, which not only shortens the travel
time, but also saves energy and reduces the air pollution.
Existing traffic information acquisition systems rely on the
static traffic sensors (e.g., surveillance cameras and inductive
loops) or vehicle GPS records (e.g., taxi trajectories) to detect
the real-time traffic information [9]. However, the coverage of
existing traffic speed information is not sufficient due to the
expensive maintenance cost of traffic sensors [1]. For example,
there are more than two millions road segments in Beijing
(for simplicity, we use roads to replace road segments), but
there are only 22 thousand traffic sensors in Beijing. Thus the
traditional systems only get coarse-grained traffic information
on a small number of roads (e.g., expressways and main roads).
To increase the coverage of the real-time traffic information, it

calls for an effective method to obtain the fine-grained traffic
information on every road. Such a demanding requirement has
inspired both industry and academic communities to leverage
crowdsourcing to improve traffic management [2], [15], by
collecting traffic information through user-generated GPS data
from crowdsourced drivers. Google Traffic and MIT CarTel1
are real applications that have established the crowdsourcing
approach to benefit our daily life.

In this paper, we study the traffic speed estimation problem,
which, given a budget K, identifies K roads (called seeds)
where we assume that we can obtain the real traffic speeds
on these seeds via crowdsourcing acquisition methods and use
them to infer the speeds of other roads (called non-seed roads).
It further reduces to two sub-problems: (1) Speed Inference –
How to accurately infer the speeds of the non-seed roads based
on the speeds of seeds; (2) Seed Selection – How to select K
high-quality seeds in order to improve the quality of speed
inference. For example, we first select K seeds to collect the
traffic speeds, then we ask the drivers on those seeds to report
their speeds by paying them certain monetary awards.

It is rather challenging to estimate the traffic speeds accu-
rately. First, the traffic changes dynamically and the changes
are hard to be predicted, because many possible factors can
affect the traffic, e.g., incidents, road maintenance and weather.
To infer the speeds of non-seed roads, existing studies [24],
[14] assumed that adjacent roads have similar speeds, and they
utilized the speeds on the adjacent roads to infer the speeds of
the non-seed roads. However, we observe that this assumption
is too strict and usually not applicable to real traffic. For
example, the entrance road to the main road usually has lower
speed than the main road. The road to the downtown usually
has lower speed than the exit road from the downtown. Second,
many factors can influence traffic speeds, and it is hard to
effectively model the real traffic and select high-quality seeds.

To address these challenges, we propose effective algo-
rithms to judiciously select high-quality seeds and devise
inference models to infer the speeds of non-seed roads. In par-
ticular, we make the following contributions. (1) We observe
that roads have correlations and correlated roads usually have
similar traffic trends: the speeds of correlated roads rise or fall
compared with their historical average speed simultaneously.
We utilize this property to propose a traffic trend correlation
model. (2) We propose a two-step model to infer the traffic
speed. In step 1 we adopt a graphical model to infer the traffic
trend of a road v and in step 2 we devise a hierarchical linear
model to estimate the traffic speed of v based on its traffic

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartel
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Abstract
Memory units have been widely used to enrich
the capabilities of deep networks on capturing
long-term dependencies in reasoning and pre-
diction tasks, but little investigation exists on
deep generative models (DGMs) which are good
at inferring high-level invariant representations
from unlabeled data. This paper presents a deep
generative model with a possibly large external
memory and an attention mechanism to capture
the local detail information that is often lost in
the bottom-up abstraction process in representa-
tion learning. By adopting a smooth attention
model, the whole network is trained end-to-end
by optimizing a variational bound of data like-
lihood via auto-encoding variational Bayesian
methods, where an asymmetric recognition net-
work is learnt jointly to infer high-level invari-
ant representations. The asymmetric architecture
can reduce the competition between bottom-up
invariant feature extraction and top-down genera-
tion of instance details. Our experiments on sev-
eral datasets demonstrate that memory can sig-
nificantly boost the performance of DGMs on
various tasks, including density estimation, im-
age generation, and missing value imputation,
and DGMs with memory can achieve state-of-
the-art quantitative results.

1. Introduction
Deep learning models are able to extract abstract repre-
sentations from low-level inputs by adopting a deep ar-
chitecture with explicitly designed nonlinear transforma-
tions (Bengio et al., 2013a). Among many types of deep
models, deep generative models (DGMs) learn abstract

Proceedings of the 33 rd International Conference on Machine
Learning, New York, NY, USA, 2016. JMLR: W&CP volume
48. Copyright 2016 by the author(s).

representations from unlabeled data and can perform a
wide range of tasks, including density estimation, data gen-
eration and missing value imputation. Depending on the
building blocks, various types of DGMs exist, including
undirected models (Salakhutdinov & Hinton, 2009), di-
rected models (Neal, 1992; Hinton et al., 2006), autore-
gressive models (Larochelle & Murray, 2011; Gregor et al.,
2014), and Markov chain based models (Bengio et al.,
2014). Recently, DGMs have attracted much attention on
developing efficient and (approximately) accurate learning
algorithms, such as stochastic variational methods (Kingma
& Welling, 2014; Rezende et al., 2014; Bornschein & Ben-
gio, 2015; Burda et al., 2015) and Monte Carlo meth-
ods (Adams et al., 2010; Gan et al., 2015; Du et al., 2015).

Although current DGMs are able to extract high-level ab-
stract representations, they may not be sufficient in gen-
erating high-quality input samples. This is because more
abstract representations are generally invariant or less sen-
sitive to most specific types of local changes of the input.
This bottom-up abstraction progress is good for identify-
ing predictive patterns, especially when a discriminative
objective is optimized (Li et al., 2015); but it also loses
the detail information that is necessary in the top-down
generating process. It remains a challenge for DGMs to
generate real data, especially for images that have com-
plex structures. Simply increasing the model size is appar-
ently not wise, as it may lead to serious over-fitting without
proper regularization as well as heavy computation burden.
Some recent progress has been made to improve the gen-
eration quality. For example, DRAW (Gregor et al., 2015)
iteratively constructs complex images over time through a
recurrent encoder and decoder together with an attention
mechanism and LAPGAN (Denton et al., 2015) employs a
cascade of generative adversarial networks (GANs) (Good-
fellow et al., 2014) to generate high quality natural images
through a Laplacian pyramid framework (Burt & Adelson,
1983). However, no efforts have been made on enriching
the capabilities of probabilistic DGMs by designing novel
building blocks in the generative model.
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Abstract
In learning latent variable models (LVMs), it is
important to effectively capture infrequent pat-
terns and shrink model size without sacrificing
modeling power. Various studies have been done
to “diversify” a LVM, which aim to learn a di-
verse set of latent components in LVMs. Most
existing studies fall into a frequentist-style reg-
ularization framework, where the components
are learned via point estimation. In this pa-
per, we investigate how to “diversify” LVMs in
the paradigm of Bayesian learning, which has
advantages complementary to point estimation,
such as alleviating overfitting via model aver-
aging and quantifying uncertainty. We propose
two approaches that have complementary advan-
tages. One is to define diversity-promoting mu-
tual angular priors which assign larger density to
components with larger mutual angles based on
Bayesian network and von Mises-Fisher distri-
bution and use these priors to affect the poste-
rior via Bayes rule. We develop two efficient ap-
proximate posterior inference algorithms based
on variational inference and Markov chain Monte
Carlo sampling. The other approach is to impose
diversity-promoting regularization directly over
the post-data distribution of components. These
two methods are applied to the Bayesian mixture
of experts model to encourage the “experts” to be
diverse and experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness and efficiency of our methods.

1. Introduction
Latent variable models (LVMs) (Bishop, 1998; Knott &
Bartholomew, 1999; Blei, 2014) are a major workhorse in
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machine learning (ML) to extract latent patterns underly-
ing data, such as themes behind documents and motifs hid-
den in genome sequences. To properly capture these pat-
terns, LVMs are equipped with a set of components, each
of which is aimed to capture one pattern and is usually
parametrized by a vector. For instance, in topic models
(Blei et al., 2003), each component (referred to as topic)
is in charge of capturing one theme underlying documents
and is represented by a multinomial vector.

While existing LVMs have demonstrated great success,
they are less capable in addressing two new problems
emerged due to the growing volume and complexity of
data. First, it is often the case that the frequency of pat-
terns is distributed in a power-law fashion (Wang et al.,
2014; Xie et al., 2015) where a handful of patterns occur
very frequently whereas most patterns are of low frequency
(Figure 1 shows an example). Existing LVMs lack capabil-
ity to capture infrequent patterns, which is possibly due to
the design of LVMs’ objective function used for training.
For example, a maximum likelihood estimator would re-
ward itself by modeling the frequent patterns well as they
are the major contributors of the likelihood function. On
the other hand, infrequent patterns contribute much less to
the likelihood, thereby it is not very rewarding to model
them well and LVMs tend to ignore them. Infrequent pat-
terns often carry valuable information, thus should not be
ignored. For instance, in a topic modeling based recom-
mendation system, an infrequent topic (pattern) like los-
ing weight is more likely to improve the click-through rate
than a frequent topic like politics. Second, the number of
componentsK strikes a tradeoff between model size (com-
plexity) and modeling power. For a small K, the model is
not expressive enough to sufficiently capture the complex
patterns behind data; for a large K, the model would be
of large size and complexity, incurring high computational
overhead. How to reduce model size while preserving mod-
eling power is a challenging issue.

To cope with the two problems, several studies (Zou &
Adams, 2012; Xie et al., 2015; Xie, 2015) propose a “diver-



Abstract  

A number of existing works have focused on the 
problem of malicious following activity detection 
in microblog services. However, most of them 
make the assumption that the spamming following 
relationships are either from fraudulent accounts or 
compromised legitimate users. They therefore de-
veloped detection methodologies based on the fea-
tures derived from this assumption. Recently, a 
new type of malicious crowdturfing following re-
lationship is provided by the follower market, 
called voluntary following. Followers who provide 
voluntary following services (or named volowers) 
are normal users who are willing to trade their fol-
lowing activities for profit. Since most of their be-
haviors follow normal patterns, it is difficult for ex-
isting methods to detect volowers and their corre-
sponding customers.  In this work, we try to solve 
the voluntary following problem through a newly 
proposed detection method named DetectVC. This 
method incorporates both structure information in 
user following behavior graphs and prior know-
ledge collected from follower markets. Experi-
mental results on large scale practical microblog 
data set show that DetectVC is able to detect vo-
lowers and their customers simultaneously and it 
also significantly outperforms existing solutions. 

1 Introduction 
The microblogging services such as Twitter and Weibo al-
low users to follow accounts in which they are interested, 
and then receive status updates shared by these accounts. In 
the following relationship, the one who follows others is 
usually called a follower while the one who is followed is 
called a followee.  

With the continuing popularity of the microblog, the 
number of followers becomes an important metric of the 
influence and reputation of a person’s or a business entity’s 
account [Cha et al., 2010]. Some users want to gain more 
social attention by attracting more followers. Companies 
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also hope to gain more fans to promote their products or 
services, enlarge their business networks or increase brand 
awareness [Stringhini et al., 2013; Aggarwal et al., 2014]. 

Usually, microblog users enlarge their follower popula-
tions by creating/forwarding interesting contents or estab-
lishing close online relationships with other users. However, 
for some users, this kind of legitimate efforts cannot meet 
their needs and they turn to the follower market [Stringhini 
et al., 2012] to get some undeserved followers. These mi-
croblog users who have bought traded followers from fol-
lower market to follow them are called customers 
[Stringhini et al., 2013]. The abnormal following activities 
provided by the follower market impose a great threat to 
Microblogging services, which disrupt fair following mech-
anisms and help customers to gain excessive reputation or 
influence. Malicious entities can also spread malwares 
and/or perform other spamming activities if they get a large 
number of followers through the follower market [Wang 
and Konolige, 2013]. 

Previous works have suggested that the underground fol-
lower market mainly provides follower populations in the 
forms of: i) fraudulent accounts (i.e., fake accounts or Sybils) 
[Almaatouq et al., 2014; Motoyama et al., 2011], which are 
usually created and manipulated by market operators for 
conducting spamming activities; ii) compromised accounts 
owned by legitimate users whose credentials have been sto-
len by spammers [Stringhini et al., 2012; Egele et al., 2013] 
to conduct spamming activities against their will. 

Besides these two types of followers, in this paper we fo-
cus on the rise of a new type of malicious following activi-
ties oriented from normal users who are willing to join the 
follower market and get rewards by following customers. To 
our best knowledge, we found no previous works on this 
kind of malicious following activities and therefore name it 
as “voluntary following” relationship. We also call the cor-
responding users the voluntary followers (or volowers) due 
to their personal willingness to trade the following relation-
ship for profit. In most cases, volowers’ activities are nor-
mal, and the only difference between volowers and legiti-
mate users is their abnormal following activities which do 
not always happen. In voluntary following activities, cus-
tomers pay to get tradable followers; market operators take 
charge of management; and voluntary followers answer 
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Abstract

The performance of a recommendation system re-
lies heavily on the feedback of users. Most of the
traditional recommendation algorithms based only
on historical ratings will encounter several diffi-
culties given the problem of data sparsity. Users’
feedback usually contains rich textual reviews in
addition to numerical ratings. In this paper, we
exploit textual review information, as well as rat-
ings, to model user preferences and item features
in a shared topic space and subsequently introduce
them into a matrix factorization model for recom-
mendation. To this end, the data sparsity problem
is alleviated and good interpretability of the recom-
mendation results is gained. Another contribution
of this work is that we model the item feature distri-
butions with rating-boosted reviews which combine
textual reviews with user sentiments.
Experimental results on 26 real-world datasets
from Amazon demonstrate that our approach sig-
nificantly improves the rating prediction accu-
racy compared with various state-of-the-art models,
such as LFM, HFT, CTR and RMR models. And
much higher improvement is achieved for users
who have few ratings, which verifies the effec-
tiveness of the proposed approach for sparse data.
Moreover, our method also benefits much from re-
views on top-N recommendation tasks.

1 Introduction

The core of a recommendation system is a personalized al-
gorithm for identifying the preference of users based on their
feedback towards items [Bao and Zhang, 2014]. Such feed-
back often consists of a numerical rating score (e.g., from 1
to 5 stars) attached to a textual review.

There has been significant work focusing on the proper
modelling of user preferences and item features for recom-
mendations based on ratings. Despite their success, there
are still two key challenges affecting the recommendation
performance of them. First, these preferences and features

⇤Corresponding author

are difficult to be interpreted because of the neglect of tex-
tual reviews, whose very purpose is for users to explain why
they rated an item the way they did [McAuley and Leskovec,
2013]. Second, these algorithms fail to make recommenda-
tions for users or items with few ratings because their prefer-
ences or features determined from limited information (e.g.,
two or three ratings) could be unreliable.

Generally, a numeric rating tells us whether a user likes
or dislikes an item, the review associated with the rating,
however, is capable of explaining the underlying reason. We
ought to rely on reviews to understand better how users rate
items. What’s more, we can also get an idea of the user’s
concerns and the item’s features from even a single review.

Differing from traditional algorithms based on ratings
alone, we make recommendations by linking the ratings with
the rich information obtained from textual reviews. Specif-
ically, we propose a rating-boosted method to combine fea-
tures discussed in the review with the sentiment orientation
of the user who posted it. Based on the rating-boosted re-
views, we determine item recommendability distributions and
user preference distributions in topic dimensions. We then in-
troduce these distributions into a matrix factorization model
for recommendation. It is noteworthy that we learn the rec-
ommendability distributions of items and preference distribu-
tions of users both in the same topic space, where each di-
mension is a set of real features of items, which brings good
interpretability to the parameters.

Our work primarily consists of the following parts: 1)
we propose a rating-boosted method for combining textual
reviews with users’ sentiment orientations; 2) we learn the
recommendability distributions of items, preference distribu-
tions of users, and latent rating factors in a shared topic space,
which yields us good interpretability; 3) we propose a rating
prediction framework that exploits ratings and reviews simul-
taneously. Experimental results show that our approach can
improve prediction accuracy greatly compared with various
state-of-the-art methods (e.g., LFM, RMR and HFT). It is es-
pecially effective for users or items with few ratings; and 4)
by linking ratings and reviews we achieve great success on
top-N recommendation task, which verifies the effectiveness
of our model for user preferences and item features again.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We first re-
view various related work in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we
detail our rating-boosted approach for identifying user pref-
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Abstract
Large-scale customer service call records include
lots of valuable information for business intelli-
gence. However, the analysis of those records has
not utilized in the big data era before. There are
two fundamental problems before mining and anal-
yses: 1) The telephone conversation is mixed with
words of agents and users which have to be recog-
nized before analysis; 2) The speakers in conversa-
tion are not in a pre-defined set. These problems are
new challenges which have not been well studied
in the previous work. In this paper, we propose a
four-phase framework for role labeling in real cus-
tomer service telephone conversation, with the ben-
efit of integrating multi-modality features, i.e., both
low-level acoustic features and semantic-level tex-
tual features. Firstly, we conduct �Bayesian Infor-
mation Criterion (�BIC) based speaker diarization
to get two segments clusters from an audio stream.
Secondly, the segments are transferred into text
in an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) phase
with a deep learning model DNN-HMM. Thirdly,
by integrating acoustic and textual features, dialog
level role labeling is proposed to map the two clus-
ters into the agent and the user. Finally, sentence
level role correction is designed in order to label
results correctly in a fine-grained notion, which re-
duces the errors made in previous phases. The pro-
posed framework is tested on two real datasets: mo-
bile and bank customer service calls datasets. The
precision of dialog level labeling is over 99.0%. On
the sentence level, the accuracy of labeling reaches
90.4%, greatly outperforming traditional acoustic
features based method which achieves only 78.5%
in accuracy.

1 Introduction
Call center plays an important role in customer service of
many kinds of companies, such as retailer, bank, mobile ser-
vice and e-commence. There are some self-service platforms,
but currently the quality of automatic processing is not able
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to meet users’ complex requirements. In these cases, users
still prefer to give a call to the customer service call center
for help.

Customer service calls include many valuable information.
We can get the hot topics, the problems about products and
other information that customers are concerned about, and
they are helpful for improving product quality. On the other
hand, call center service satisfaction can be evaluated accord-
ing to the conversation content. As far as we know, the analy-
sis in customer service is based on human analysis with sam-
pling. However, it is possible to conduct the analyses in an
automatical way in the big data era.

Role recognition is a fundamental work of such automatic
analysis. While there are still two problems in telephone con-
versation role recognition: 1) A telephone call is a continuous
audio stream which records the mixed information conveyed
by users and agents. Therefore, roles have to be separated in
conversations. 2) Unlike previous speaker recognition stud-
ies, the speakers in this study are not in a pre-defined set. We
do not know who will call customer service for help and there
may be thousands of agents online to answer the calls. Before
analyzing the customer service calls, the two problems have
to be addressed to get satisfactory role labeling results.

In this paper, we propose a four-phase framework for role
labeling in practical customer service telephone conversation
based on acoustic and textual features. Different from most
of the previous work which conducted speaker recognition
only with acoustic features, we tried to integrate low level
acoustic features with high level textual features. Moreover,
we designed a text-based post-processing with the help of se-
mantic information in the conversation to reduce the errors
accumulated in previous phases. The results indicate that our
framework performs better than the single modality work.

We applied this model to two actual customer service tele-
phone conversation role labelings, a mobile service and a
bank dialog datasets. The precision of clusters and roles map-
ping in both datasets in dialog level is over 99.0%. Compared
with only using acoustic features, the accuracy of sentence
level labeling achieved 90.4%. which increased by 11.9%.

The main contributions of the work are:
• We propose a uniformed role labeling framework which

utilizes both low level acoustic features and high level
text based features. Most of the previous work only con-
centrated on making use of acoustic features.
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Abstract

Exploring crowd dynamics is essential in under-
standing crowd scenes, which still remains as a
challenging task due to the nonlinear character-
istics and coherent spatio-temporal motion pat-
terns in crowd behaviors. To address these issues,
we present a Coherent Long Short Term Memory
(cLSTM) network to capture the nonlinear crowd
dynamics by learning an informative representa-
tion of crowd motions, which facilitates the criti-
cal tasks in crowd scene analysis. By describing
the crowd motion patterns with a cloud of keypoint
tracklets, we explore the nonlinear crowd dynam-
ics embedded in the tracklets with a stacked LSTM
model, which is further improved to capture the col-
lective properties by introducing a coherent regu-
larization term; and finally, we adopt an unsuper-
vised encoder-decoder framework to learn a hidden
feature for each input tracklet that embeds its inher-
ent dynamics. With the learnt features properly har-
nessed, crowd scene understanding is conducted ef-
fectively in predicting the future paths of agents, es-
timating group states, and classifying crowd events.
Extensive experiments on hundreds of public crowd
videos demonstrate that our method is state-of-the-
art performance by exploring the coherent spatio-
temporal structures in crowd behaviors.

1 Introduction
Understanding collective behaviors in crowd scenes has a
wide range of applications in video surveillance and crowd
management [Sulman et al., 2008], especially in present era
with recurrent and tragic accidents in populous and diverse
human activities. However, a crowd is more than sum of in-
dividuals, thus making the vision-related tasks disproportion-
ately difficult along with the crowd scales. The past decade
has witnessed a significant progress in crowd scene analy-
sis in learning global motion patterns [Mehran et al., 2010;
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Wu et al., 2010], modeling local spatio-temporal varia-
tions [Kratz and Nishino, 2012; Su et al., 2013], analyz-
ing interactions among individuals [Mehran et al., 2009],
profiling group behaviors [Zhou et al., 2011; 2012b], and
detecting abnormal crowd behaviors [Solmaz et al., 2012;
Mahadevan et al., 2010; Li et al., 2014]. Recently, Li et
al. [2015] gave a comprehensive review on the state-of-the-
art techniques on crowd scene understanding.

Although various methods have been developed, there is
still no publicly accepted framework in understanding the
crowd scenes, especially when extreme clutters or severe
occlusions occur. One of the essential challenges is that
crowd spatio-temporal behavior patterns behave abundantly
nonlinear dynamics, such as limit cycles, quasi-period and
even chaos. This non-linear interaction between individu-
als always result in various complex, spatio-temporal motion
patterns, e.g., the oscillations of the pedestrian flow at bot-
tlenecks [Helbing and Johansson, 2009]. The popular lin-
ear dynamic systems in crowd modeling [Lin et al., 2009;
Shao et al., 2014] may fail to capture the nonlinear character-
istics. Although the nonlinear characteristics of crowd mo-
tions investigated in crowd simulation [Massink et al., 2011],
few attempts are made in the vision-based crowd motion anal-
ysis.

Another challenge in crowd behavior analysis is the col-
lective effect (or coherent motion) [Zhou et al., 2012a; 2014],
e.g., pedestrians in crowds tend to form coherent groups
by aligning with other neighbors. Different from the indi-
vidual motion phenomena, there widely exist various self-
organized spatio-temporal patterns even without externally
planned or organized, which has been well explained with
social force assumption [Helbing and Johansson, 2009]. In
this case, methods that do not leverage the coherent char-
acteristics may hinder the capabilities in capturing the in-
herent crowd dynamics. For instance, crowd features learnt
from a multi-task deep architecture [Shao et al., 2015], al-
though more effective than the handcrafted features, suffer
from the lack of considering the essential non-linear tem-
poral correlations and coherent motions in crowd behav-
ior analysis. More recently, coherent motions in crowd
scenes are detected with a thermal energy field such that pre-
defined activities are effectively recognized [Lin et al., 2016;
Wang et al., 2014]. However, it still fails to explore the non-
linear crowd dynamics which hinders the performance for
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Abstract
Knowledge graph embedding aims at offering a
numerical knowledge representation paradigm by
transforming the entities and relations into con-
tinuous vector space. However, existing methods
could not characterize the knowledge graph in a
fine degree to make a precise link prediction. There
are two reasons for this issue: being an ill-posed
algebraic system and adopting an overstrict geo-
metric form. As precise link prediction is criti-
cal for knowledge graph embedding, we propose a
manifold-based embedding principle (ManifoldE)
which could be treated as a well-posed algebraic
system that expands point-wise modeling in current
models to manifold-wise modeling. Extensive ex-
periments show that the proposed models achieve
substantial improvements against the state-of-the-
art baselines, particularly for the precise prediction
task, and yet maintain high efficiency.

1 Introduction
Knowledge is critical to artificial intelligence, and the embed-
ded representation of knowledge offers an efficient basis of
computing over symbolic knowledge facts. More specifically,
knowledge graph embedding projects entities and relations
into a continuous high-dimension vector space by optimiz-
ing well-defined objective functions. A variety of methods
have been proposed for this task, including TransE [Bordes et
al., 2013], PTransE [Lin et al., 2015a] and KG2E [He et al.,
2015].

A fact of knowledge graph is usually represented by a triple
(h, r, t), where h, r, t indicate the head entity, the relation and
the tail entity, respectively. The goal of knowledge graph em-
bedding is to obtain the vectorial representations of triples,
i.e., (h, r, t), with some well-defined objective functions. As
a key branch of embedding methods, translation-based meth-
ods, such as TransE [Bordes et al., 2013], PTransE [Lin et
al., 2015a] and KG2E [He et al., 2015], treat the triple as
a relation-specific translation from the head entity to the tail
entity, or formally as h+ r = t.

Despite the success of previous methods, none of previ-
ous studies has addressed the issue of precise link prediction,

which finds the exact entity given another entity and the rela-
tion. For a specific query fact, most existing methods would
extract a few candidate entities that may contain correct an-
swers, but there is no mechanism to ensure that the correct
answers rank ahead the candidate list.

Generally speaking, precise link prediction would im-
prove the feasibility of knowledge completion, the effective-
ness of knowledge reasoning, and the performance of many
knowledge-related tasks. Taking knowledge completion as
example, when we want to know about the birth place of Mar-
tin R.R., what we expect is the exact answer “U.S.”, while a
few other candidates do not make any sense.

The issue of precise link prediction is caused by two rea-
sons: the ill-posed algebraic system and the over-strict geo-
metric form. First, from the algebraic perspective, each fact
can be treated as an equation of hr + r = tr1 if following
the translation-based principle, embedding could be treated
as a solution to the equation group. In current embedding
methods, the number of equations is more than that of free
variables, which is called an ill-posed algebraic problem as
defined in [Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1978]. More specifically,
hr + r = tr indicates d equations as hi + ri = ti where d is
the dimension of embedding vector and i denotes each di-
mension. Therefore, there are T ⇤ d equations where T is the
number of facts, while the number of variables are (E+R)⇤d,
where E,R are the number of entities and relations, respec-
tively. As is the case that triples are much more than the sum
of entities and relations, the number of variables are much
less than the number of equations, which is typically an ill-
posed algebraic system. Mathematically, an ill-posed alge-
braic system would commonly make the solutions imprecise
and unstable. In this paper, we propose to address this issue
by replacing the translation-based principle hr + r = tr by a
manifold-based principle M(h, r, t) = D2

r

where M is the
manifold function. With the manifold-based principle, our
model can make a nearly well-posed algebraic system by tak-
ing d � T

E+R

so that the number of equations (T ) is no more
than that of the free parameters ((E +R) ⇤ d).

Second, from the geometric perspective, the position of the
golden facts in existing methods is almost one point, which is
too strict for all relations and is more insufficient for complex

1More generally speaking, hr and tr are embedding vectors pro-
jected w.r.t the relation space, and r is the relation embedding vector.
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Abstract
Standard subspace algorithms learn Linear Dynam-
ical Systems (LDSs) from time series with the
least-square method, where the stability of the sys-
tem is not naturally guaranteed. In this paper, we
propose a novel approach for learning stable sys-
tems by enforcing stability directly on the least-
square solutions. To this end, we first explore the
spectral-radius property of the least-square transi-
tion matrix and then determine the key compo-
nent that incurs the instability of the transition ma-
trix. By multiplying the unstable component with
a weight matrix on the right side, we obtain a
weighted-least-square transition matrix that is fur-
ther optimized to minimize the reconstruction er-
ror of the state sequence while still maintaining the
stable constraint. Comparative experimental evalu-
ations demonstrate that our proposed methods out-
perform the state-of-the-art methods regarding the
reconstruction accuracy and the learning efficiency.

1 Introduction
Recently, Linear Dynamical Systems (LDSs) have been ap-
plied widely for time series modeling in various disciplines.
They model the spatial appearance of an input sequence by
linearly correlating each observation variable with an un-
derlying state, and then discover dynamical patterns by en-
coding the evolution of the hidden states with an ARMA
model [Doretto et al., 2003]. This simple but flexible
framework has promoted a variety of explorations on en-
hancing the modeling ability of LDSs. For instance, the
works in [Saisan et al., 2001; Chan and Vasconcelos, 2005;
Woolfe and Fitzgibbon, 2006; Vishwanathan et al., 2007]
proposed to define kernel or distance metrics to allow com-
parisons between LDSs; [Ravichandran et al., 2013] ex-
tended the idea of bag-of-features to bag-of-systems for video
analysis; and [Huang et al., 2016] combined sparse cod-
ing with LDS modeling to deliver robust techniques. The
LDS-based models have been successfully applied for various
video tasks including synthesis [Doretto et al., 2003; Siddiqi
et al., 2007], segmentation [Vidal and Ravichandran, 2005;
Chan and Vasconcelos, 2009], classification [Mumtaz et al.,
2015] and abnormal detection [Huang et al., 2016].

An LDS is regarded to be stable if all eigenvalues of the
transition matrix have a magnitude of 1 at most. While stan-
dard methods [Shumway and Stoffer, 1982; Van Overschee
and De Moor, 1994; Doretto et al., 2003] have been pro-
posed to learn the system parameters of a given LDS, none
of them enforced the stability constraint to the dynamics of
the LDS. As verified in both [Siddiqi et al., 2007] and our
experiments, the transition matrix learned from the finite se-
quence may be unstable even if the system is stable. Ignoring
the stable criterion will be harmful in some specific appli-
cations; in sequences simulation, for example, it will cause
significant distortion if an unstable LDS is applied to gener-
ate the synthesized sequence. In addition, many LDS-based
models [Saisan et al., 2001; Ravichandran et al., 2013; Afsari
et al., 2012] take the stable constraint as the mathematically-
indispensable condition in the algorithmic formulation, but
they usually neglect this constraint in real applications.

Standard subspace algorithm [Doretto et al., 2003] learns
transition matrices with the least-square approach. An ideal
way to enforce stability in subspace methods is combining
the least-square objective with the stable constraint to formu-
late a new optimization problem. However, the added con-
straint makes the new problem intractable to solve, as the set
of stable matrices is proved to be non-convex [Siddiqi et al.,
2007]. Several convex approximations of the stable constraint
have been proposed in [Lacy and Bernstein, 2002; 2003;
Siddiqi et al., 2007]. Particularly, LB-1 solved a semi-definite
program (SDP) via bounding the largest singular value of the
transition matrix by 1. Since such constraint may be too con-
servative for guaranteeing stability, a follow-up work by the
same authors in [Lacy and Bernstein, 2003] replaced the Lya-
punov inequalities in LB-1 with new inequalities that were
proved to be equivalent to the stable constraint. As claimed
by the authors in [Siddiqi et al., 2007], the equivalent trans-
formation can help LB-2 to obtain a feasible region close
to the right one; but it can also cause certain distortion in
the objective value. Hence, in [Siddiqi et al., 2007], the au-
thors proposed a Constraint Generation (CG) method, which
solved the Quadratic Program (QP) at each step by incre-
mentally adding constraints to improve stability, and finally
stopped the iteration until a stable solution is obtained. The
CG method was shown to outperform both LB-1 and LB-2 by
the experiments in [Siddiqi et al., 2007].

In this paper, we propose to find a stable solution by di-
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Abstract
Representation learning of knowledge graphs aims
to encode both entities and relations into a contin-
uous low-dimensional vector space. Most existing
methods only concentrate on learning representa-
tions with structured information located in triples,
regardless of the rich information located in hierar-
chical types of entities, which could be collected in
most knowledge graphs. In this paper, we propose
a novel method named Type-embodied Knowledge
Representation Learning (TKRL) to take advan-
tages of hierarchical entity types. We suggest that
entities should have multiple representations in dif-
ferent types. More specifically, we consider hierar-
chical types as projection matrices for entities, with
two type encoders designed to model hierarchical
structures. Meanwhile, type information is also uti-
lized as relation-specific type constraints. We eval-
uate our models on two tasks including knowledge
graph completion and triple classification, and fur-
ther explore the performances on long-tail dataset.
Experimental results show that our models signifi-
cantly outperform all baselines on both tasks, espe-
cially with long-tail distribution. It indicates that
our models are capable of capturing hierarchical
type information which is significant when con-
structing representations of knowledge graphs. The
source code of this paper can be obtained from
https://github.com/thunlp/TKRL.

1 Introduction
Knowledge graphs (KGs) such as Freebase, DBpedia and
YAGO provide effective structured information and have
been crucial in information retrieval and question answer-
ing. A typical KG is usually represented as multi-relational
data with enormous triple facts in the form of (head entity,
relation, tail entity), abridged as (h, r, t).

As KG size increases, KG applications become more chal-
lenging due to data sparsity and computational inefficiency.

⇤Corresponding author: Z. Liu (liuzy@tsinghua.edu.cn)

To address these problems, representation learning (RL),
which aims to project both entities and relations into a con-
tinuous low-dimensional semantic space, is blooming and
widely utilized in knowledge completion, fusion and infer-
ence. It significantly improves the ability of KGs in cogni-
tion and reasoning [Bordes et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2014;
Dong et al., 2014; Neelakantan et al., 2015].

Many methods have been proposed on RL for KGs, among
which the translation-based models are simple and effective
with the state-of-the-art performances. Unfortunately, most
conventional methods merely focus on the structured infor-
mation in triples, paying less attention to the rich information
located in hierarchical types of entities. Fig. 1 shows a triple
instance combined with part of its hierarchical types sampled
from Freebase, in which the solid lines indicate the most sig-
nificant roles that head and tail play in this triple.

( William Shakespeare,  book/author/works_written,  Romeo and Juliet )

music award book TV

artist award_nominee author written_work TV_subject

Figure 1: Example of entity hierarchical types in Freebase.

It is intuitive that entities possessing multiple types should
have various representations in different scenarios. To take
advantages of entity types, we propose a novel and effec-
tive RL method for KGs named Type-embodied Knowledge
Representation Learning (TKRL). In TKRL, we follow the
assumption in TransE [Bordes et al., 2013], considering rela-
tions as translating operations between head and tail. For each
triple (h, r, t), h and t are first projected to their correspond-
ing type spaces in this relation as hrh and trt, according to
the type-specific projection matrices constructed with two hi-
erarchical type encoders. TKRL is then optimized by mini-
mizing the energy function of E(h, r, t) = ||hrh + r� trt||.
Moreover, type information is also considered as type con-
straints in both training and evaluation.

We evaluate the TKRL model on benchmark datasets of
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Abstract
Distributed knowledge representation (KR) en-
codes both entities and relations in a low-
dimensional semantic space, which has signifi-
cantly promoted the performance of relation extrac-
tion and knowledge reasoning. In many knowledge
graphs (KG), some relations indicate attributes of
entities (attributes) and others indicate relations
between entities (relations). Existing KR mod-
els regard all relations equally, and usually suffer
from poor accuracies when modeling one-to-many
and many-to-one relations, mostly composed of at-
tribute. In this paper, we distinguish existing KG-
relations into attributes and relations, and propose
a new KR model with entities, attributes and rela-
tions (KR-EAR). The experiment results show that,
by special modeling of attribute, KR-EAR can sig-
nificantly outperform state-of-the-art KR models in
prediction of entities, attributes and relations. The
source code of this paper can be obtained from
https://github.com/thunlp/KR-EAR.

1 Introduction
People build large-scale knowledge graphs (KG), such as

Freebase, DBpedia and YAGO, to store complex structured
information about the facts of the real world. The facts in
KGs are usually organized in the form of triplets, e.g., (Wash-
ington, CapitalOf, USA). KGs have been widely adopted
in various applications such as question answering and Web
search.

Existing KGs have already included thousands of relation
types, millions of entities and billions of triplets. Neverthe-
less these KGs remain far from complete as compared to the
amount of real-world facts. In order to further expand KGs,
many researches have been devoted to automated fact explo-
ration.

Recently, neural-based representation learning (RL) meth-
ods are proposed to encode the semantics of both entities
and relations in low-dimensional semantic space (i.e., embed-
dings), which can be further employed to discover novel facts.
As a simple and effective neural-based RL model, TransE

⇤Corresponding author: Zhiyuan Liu (liuzy@tsinghua.edu.cn).

[Bordes et al., 2013] learns low-dimensional vectors for both
entities and relations, and regards the relation in a triplet as a
translation between the embeddings of the two entities, that
is, h+ r ⇡ t when the triple (h, r, t) holds. TransE achieves
amazing performance for knowledge graph completion and
relation extraction from text [Bordes et al., 2013].

However, TransE encounters issues when modeling one-
to-many and many-to-one relations. From many KGs we
observe that, some relations indicate attributes of entities
(the tail entity is usually abstraction, such as Gender and
Profession), and others indicate relations between enti-
ties (the head and tail entities are both real world objects).
Hence, existing KG-relations can be divided into attributes
and relations.

Table 1: The relationships between some typical attributes
and relations and their corresponding mapping properties.

Relation Type Relation Et Eh

Attributes

nationality 1.05 1,551.90
gender 1.00 637,333.33

ethnicity 1.12 41.52
religion 1.09 107.40

Relations

parents 1.58 1.67
capital 1.29 1.42
author 1.02 2.17

founder 1.37 1.31

In Table 1, we list some typical attributes and relations with
their information including name, Eh, Et (For each relation
or attribute, we compute two statistics, the expectation num-
ber of tail entities per head entity and the expectation number
of head entities per tail entity, denoted as Et and Eh respec-
tively). As demonstrated in the table, attributes are the pri-
mary source of one-to-many and many-to-one relations. For
example, in the attribute Gender, the attribute property Male
is regarded as an entity, which is connected with millions of
human entities. For these relations, TransE and its exten-
sions like TransH [Wang et al., 2014b] and TransR [Lin et
al., 2015b] cannot sufficiently build translation between enti-
ties and their attribute properties.

Evidently, attributes and relations exhibit rather distinct
characteristics: (1) For relations, both head and tail entities
are usually from a large entity set. Each entity only builds a
specific relation with a limited number of entities. (2) For at-
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Abstract
DeepWalk is a typical representation learning
method that learns low-dimensional representa-
tions for vertices in social networks. Similar to
other network representation learning (NRL) mod-
els, it encodes the network structure into vertex
representations and is learnt in unsupervised form.
However, the learnt representations usually lack the
ability of discrimination when applied to machine
learning tasks, such as vertex classification. In this
paper, we overcome this challenge by proposing a
novel semi-supervised model, max-margin Deep-
Walk (MMDW). MMDW is a unified NRL frame-
work that jointly optimizes the max-margin clas-
sifier and the aimed social representation learning
model. Influenced by the max-margin classifier,
the learnt representations not only contain the net-
work structure, but also have the characteristic of
discrimination. The visualizations of learnt rep-
resentations indicate that our model is more dis-
criminative than unsupervised ones, and the ex-
perimental results on vertex classification demon-
strate that our method achieves a significant im-
provement than other state-of-the-art methods. The
source code can be obtained from https://github.
com/thunlp/MMDW.

1 1 Introduction
Network representation plays a critical role in the area of net-
work analysis. An effective network representation is helpful
to many network analysis tasks, such as vertex classification,
clustering and link prediction. As a basic component in net-
work, every vertex is typically represented as a discrete sym-
bol, which is called one-hot representation. Due to its sim-
plicity, such representation method has been widely adopted
for network analysis. However, one-hot representation usu-

⇤Indicates equal contribution
†Corresponding Author: Zhiyuan Liu (liuzy@tsinghua.edu.cn)

ally suffers from the sparsity issue and does not fully consider
relatedness between vertices.

Classification 
BoundaryMax-margin classifier

DeepWalk as Matrix Factorization

M XT
Y

Support Vectors

Biased Gradient

Figure 1: An illustration of Max-Margin DeepWalk.

Motivated by the ideology of distributed representation
learning in recent years, network representation learning
(NRL) is proposed to address these issues. NRL aims to learn
a real-valued vector for each vertex to reflect its network in-
formation. The learnt vectors are capable of various network
analysis tasks, such as vertex classification and link predic-
tion. The relatedness between vertices can also be achieved
on the basis of real-valued vectors.

There have been a number of NRL models proposed in
recent years, such as DeepWalk [Perozzi et al., 2014] and
LINE [Tang et al., 2015]. [Perozzi et al., 2014] proposed
an online NRL model, DeepWalk, that learns vertex repre-
sentations based on local network information. It conducts
random walks to obtain vertex sequences. With a mass of
sequences, DeepWalk employs Skip-Gram [Mikolov et al.,
2013a], an efficient word representation learning model, to
learn vertex representations by treating vertex sequences as
word sentences. This straightforward analogy between words
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Abstract
The attentional mechanism has proven to be ef-
fective in improving end-to-end neural machine
translation. However, due to the intricate struc-
tural divergence between natural languages, unidi-
rectional attention-based models might only cap-
ture partial aspects of attentional regularities. We
propose agreement-based joint training for bidirec-
tional attention-based end-to-end neural machine
translation. Instead of training source-to-target and
target-to-source translation models independently,
our approach encourages the two complementary
models to agree on word alignment matrices on
the same training data. Experiments on Chinese-
English and English-French translation tasks show
that agreement-based joint training significantly
improves both alignment and translation quality
over independent training.

1 Introduction
End-to-end neural machine translation (NMT) is a newly pro-
posed paradigm for machine translation [Kalchbrenner and
Blunsom, 2013; Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014;
Bahdanau et al., 2015]. Without explicitly modeling latent
structures that are vital for conventional statistical machine
translation (SMT) [Brown et al., 1993; Koehn et al., 2003;
Chiang, 2005], NMT builds on an encoder-decoder frame-
work: the encoder transforms a source-language sentence
into a continuous-space representation, from which the de-
coder generates a target-language sentence.

While early NMT models encode a source sentence as a
fixed-length vector, Bahadanau et al. [2015] advocate the
use of attention in NMT. They indicate that only parts of
the source sentence have an effect on the target word be-
ing generated. In addition, the relevant parts often vary
with different target words. Such an attentional mechanism
has proven to be an effective technique in text generation
tasks such as machine translation [Bahdanau et al., 2015;

⇤Yang Liu is the corresponding author: liuyang2011@ tsinghua.
edu.cn.

Luong et al., 2015b] and image caption generation [Xu et al.,
2015].

However, due to the structural divergence between natural
languages, modeling the correspondence between words in
two languages still remains a major challenge for NMT, espe-
cially for distantly-related languages. For example, Luong et
al. [2015b] report that attention-based NMT lags behind the
Berkeley aligner [Liang et al., 2006] in terms of alignment
error rate (AER) on the English-German data. One possible
reason is that unidirectional attention-based NMT can only
capture partial aspects of attentional regularities due to the
non-isomorphism of natural languages.

In this work, we propose to introduce agreement-based
learning [Liang et al., 2006; 2007] into attention-based neural
machine translation. The basic idea is to encourage source-
to-target and target-to-source translation models to agree on
word alignment on the same training data. This can be done
by defining a new training objective that combines likelihoods
in two directions as well as an agreement term that mea-
sures the consensus between word alignment matrices in two
directions. Experiments on Chinese-English and English-
French datasets show that our approach is capable of better
accounting for attentional regularities and significantly im-
proves alignment and translation quality over independent
training.

2 Background
Given a source-language sentence x = x1, . . . ,xm, . . . ,xM

that contains M words and a target-language sentence y =
y1, . . . ,yn, . . . ,yN that contains N words, end-to-end neu-
ral machine translation directly models the translation proba-
bility as a single, large neural network:

P (y|x;✓) =
NY

n=1

P (yn|x,y<n;✓) (1)

where ✓ is a set of model parameters and y<n =
y1, . . . ,yn�1 is a partial translation.

The encoder-decoder framework [Kalchbrenner and Blun-
som, 2013; Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2015] usually uses a recurrent neural network (RNN)
to encode the source sentence into a sequence of hidden states
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Abstract
We study the extent to which online social net-
works can be connected to knowledge bases. The
problem is referred to as learning social knowl-

edge graphs. We propose a multi-modal Bayesian
embedding model, GenVector, to learn latent top-
ics that generate word embeddings and network
embeddings simultaneously. GenVector leverages
large-scale unlabeled data with embeddings and
represents data of two modalities—i.e., social net-
work users and knowledge concepts—in a shared
latent topic space. Experiments on three datasets
show that the proposed method clearly outper-
forms state-of-the-art methods. We then deploy the
method on AMiner, an online academic search sys-
tem to connect with a network of 38,049,189 re-
searchers with a knowledge base with 35,415,011
concepts. Our method significantly decreases the
error rate of learning social knowledge graphs in
an online A/B test with live users.

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of online social networks, un-
derstanding user behaviors and network dynamics becomes
an important yet challenging issue for social network min-
ing. Quite a few research works have been conducted towards
dealing with this problem. For instance, Want et al. [2014]
developed an approach to infer topic-based diffusion net-
works by considering different cascaded processes. Han and
Tang [2015] proposed a probabilistic framework to model so-
cial links, communities, user attributes, roles and behaviors
in a unified manner. Sudhof et al. [2014] developed a theory
of conditional dependencies between human emotional states
and implemented the theory using conditional random fields
(CRFs). However, all the aforementioned works do not con-
sider linking social contents to a universal knowledge bases,
and thus the mining results can only be applied to a specific
social network. Tang et al. [2013] proposed the SOCINST
model to extract entity information by incorporating both so-
cial context and domain knowledge. However, users are not
directly linked to knowledge bases, which limits deeper user
understanding.

To bridge the gap between social networks and knowl-
edge bases, we formalize a novel problem of learning social
knowledge graphs. More specifically, given a social network,
a knowledge base, and text posted by users on social net-
works, we aim to link each social network user to a given
number of knowledge concepts. For example, in an aca-
demic social network, the problem can be defined as link-
ing each researcher to a number of knowledge concepts in
Wikipedia to reflect the research interests. Learning social
knowledge graphs has potential applications in user mod-
eling, recommendation, and knowledge-based search [Sig-
urbjörnsson and Van Zwol, 2008; Kasneci et al., 2008;
Tang et al., 2008].

Multi-modal topic models, such as author-topic models
[Rosen-Zvi et al., 2004] and Corr-LDA [Blei and Jordan,
2003], can be extended to model the two modalities—i.e.,
social network users and knowledge concepts—in our prob-
lem. However, topic models are usually trained on text,
and it is difficult to leverage information in knowledge bases
and the structure of social networks. Recent advances in
embeddings [Mikolov et al., 2013; Bordes et al., 2013;
Perozzi et al., 2014] proposed to learn embeddings for words,
knowledge concepts, and nodes in networks, which captures
continuous semantics from unlabeled data. However, these
embedding techniques do not model multi-modal correlation
and thus cannot be directly applied to multi-modal settings.

We propose GenVector, a multi-modal Bayesian embed-
ding model, to learn social knowledge graphs. GenVector
uses latent discrete topic variables to generate continuous
word embeddings and network-based user embeddings. The
model combines the advantages of topic models and word
embeddings, and is able to model multi-modal data and con-
tinuous semantics. We present an effective learning algorithm
to iteratively update the latent topics and the embeddings.

We collect three datasets for evaluation. Experiments show
that GenVector clearly outperforms state-of-the-art methods.
We also deploy GenVector into an online academic search
system to connect a network of 38,049,189 researchers with
a knowledge base with 35,415,011 concepts. We carefully
design an online A/B test to compare the proposed model
with the original algorithm of the system. Results show that
GenVector significantly decreases the error rate by 67%. Our
main contributions are as follows:

• We formalize the problem of learning social knowledge
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Abstract

We propose two stochastic gradient MCMC methods for sampling from Bayesian
posterior distributions defined on Riemann manifolds with a known geodesic flow,
e.g. hyperspheres. Our methods are the first scalable sampling methods on these
manifolds, with the aid of stochastic gradients. Novel dynamics are conceived
and 2nd-order integrators are developed. By adopting embedding techniques and
the geodesic integrator, the methods do not require a global coordinate system of
the manifold and do not involve inner iterations. Synthetic experiments show the
validity of the method, and its application to the challenging inference for spherical
topic models indicate practical usability and efficiency.

1 Introduction

Dynamics-based Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods (D-MCMCs) are sampling methods using
dynamics simulation for state transition in a Markov chain. They have become a workhorse for
Bayesian inference, with well-known examples like Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) [22] and
stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (SGLD) [29]. Here we consider variants for sampling from
distributions defined on Riemann manifolds. Overall, geodesic Monte Carlo (GMC) [7] stands out
for its notable performance on manifolds with known geodesic flow, such as simplex, hypersphere
and Stiefel manifold [26, 16]. Its applicability to manifolds with no global coordinate systems (e.g.
hyperspheres) is enabled by the embedding technique, and its geodesic integrator eliminates inner
(within one step in dynamics simulation) iteration to ensure efficiency. It is also used for efficient
sampling from constraint distributions [17]. Constrained HMC (CHMC) [6] aims at manifolds defined
by a constraint in some Rn. It covers all common manifolds, but inner iteration makes it less appealing.
Other D-MCMCs involving Riemann manifold, e.g. Riemann manifold Langevin dynamics (RMLD)
and Riemann manifold HMC (RMHMC) [13], are invented for better performance but still on the task
of sampling in Euclidean space, where the target variable is treated as the global coordinates of some
distribution manifold. Although they can be used to sample in non-Euclidean Riemann manifolds by
replacing the distribution manifold with the target manifold, a global coordinate system of the target
manifold is required. Moreover, RMHMC suffers from expensive inner iteration.

However, GMC scales undesirably to large datasets, which are becoming common. An effective
strategy to scale up D-MCMCs is by randomly sampling a subset to estimate a noisy but unbiased
stochastic gradient, with stochastic gradient MCMC methods (SG-MCMCs). Welling et al. [29]
pioneered in this direction by developing stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (SGLD). Chen
et al. [9] apply the idea to HMC with stochastic gradient HMC (SGHMC), where a non-trivial
dynamics with friction has to be conceived. Ding et at. [10] propose stochastic gradient Nosé-Hoover
thermostats (SGNHT) to automatically adapt the friction to the noise by a thermostats. To unify
dynamics used for SG-MCMCs, Ma et al. [19] develop a complete recipe to formulate the dynamics.

∗JZ is the corresponding author; YS is with Department of Computer Science, Stanford University, CA.
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Abstract

We propose a vector-valued regression problem whose solution is equivalent to the
reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) embedding of the Bayesian posterior
distribution. This equivalence provides a new understanding of kernel Bayesian
inference. Moreover, the optimization problem induces a new regularization for the
posterior embedding estimator, which is faster and has comparable performance
to the squared regularization in kernel Bayes’ rule. This regularization coincides
with a former thresholding approach used in kernel POMDPs whose consistency
remains to be established. Our theoretical work solves this open problem and
provides consistency analysis in regression settings. Based on our optimizational
formulation, we propose a flexible Bayesian posterior regularization framework
which for the first time enables us to put regularization at the distribution level.
We apply this method to nonparametric state-space filtering tasks with extremely
nonlinear dynamics and show performance gains over all other baselines.

1 Introduction

Kernel methods have long been effective in generalizing linear statistical approaches to nonlinear
cases by embedding a sample to the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) [1]. In recent years,
the idea has been generalized to embedding probability distributions [2, 3]. Such embeddings of
probability measures are usually called kernel embeddings (a.k.a. kernel means). Moreover, [4, 5, 6]
show that statistical operations of distributions can be realized in RKHS by manipulating kernel
embeddings via linear operators. This approach has been applied to various statistical inference and
learning problems, including training hidden Markov models (HMM) [7], belief propagation (BP)
in tree graphical models [8], planning Markov decision processes (MDP) [9] and partially observed
Markov decision processes (POMDP) [10].

One of the key workhorses in the above applications is the kernel Bayes’ rule [5], which establishes
the relation among the RKHS representations of the priors, likelihood functions and posterior
distributions. Despite empirical success, the characterization of kernel Bayes’ rule remains largely
incomplete. For example, it is unclear how the estimators of the posterior distribution embeddings
relate to optimizers of some loss functions, though the vanilla Bayes’ rule has a nice connection [11].
This makes generalizing the results especially difficult and hinters the intuitive understanding of
kernel Bayes’ rule.

To alleviate this weakness, we propose a vector-valued regression [12] problem whose optimizer
is the posterior distribution embedding. This new formulation is inspired by the progress in two
fields: 1) the alternative characterization of conditional embeddings as regressors [13], and 2) the

∗Corresponding author.
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Abstract

Maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) has been successfully applied to learn deep
generative models for characterizing a joint distribution of variables via kernel
mean embedding. In this paper, we present conditional generative moment-
matching networks (CGMMN), which learn a conditional distribution given some
input variables based on a conditional maximum mean discrepancy (CMMD) cri-
terion. The learning is performed by stochastic gradient descent with the gradi-
ent calculated by back-propagation. We evaluate CGMMN on a wide range of
tasks, including predictive modeling, contextual generation, and Bayesian dark
knowledge, which distills knowledge from a Bayesian model by learning a rela-
tively small CGMMN student network. Our results demonstrate competitive per-
formance in all the tasks.

1 Introduction

Deep generative models (DGMs) characterize the distribution of observations with a multilayered
structure of hidden variables under nonlinear transformations. Among various deep learning meth-
ods, DGMs are natural choice for those tasks that require probabilistic reasoning and uncertainty
estimation, such as image generation [1], multimodal learning [30], and missing data imputation.
Recently, the predictive power, which was often shown inferior to pure recognition networks (e.g.,
deep convolutional networks), has also been significantly improved by employing the discriminative
max-margin learning [18].

For the arguably more challenging unsupervised learning, [5] presents a generative adversarial net-
work (GAN), which adopts a game-theoretical min-max optimization formalism. GAN has been
extended with success in various tasks [21, 1]. However, the min-max formalism is often hard to
solve. The recent work [19, 3] presents generative moment matching networks (GMMN), which has
a simpler objective function than GAN while retaining the advantages of deep learning. GMMN de-
fines a generative model by sampling from some simple distribution (e.g., uniform) followed through
a parametric deep network. To learn the parameters, GMMN adopts maximum mean discrepancy
(MMD) [7], a moment matching criterion where kernel mean embedding techniques are used to
avoid unnecessary assumptions of the distributions. Back-propagation can be used to calculate the
gradient as long as the kernel function is smooth.

A GMMN network estimates the joint distribution of a set of variables. However, we are more
interested in a conditional distribution in many cases, including (1) predictive modeling: compared
to a generative model that defines the joint distribution p(x,y) of input data x and response variable
y, a conditional model p(y|x) is often more direct without unnecessary assumptions on modeling x,
and leads to better performance with fewer training examples [23, 16]; (2) contextual generation: in
some cases, we are interested in generating samples based on some context, such as class labels [21],
visual attributes [32] or the input information in cross-modal generation (e.g., from image to text [31]
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Abstract
Program invariant is a fundamental notion widely used in program
verification and analysis. The aim of this paper is twofold: (i) find
an appropriate definition of invariants for quantum programs; and
(ii) develop an effective technique of invariant generation for ver-
ification and analysis of quantum programs. Interestingly, the no-
tion of invariant can be defined for quantum programs in two d-
ifferent ways – additive invariants and multiplicative invariants –
corresponding to two interpretations of implication in a continuous
valued logic: the Łukasiewicz implication and the Gödel implica-
tion. It is shown that both of them can be used to establish partial
correctness of quantum programs. The problem of generating ad-
ditive invariants of quantum programs is addressed by reducing it
to an SDP (Semidefinite Programming) problem. This approach is
applied with an SDP solver to generate invariants of two important
quantum algorithms – quantum walk and quantum Metropolis sam-
pling. Our examples show that the generated invariants can be used
to verify correctness of these algorithms and are helpful in optimis-
ing quantum Metropolis sampling. To our knowledge, this paper is
the first attempt to define the notion of invariant and to develop a
method of invariant generation for quantum programs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors F.3.2 [Logics and Meanings
of Programs]: Semantics of Programming Languages - Program
Analysis; D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Veri-
fication

General Terms Algorithms, Theory, Verification.

Keywords Quantum programming, Partial correctness, Program
invariants, Inductive assertions, Invariant generation.

1. Introduction
Quantum Programming: Research on quantum programming has
already been conducted for two decades, as surveyed in [18, 42,

50]. Several high-level quantum programming languages were de-
fined as early as in the later 1990’s and early 2000’s; for exam-
ple, the first quantum programming language QCL was designed
by Ömer [37], a quantum programming language qGCL in the style
of Dijkstra’s guarded-command language was proposed by Sanders
and Zuliani [40], and the first quantum language QPL of the func-
tional programming paradigm was defined by Selinger [43]. Moti-
vated by the rapid progress in quantum computing hardware in the
last few years, several more practical and scalable quantum pro-
gramming languages have recently been defined and their compil-
ers have been implemented, including Quipper [23], Scaffold [2]
and Microsoft’s LIQUi|⟩ [48]. Various semantics of quantum pro-
gramming languages have also been intensively studied; for exam-
ple, a denotational semantics for higher order quantum computa-
tion (i.e. quantum lambda calculus with recursion) was discovered
by Hasuo and Hoshino [29] and Pagani et al. [38]

Verification of Quantum Programs: Also, various techniques,
including program logics [3–5, 14, 30] and model-checking [15, 19,
52], have been extended for verification of quantum programs and
quantum cryptographic protocols. For example, the notion of weak-
est precondition for quantum programs was introduced by D’Hondt
and Panangaden in [13]. Furthermore, a logic of the Floyd-Hoare
style was developed in [49] for reasoning about both partial and
total correctness of quantum programs, and its (relative) complete-
ness was established. A theorem prover was implemented in [36]
for quantum Floyd-Hoare logic based on Isabelle/HOL. An alge-
braic theory of quantum computation was built by Staton in [46]
that provides a framework for equational reasoning about quantum
programs.

Invariants and Inductive Assertions: As is well-known, the
notions of invariant and inductive assertion are essential for verifi-
cation of programs as well as analysis of algorithms. An invariant
of a program at a location is an assertion that is always true when
the location is reached. It can be used to establish partial correct-
ness of programs. On the other hand, an assertion is inductive at
a location of a program if it is true for the first time the location
is reached, and is preserved by every cycle back to the location. A
standard method for proving an assertion O to be an invariant is to
find an assertion O′ that is stronger than O and is inductive [17].
Such a method of proving correctness of programs has also been
developed by McIver and Morgan [35] in probabilistic program-
ming.

The first contribution of this paper is to define the notions of
invariant and inductive assertion for quantum programs. A first
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ABSTRACT
Predicting users’ examination of search results is one of the key
concerns in Web search related studies. With more and more het-
erogeneous components federated into search engine result pages
(SERPs), it becomes difficult for traditional position-based models
to accurately predict users’ actual examination patterns. Therefore,
a number of prior works investigate the connection between exami-
nation and users’ explicit interaction behaviors (e.g. click-through,
mouse movement). Although these works gain much success in
predicting users’ examination behavior on SERPs, they require the
collection of large scale user behavior data, which makes it impos-
sible to predict examination behavior on newly-generated SERPs.
To predict user examination on SERPs containing heterogenous
components without user interaction information, we propose a
new prediction model based on visual saliency map and page con-
tent features. Visual saliency, which is designed to measure the
likelihood of a given area to attract human visual attention, is used
to predict users’ attention distribution on heterogenous search com-
ponents. With an experimental search engine, we carefully de-
sign a user study in which users’ examination behavior (eye move-
ment) is recorded. Examination prediction results based on this
collected data set demonstrate that visual saliency features signif-
icantly improve the performance of examination model in hetero-
geneous search environments. We also found that saliency features
help predict internal examination behavior within vertical results.

Keywords
User behavior analysis; Visual saliency; Eye tracking

1. INTRODUCTION
Web search has reached a level at which a good understanding

of user interactions may significantly impact its quality. Among
all kinds of user interactions, examination is an important one that
are studied by many research works. Our understanding on how
users allocate their limited attention to search engine result pages
(SERPs) can contribute to improving search UI design, result rank-
ing, performance evaluation, ad delivery and many other research
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issues in Web search. It also plays a central role in the Examination
Hypothesis [9, 40], which is the basis of most search engine click
model construction efforts [6, 8, 44].

One of the most frequently adopted information sources in search
examination studies is the eye movement data collected by eye-
tracking devices. According to the findings in cognitive psycho-
logical studies, vision appears to be blurred during saccades and
new information is only acquired during eye fixations in the reading
process [36]. Therefore, eye fixation sequence on SERP is usually
adopted as a strong signal of search examination behavior accord-
ing to the strong eye-mind hypothesis [27], that there is no appre-
ciable lag between what is fixated on and what is processed.

Although eye tracking studies are able to offer rich detailed in-
formation about users’ examination behaviors, the high cost and
inconvenience of eye tracking devices limit the application of this
methodology.1 Therefore, some prior studies [15, 19] try to use
mouse interaction information (e.g. click, movement and scroll) as
a cheap surrogate to model and predict users’ examination behav-
iors. These works reveal a strong correlation between eye fixation
and mouse positions. However, these mouse-interaction-based re-
searches also have their limitations. In these research works, users’
mouse interaction data is required to predict search examination be-
haviors. It means that it is impossible for us to predict examination
behavior on newly generated SERPs which are not shown to users
yet. Firstly, considering the fact that there are a large number of
long-tailed queries which are only submitted by one or few search
users [38], modeling examination behaviors on their correspond-
ing SERPs becomes rather difficult. Secondly, more and more
heterogenous components are federated into SERPs and many of
them contain highly dynamic information (e.g. news verticals). It
makes it rather questionable whether examination behavior pre-
dicted based on a previous SERP can be adopted to the current
one since the contents may have partially changed. Therefore, a
more practical examination prediction method should rely on static
(cold-start) information of SERPs and avoid the usage of user in-
teraction information.

One of the key concerns in click model construction researches
is to infer users’ examination probabilities on search results. There-
fore, most existing click models propose their assumptions in how
users examine results on SERPs. Some of these assumptions (e.g. in
Cascade model [9], DCM [14], DBN [6], UBM [12]) regard the
results as homogeneous and take the position factor into consider-
ation. Meanwhile, some recent proposed models also try to model
users’ behavior on heterogeneous SERPs (e.g. FCM [7], VCM [44])

1Although some inexpensive eye-tracking solutions such as the eye
tribe (https://theeyetribe.com) exist, they still require each user to
equip one on the PC and calibrate each time before usage, which
makes it impossible for large scale user behavior data collection.
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ABSTRACT
Relevance is a fundamental concept in information retrieval (IR)
studies. It is however often observed that relevance as annotated
by secondary assessors may not necessarily mean usefulness and
satisfaction perceived by users. In this study, we confirm the
difference by a laboratory study in which we collect relevance
annotations by external assessors, usefulness and user satisfaction
information by users, for a set of search tasks. We also find that a
measure based on usefulness rather than relevance annotated has a
better correlation with user satisfaction. However, we show that
external assessors are capable of annotating usefulness when
provided with more search context information. In addition, we
also show that it is possible to generate automatically usefulness
labels when some training data is available. Our findings explain
why traditional system-centric evaluation metrics are not well
aligned with user satisfaction and suggest that a usefulness-based
evaluation method can be defined to better reflect the quality of
search systems perceived by the users.

Keywords
Relevance; Usefulness; User satisfaction; Evaluation

1. INTRODUCTION
Relevance, which “expresses a criterion for assessing

effectiveness in retrieval of information, or of objects potentially
conveying information" [37], is a central concept in IR and plays
an important role in search engine evaluation. It is well known that
this notion involves multiple aspects. In the traditional system
evaluation paradigm [10, 43], in order to compare the
performances of different search systems, we typically rely on a
test collection that consists of a document corpus, a set of
predefined statements of information needs, and a set of relevance
judgements. Based on the relevance judgements of query -
document pairs, evaluation metrics, such as MAP, NDCG [21],
and ERR [7], are computed for the ranked lists returned by
different systems. Each of these measures is defined according to
a different user model, which describes how the user interacts with
∗Yiqun Liu is the corresponding author.
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the ranked list [33], and links the document-level relevance
judgments with an estimation of the query-level user satisfaction
[1, 28].

Conceptually, the relevance judgements are expected to
represent users’ opinions about whether the retrieved documents
are relevant and meet users’ information needs [43, 44] and should
be made by the users themselves. However in practice, it is
usually hard to collect relevance feedbacks directly from actual
search users, especially in Web search. We therefore ask external
(secondary) assessors to make the relevance judgements instead.
In this case, there is a high risk that the collected relevance
judgments may not necessarily reflect the user-perceived
usefulness of retrieved documents. This is due to several reasons.
On the one hand, in general, the assessors do not originate the
information needs themselves and thus may not fully understand
what the user actually wants. It has been indeed questioned
whether the search intent can always be captured by the assessors
[42]. On the other hand, conventionally the relevance judgments
are made in a much simplified environment in which the assessor
is asked to judge the relevance relation between each
query-document pair independently. The assessor does not have
access to much contextual information that may affect relevance
judgment, such as the queries the user issued previously in the
session, the documents examined or clicked by the user, and so on.
In addition, the assessor is only provided with a single short query,
which may hardly describe accurately the user’s information need.
In reality, the Web search engine users often issue multiple queries
in a search session [38], especially for exploratory and struggling
search tasks [19]. It has been well documented that there are
dependency and redundancy among the result documents [5, 9] .
When all these contextual factors are ignored, it is very difficult
for the assessor to put herself in the shoe of the user to make
correct relevance judgment.

The lack of contextual information and accurate description of
the information need often leads the assessor to limit herself to
judge the topical aspect of relevance, which is different from the
highly situational, subjective, user-perceived usefulness. This
difference can be easily observed when the relevance judgment of
the assessor is compared to the usefulness feedback from the user.
Table 1 shows a search session collected in our experimental study
in which we collect assessor’s relevance judgments and user’s
usefulness feedback (see Section 3 for more details). Given a
search task, a user issued two queries and viewed several results.
For the first query, baggage restrictions, the user clicked on
two results in order. The contents of these two documents are very
similar and both are topically related to the query. The assessor
judged both document to be "highly relevant". However, the user
judged the first document to be more useful than the second. This
may be due to the fact that the second result does not contain
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ABSTRACT
Learning large-scale Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) models
is beneficial for many applications that involve large collections
of documents.Recent work has been focusing on developing dis-
tributed algorithms in the batch setting, while leaving stochastic
methods behind, which can effectively explore statistical redun-
dancy in big data and thereby are complementary to distributed
computing.The distributed stochastic gradient Langevin dynam-
ics (DSGLD) represents one attempt to combine stochastic sam-
pling and distributed computing, but it suffers from drawbacks
such as excessive communications and sensitivity to partitioning
of datasets across nodes. DSGLD is typically limited to learn small
models that have about 103 topics and 103 vocabulary size.

In this paper, we present embarrassingly parallel SGLD (EPS-
GLD), a novel distributed stochastic gradient sampling method for
topic models. Our sampler is built upon a divide-and-conquer ar-
chitecture which enables us to produce robust and asymptotically
exact samples with less communication overhead than DSGLD. We
further propose several techniques to reduce the overhead in I/O
and memory usage. Experiments on Wikipedia and ClueWeb12
documents demonstrate that, EPSGLD can scale up to large mod-
els with 1010 parameters (i.e., 105 topics, 105 vocabulary size),
four orders of magnitude larger than DSGLD, and converge faster.

CCS Concepts
•Mathematics of computing → Probabilistic algorithms;
•Computing methodologies→ Distributed algorithms;

Keywords
large-scale LDA, stochastic gradient sampler, embarrassingly par-
allel MCMC

1. INTRODUCTION
Topic models are useful statistical tools for mining latent topic

representations in document data, with Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [8] as one of the most popular examples. LDA has been
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used in various tasks, including text classification [27], informa-
tion retrieval [21], recommendation [10] and social network anal-
ysis [3, 5]. Since exact inference is intractable, various approx-
imate methods have been developed, with Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) as a main workhorse. A MCMC method builds a
sampler that simulates samples from a proposal distribution and ac-
cepts each sample with a rate specified by its posterior probability
given observed data. A conventional MCMC method adopts batch
update, that is, the whole dataset is processed for a single iteration.
Apparently, the overhead for such batch methods increases signifi-
cantly as the model size and/or data size get larger.

There are two ways to scale up inference for topic models —
stochastic subsampling and distributed computing. Stochastic sub-
sampling reduces the per-iteration cost by randomly drawing a sub-
set (or mini-batch) of documents and constructing an (unbiased)
estimate of the data statistics (e.g., gradients). Such methods save
computation cost by effectively exploring the statistical redundancy
that is commonly observed in large-scale datasets. For topic mod-
els, representative work includes stochastic variational inference
(SVI) [9] and stochastic gradient MCMC, such as stochastic gra-
dient Riemannian Langevin dynamics (SGRLD) [17], an extension
of stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (SGLD) [23] for LDA
(See [28] for an overview). Compared to SVI, which often relies
on some restricting mean-field assumption and has dense per-token
update for LDA, we focus on SGLD methods, which converge to
the target posterior distribution under certain scheme of annealing
the step sizes and has sparse per-token update, a desirable property
for learning a large number of topics.

Distributed methods parallelize the computation on the full
dataset over multiple compute nodes. Representative work for topic
models includes Yahoo!LDA [1], LightLDA [25] and many oth-
ers [4, 13, 12, 16], which follow a common pattern that the glob-
ally shared topic-word matrix is updated asynchronously over mul-
tiple workers, and workers constantly communicate with a master
node to keep the local copy of the topic-word matrix up-to-date
through some operations, e.g., a parameter server in Yahoo!LDA or
pull/push-ing a matrix block from/to the master node in LightLDA.
In either case the write operation is exclusive for any element in the
matrix, which means only one worker at a time can modify the ele-
ment (See Fig. 1(b) for an illustration of LightLDA). Various efforts
have been made on reducing the per-token sampling complexity for
better efficiency on learning large-scale LDA models [24, 11], with
the recent success on an O(1) sampler [25]. However, these meth-
ods rely heavily on the communications among compute nodes and
can have substantial latency in waiting to gain the lock of element,
which can seriously slow down the convergence.

Though fast per-token samplers have been extensively investi-
gated in a sophisticated distributed system, little work has been
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ABSTRACT
Crowdsourced entity resolution has recently attracted signif-
icant attentions because it can harness the wisdom of crowd
to improve the quality of entity resolution. However ex-
isting techniques either cannot achieve high quality or incur
huge monetary costs. To address these problems, we propose
a cost-effective crowdsourced entity resolution framework,
which significantly reduces the monetary cost while keeping
high quality. We first define a partial order on the pairs of
records. Then we select a pair as a question and ask the
crowd to check whether the records in the pair refer to the
same entity. After getting the answer of this pair, we infer
the answers of other pairs based on the partial order. Next
we iteratively select pairs without answers to ask until we
get the answers of all pairs. We devise effective algorithms
to judiciously select the pairs to ask in order to minimize
the number of asked pairs. To further reduce the cost, we
propose a grouping technique to group the pairs and we only
ask one pair instead of all pairs in each group. We develop
error-tolerant techniques to tolerate the errors introduced
by the partial order and the crowd. Experimental results
show that our method reduces the cost to 1.25% of existing
approaches (or existing approaches take 80× monetary cost
of our method) while not sacrificing the quality.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2 [Database Management]: Database applications
Keywords:Crowdsourcing;Entity Resolution;Partial Order

1. INTRODUCTION
Entity resolution aims to find records that refer to the

same entity from a collection of records. For example, con-
sider the 11 records in Table 1. r1, r2 and r3 refer to the
same entity. r4, r5, r6 and r7 refer to the same entity. Entity
resolution has many real-world applications, particularly in
health data integration, knowledge-base construction, web
search, comparison shopping, and law enforcement.

However existing machine-based methods are still far from
perfect[22, 24], because the same entity may have many un-
predictable representations. Crowdsourced entity resolution
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that leverages the crowd’s ability to solve this problem has
attracted significant attentions[12, 21, 23, 24, 25].

A brute-force method enumerates every pair of records
and asks the crowd to check whether they refer to the same
entity. This method involves huge monetary costs, espe-
cially for large datasets. To address this problem, several
algorithms have been proposed to reduce the cost by prun-
ing some pairs that do not need to be asked. Wang et al. [23]
utilized the transitivity to reduce the cost, but the quality
may not be guaranteed. This is because the transitivity may
not hold for some records, which leads to incorrect deduc-
tion and uncontrollable error propagation. Wang et al. [24]
proposed a correlation-clustering method, which adaptively
assigned the records referring to the same entity into the
same cluster. This method improves the quality at the ex-
pense of asking many more questions and thus involves high
monetary costs. In summary, existing methods either can-
not achieve high quality or involve huge monetary costs.

To address these problems, we propose Power, a partial-
order based crowdsourced entity resolution framework, which
significantly reduces the monetary cost while keeping high
quality. The basic idea is that we define a partial order on
the record pairs and prune many pairs that do not need to
be asked based on the partial order. Specifically, we first
define a partial order: (1) If a pair of records refer to the
same entity, then the pairs preceding this pair also refer to
the same entity; (2) If a pair of records refer to different
entities, then the pairs succeeding this pair refer to differ-
ent entities. Then we select a pair as a question and ask
the crowd to check whether the records in the pair refer to
the same entity. Based on the answer of this pair, we infer
the answers of other pairs based on the partial order. Thus
our goal is to judiciously select the pairs to ask in order to
minimize the number of asked pairs. To this end, we de-
vise effective algorithms to iteratively select pairs without
answers to ask until we get the answers of all the pairs. To
further reduce the cost, we propose a grouping technique to
group the pairs such that we only need to ask one pair in-
stead of all pairs in each group. Since asking only one pair
in each iteration leads to a high latency, we propose effec-
tive techniques to select multiple pairs in each iteration. As
both the partial order and the crowd may introduce errors,
we develop error-tolerant techniques to tolerate the errors.

To summarize, we make the following contributions.
(1) We propose a partial-order based crowdsourced entity
resolution framework. We define a partial order on record
pairs and utilize the partial order to infer the answers of
some unasked pairs so as to reduce the monetary cost.
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ABSTRACT
Developing efficient and scalable algorithms for Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) is of wide interest for many applications. Previ-
ous work has developed an O(1) Metropolis-Hastings (MH) sam-
pling method for each token. However, its performance is far from
being optimal due to frequent cache misses caused by random ac-
cesses to the parameter matrices.

In this paper, we first carefully analyze the memory access be-
havior of existing algorithms for LDA by cache locality at docu-
ment level. We then develop WarpLDA, which achieves O(1) time
complexity per-token and fits the randomly accessed memory per-
document in the L3 cache. Our empirical results in a wide range of
testing conditions demonstrate that WarpLDA is consistently 5-15x
faster than the state-of-the-art MH-based LightLDA, and is faster
than the state-of-the-art sparsity aware F+LDA in most settings.
Our WarpLDA learns a million topics from 639 millions of doc-
uments in only five hours at an unprecedented throughput of 11
billion tokens per second.

1. INTRODUCTION
Topic modeling provides a suite of statistical tools to discover la-

tent semantic structures from complex corpora, with latent Dirich-
let allocation (LDA) [7] as the most popular one. LDA has found
many applications in text analysis [8, 36], data visualization [18,
22], recommendation systems [14], information retrieval [29] and
network analysis [11, 13]. LDA represents each document as an
admixture of topics, each of which is a unigram distribution of
words. Since exact inference is intractable, both variational Bayes
(VB) and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have been
developed for approximate inference, including mean-field varia-
tional Bayes [7], collapsed variational Bayes [26], collapsed Gibbs
sampling (CGS) [16] and expectation propagation [23]. Among
these methods, CGS is most popular due to its simplicity and avail-
ability for fast sampling algorithms [30, 20, 32].

Entering the Big Data era, applications often require large-scale
topic modeling to boost their performance. For example, Wang et
al. [28, 32] show that learning 1 million topics can lead to signifi-
cant performance gain on various tasks such as advertisement and
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Table 1: Memory hierarchy in an Intel Ivy Bridge CPU. L1D
denotes L1 data cache, and ∗ stands for per core.

L1D L2 L3 Main memory
Latency (cycles) 5 12 30 180+
Size 32KB∗ 256KB∗ 30MB 10GB+

recommendation. Other recent endeavours on learning large topic
models often contain billions of documents, millions of topics, and
millions of unique tokens [28, 32, 21]. Various fast sampling algo-
rithms have been proposed for LDA, reducing the time complexity
of sampling the topic assignment per-token from O(K) to O(1),
where K is the number of topics [30, 21, 32].

Although many efforts have been spent on improving the per-
token sampling complexity, little attention has been paid to exam-
ine the cache locality, another important dimension to improve the
overall efficiency. For all the aforementioned algorithms, the cache
locality is not getting better; in fact some are even getting worse
(See Table 2 for details). The running time of LDA is often dom-
inated by random memory accesses, where the time consumption
is roughly proportional to the latency of each access. As shown
in Table 1, the latency of accessing different levels of the memory
hierarchy varies greatly, and accessing a higher-level cache can be
orders of magnitude faster than accessing a lower-level cache or the
main memory. As we will show in Sec. 3, when processing a single
document, the random accesses of previous LDA algorithms spread
across either an O(KV ) topic-word count matrix or an O(DK)
document-topic count matrix, whereD is the number of documents
and V is the vocabulary size. As K, V and D can all exceed one
million in large-scale applications, both matrices exceed tens of gi-
gabytes in size, which is too large to fit in any cache, resulting in
unsatisfactory memory efficiency. Moreover, this size is difficult
to reduce for CGS because both matrices need to be accessed for
sampling a single token.

In this paper, we propose to reduce the latency of random ac-
cesses of LDA by reducing the size of the randomly accessed mem-
ory. Based on a careful analysis of existing algorithms, we de-
velop WarpLDA1, a novel sampling algorithm based on Monte-
Carlo Expectation Maximization (MCEM) that preserves the O(1)
time complexity per-token and has some carefully designed re-
ordering strategy to achieve an O(K) size of randomly accessed
memory per-document, which is small enough to fit in the L3 cache.
As the L3 cache is at least six times faster than the main memory
(See Table 1), this results in a significant performance gain. An-
other nice property of WarpLDA is that it simplifies the system de-
sign. We present an implementation of WarpLDA in a distributed

1The name comes after Warp Drive, the faster-than-light propul-
sion system in Star Trek.
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ABSTRACT
A prime function of many major World Wide Web appli-
cations is Online Service Allocation (OSA), the function of
matching individual consumers with particular services/goods
(which may include loans or jobs as well as products) each
with its own producer. In the applications of interest, con-
sumers are free to choose, so OSA usually takes the form of
personalized recommendation or search in practice. The per-
formance metrics of recommender and search systems cur-
rently tend to focus on just one side of the match, in some
cases the consumers (e.g. satisfaction) and in other cases the
producers (e.g., profit). However, a sustainable OSA plat-
form needs benefit both consumers and producers; otherwise
the neglected party eventually may stop using it.

In this paper, we show how to adapt economists’ tradi-
tional idea of maximizing total surplus (the sum of consumer
net benefit and producer profit) to the heterogeneous world
of online service allocation, in an effort to promote the web
intelligence for social good in online eco-systems. Modifica-
tions of traditional personalized recommendation algorithms
enable us to apply Total Surplus Maximization (TSM) to
three very different types of real-world tasks – e-commerce,
P2P lending and freelancing. The results for all three tasks
suggest that TSM compares very favorably to currently pop-
ular approaches, to the benefit of both producers and con-
sumers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
[Applied Computing]: Law, Social and Behavioral Sciences-
Economics; [Human-Centered Computing]: Collabora-
tive and Social Computing- Collaborative Filtering

Keywords
Total Surplus Maximization; Online Service Allocation; Com-
putational Economics; Recommendation Systems; Web-based
Services

1. INTRODUCTION
Online applications and services have grown tremendously

in recent years. Consumers find producers on E-commerce
websites like Amazon or via social networks like Facebook,
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borrowers and lenders find each other via P2P lending ser-
vices like Prosper, and freelancing websites like Amazon Me-
chanical Turk and Upwork match short term workers with
employers. Such online service allocation seems destined to
grow rapidly in the years ahead.

Because consumers typically have the right and the ability
to choose freely among available online services, an enforced
allocation is usually impractical. Service allocation therefore
is typically performed online via search [4] and recommenda-
tion [30] systems. Search engines, such as Google or Amazon
product search, leverage knowledge about consumers’ inten-
tions, while the many recommender systems for products or
social networks try to infer consumer needs without explicit
user queries.

By its nature, service allocation is a two-sided matching
activity, e.g., of consumers with producers. Economists since
Adam Smith (1776) [1] have taken a balanced view of service
allocation. The key insight is that maximizing total surplus
– the sum of producers’ profit and consumers’ net benefit
– is in the best interest of society, and potentially enables
both sides to be better off than they would be when that
maximum is not achieved.

Existing recommendation systems in online service match-
ing platforms typically lack this balanced perspective. Most
are designed with a focus on the benefits to only one side,
while the benefits of the other side can be ignored or even
sacrificed, because there is always a potential conflict of in-
terest between consumers and producers [13]. For example,
the widely adopted Collaborative Filtering (CF) [30, 37] ap-
proach for recommendation is based on the preferences of
consumers, and the benefits of producers play little role.
Some online P2P lending systems focus on improving the
revenue of lenders, while neglecting the surplus of borrow-
ers. Such an imbalance is problematic because if one side
does not gain much benefit, it may do better elsewhere and
leave the platform.

The purpose of this paper is to illustrate how to opera-
tionalize the economists’ insight in online service allocation
into personalized recommendation systems to solve the prob-
lem for better social good of the online society. We propose a
Total Surplus Maximization (TSM) framework to integrate
both consumer surplus and producer surplus into recom-
mendation systems. By TSM, the system creates a bigger
pie (total surplus) for consumers and producers to divide.
There is a large gap between the traditional application of
the economists’ insight (a competitive market for a uniform
commodity, with lots of small producers and consumers) and
online allocation of very personalized and heterogeneous ser-
vices. To fill the gap, we develop surplus-oriented metrics for
personalized recommendations for heterogeneous products,
and illustrate their use in several online markets.
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ABSTRACT
Dynamic topic models (DTMs) are very effective in discover-
ing topics and capturing their evolution trends in time series
data. To do posterior inference of DTMs, existing methods
are all batch algorithms that scan the full dataset before
each update of the model and make inexact variational ap-
proximations with mean-field assumptions. Due to a lack of
a more scalable inference algorithm, despite the usefulness,
DTMs have not captured large topic dynamics.

This paper fills this research void, and presents a fast
and parallelizable inference algorithm using Gibbs Sampling
with Stochastic Gradient Langevin Dynamics that does not
make any unwarranted assumptions. We also present a
Metropolis-Hastings based O(1) sampler for topic assign-
ments for each word token. In a distributed environment,
our algorithm requires very little communication between
workers during sampling (almost embarrassingly parallel)
and scales up to large-scale applications. We are able to
learn the largest Dynamic Topic Model to our knowledge,
and learned the dynamics of 1,000 topics from 2.6 million
documents in less than half an hour, and our empirical re-
sults show that our algorithm is not only orders of magnitude
faster than the baselines but also achieves lower perplexity.

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Performance

Keywords
Topic Model; Dynamic Topic Model; Large Scale Machine
Learning; Parallel Computing; MCMC; MPI

1. INTRODUCTION
Surrounded by data, statistical topic models have become

some of the most useful machine learning tools to automat-
ically analyze large sets of categorical data, including both
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text documents and images under some bag-of-words rep-
resentations. Topic models can capture thematic structure
that exists within a data corpus and finds a low dimensional
representation of the documents. Such topical representa-
tions can be used for subsequent analysis tasks, such as
clustering (29), classification (33; 34), and data visualiza-
tion (16). One of the most popular topic models, Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (5), has seen large amounts of
application in both industry (25) and academia. Since exact
posterior inference of LDA is intractable, recent research has
focused on speeding up the approximate inference methods
for LDA from various directions, including stochastic/online
inference (19), fast sampling algorithms (31; 7), and scalable
systems (1).

While LDA is extremely useful, it has many simplistic
assumptions that fail to capture some complicated struc-
tures underlying a large data corpus, such as the corre-
lationship between multiple topics and the temporal evo-
lution of topics in data streams. Correlated Topic Model
(CTM) (3) is one such extension to LDA that introduces
non-conjugate Logistic-Normal parameters to capture the
correlation among topics. Though flexible in model capac-
ity, the non-conjugacy makes approximating the posterior
and scaling up a lot more difficult. Variational approxima-
tion was often adopted (3) under some unwarranted mean-
field assumptions. The standard variational methods can-
not deal with large datasets either. Recently, Chen et al.
(8) scaled up the CTM using a novel (distributed) Gibbs
Sampler with Data Augmentation, which does not make un-
necessary mean-field assumptions; thereby leading to better
performance in terms of both time efficiency and testing
likelihood/perpelexity.

Dynamic Topic Model (DTM) (4) is another extension
to LDA that discovers topics and their evolution trends in
time series data by chaining the time-specific topic-term dis-
tributions via a Markov process under a Logistic-Normal pa-
rameterization as in CTM. The non-conjugacy in the DTM
model makes its large-scale posterior inference even more
difficult and it remains a challenge in machine learning re-
search. Existing inference algorithms of DTM have been fo-
cused on mean-field variational approximations, Laplace ap-
proximations or delta methods (23), which potentially lead
to inaccurate results due to improper assumptions, require
model specific derivations, and can only deal with small
data corpora and learn a small number of topics. There
has been a lot of recent research done to scale up variational
inference (14; 6) to large data corpora but using variational
methods, inferring the variational distribution over topics
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ABSTRACT
Social instant messaging services are emerging as a transformative
form with which people connect, communicate with friends in their
daily life — they catalyze the formation of social groups, and they
bring people stronger sense of community and connection. How-
ever, research community still knows little about the formation and
evolution of groups in the context of social messaging — their life-
cycles, the change in their underlying structures over time, and the
diffusion processes by which they develop new members.

In this paper, we analyze the daily usage logs from WeChat
group messaging platform — the largest standalone messaging
communication service in China — with the goal of understanding
the processes by which social messaging groups come together,
grow new members, and evolve over time. Specifically, we dis-
cover a strong dichotomy among groups in terms of their lifecycle,
and develop a separability model by taking into account a broad
range of group-level features, showing that long-term and short-
term groups are inherently distinct. We also found that the lifecycle
of messaging groups is largely dependent on their social roles and
functions in users’ daily social experiences and specific purposes.
Given the strong separability between the long-term and short-term
groups, we further address the problem concerning the early pre-
diction of successful communities.

In addition to modeling the growth and evolution from group-
level perspective, we investigate the individual-level attributes of
group members and study the diffusion process by which groups
gain new members. By considering members’ historical engage-
ment behavior as well as the local social network structure that
they embedded in, we develop a membership cascade model and
demonstrate the effectiveness by achieving AUC of 95.31% in pre-
dicting inviter, and an AUC of 98.66% in predicting invitee.
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social messaging; online community; group formation; information
diffusion
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1. INTRODUCTION
The advent and proliferation of social instant messaging services

have been shaping and transforming the way people connect, com-
municate with individuals or groups of friends, bringing users di-
verse and ubiquitous social experiences that traditional text-based
short message service (SMS) could not. For example, WhatsApp
is the most globally popular messaging service with more than 900
million monthly active users (MAUs), WeChat, the largest messag-
ing service in China, has more than 600 million MAUs. These tools
have enriched the way people interact by including images, video,
location information, audio and text messages. More importantly,
they have also catalyzed the formation of social groups, bringing
people a stronger sense of community and connection compared
with traditional text messaging [12].

While past work has extensively studied the dynamics of group
formation and evolution, much of the work is limited to the setting
of online communities embedded within the social networking sites
— which is inherently different from groups seen in the context of
social messaging. Previous study [12] has shown that, for most so-
cial messaging tools adopters, the creation and use of instant group
messaging occurs more frequently and habitually than other form
of group-level social engagement in their daily life. In terms of life-
cycle, social messaging groups have a relatively shorter life span —
ranging from several hours to months — as opposed to those on-
line groups seen in social networking sites such as Reddit [8] and
Facebook [29] that can sustain up to years. Furthermore, all the
chat groups are by default only visible to the group members and
grow in an invitation-only fashion, i.e., new members invited to the
group are guaranteed to be on the fringe of group networks (one-
hop neighbors of current group members) — thus the membership
cascade process is more locally dependent, with unidirectional con-
tagion dominated mostly by the existing group members. This is
very dissimilar from the diffusion and growing models in previous
literature on online communities (e.g., [6, 28]), in which users can
make their own decisions to join, even if they are not friends with
any of the current group members.

Researchers have recently begun interpreting the group messag-
ing behavior and processes from a social science perspective, yet
concrete empirical measurement and statements cannot be drawn
from existing literature. Much of the challenge has been the lack of
appropriate datasets — one needs a large collection of messaging
groups with sufficient time-resolution so that one can keep track of
their emergence, growth and demise over time. Another challenge
comes from devising an effective model to depict and quantify the
diversified, complex processes by which the groups develop over
time. As a result, the research community still knows very little
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